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#1 Denver Post Bestseller! Award-Winning Finalist, Beverly Hills Book Awards! A fresh concept
and protagonist...an exciting actioner. --Kirkus Reviews In this first thriller in the Nick Lassiter-
Skyler International Espionage Series, Mr. Everyman Nick Lassiter becomes an unwitting
intelligence operative and encounters for the first time the beautiful female assassin Skyler, who
plays a prominent role in Books 2 and 3 of the series. As he celebrates his thirtieth birthday with
friends, Lassiter is also a man in crisis: he has lost his girlfriend and his job, is wanted by the
police, and has discovered that his unpublished thriller, Blind Thrust, has been stolen and turned
into a blockbuster movie called Subterranean Storm. Even worse, the movie is based on a soon-
to-be bestselling novel by Australian thriller writer Cameron Beckett, one of the world's biggest
brand-name authors. Rather than seek revenge through a financial settlement or public
humiliation, Lassiter sets out for New York to obtain mea culpas from Beckett and his renowned
literary agent, whom he is certain colluded with the Aussie in stealing his debut novel. Once in
New York, Lassiter, and his three fish-out-of-water friends who insist on accompanying him,
instantly run afoul of the law and other powerful forces intent on thwarting them and their
mission. As they encounter one thorny obstacle after another, the scope of their inquiries
expands and they are soon in way over their heads, battling toe-to-toe not only against the mega-
bestselling author and his agent, but a formidable army of antagonists, including the NYPD,
Beckett's Big Five publishing house security squad, and the Russian mob. Collectively, these
adversaries present Lassiter with the greatest--and deadliest--challenge of his life. Unexpectedly
aided by his CIA father, Director of the Russian Counterintelligence Desk, and his former
girlfriend turned CIA-informant, Lassiter and his comrades take to calling themselves the Devil's
Brigade in tribute to the legendary U.S.-Canadian First Special Service Force, an elite
commando outfit that fought in Italy in World War Two. Outmatched and outgunned, they are
foiled at every turn but still they are determined to win. But will justice be attained? Can they
prove that Beckett and his crooked literary agent have stolen Lassiter's blockbuster novel and
are undeservedly reaping the success? More importantly, can they solve one of the most
important counterintelligence cases in CIA history and in the process honor the original Devil's
Brigade?

From Publishers WeeklyIn this sequel to Edgar Award-winning The Last Policeman, Winters
intensifies his vision of a lawless apocalyptic society as an asteroid nicknamed "Maia" continues
its deadly trajectory toward Earth. Impact: October 3rd. Seventy-seven days from when the
narrative picks up. Set in Concord, N.H., where the police force is fraying and money has no
value, people are frantically fleeing the Eastern Hemisphere to seek refuge from Maia's direct
path, amidst hundreds of U.S. citizens who are simply disappearing. Narrator and straight-laced



detective Hank Palace has lost his job, but he still can't resist helping his childhood babysitter
Martha Cavatone locate her missing husband. With the end of the world nigh—and a bike as his
only mode of transportation—this is no easy task. Clues lead Palace to a colonization of radicals
who've overtaken the University of New Hampshire and followed by a forsaken coastal fort used
to execute catastrophe immigrants as they approach the shore. While not as well paced or
marvelously original as its predecessor, this second installment in a planned trilogy is darker,
more violent and more oppressive. Through it all Palace remains a likeable hero for end times,
and with Concord already in ruins, readers are left to wonder how he'll survive to tell his final tale.
(July)From BooklistFor those who haven’t read The Last Policeman (2012), here’s what you
need to know: the world is doomed. An asteroid is going to smash into the planet earth in the
very near future. Society is in disarray. A lot of people have already checked out, via suicide or
just vanishing entirely. Law and order is more of an idea than a practical reality. Hank Palace is a
police officer—well, he used to be, before the police department was shut down a few months
ago. Now, like most people, he’s unemployed. When an old friend asks him to find her missing
husband, Hank reluctantly agrees. But how do you find a missing person when half the people in
the country aren’t where they’re supposed to be? As with the first Hank Palace novel (this is
volume 2 of a projected trilogy), the mystery element is strong, and the strange, pre-apocalyptic
world is highly imaginative and also very plausible—it’s easy to think that the impending end of
the world might feel very much like this. Genre mash-up master Winters is at it again. --David
PittReview“It’s funny, it’s thrilling, it’s crazy, it’s interesting.”—Jenna Bush Hager, TODAY with
Hoda & Jenna“I always appreciate novels that have new and interesting approaches to
traditional genres, and Ben H. Winters’ two novels featuring Hank Palace fill the bill.”—Nancy
Pearl, NPR “Winters is brilliant in conveying the ways in which people look for their best impulses
but often end up as the victims of other people’s most base instincts.”—Toronto Star “Don’t miss
this series!”—Sci Fi Magazine“Winters is a deft storyteller who moves his novel effortlessly from
its intriguing setup to a thrilling, shattering conclusion.”—Los Angeles Review of Books“One of
the best mysteries I’ve read in such a long time.”—Nancy Pearl, KUOW“Winters’s work shines.”—
Locus“The ‘don’t lose hope’ ending is slam bang, setting us up for the ‘final-final’ installment.”—
Florida Times-Union“A precise, calendar-driven doom casts a shadow over the series, a planet-
killer asteroid that the Earth can’t duck, making this an existential policier.”—The Sunbreak“A
thrilling and contagious read.”—Fayetteville Flyer“Gripping.”—The Free Lance-Star“Highly
imaginative and also very plausible—it’s easy to think that the impending end of the world might
feel very much like this. Genre mash-up master Winters is at it again.”—Booklist“Through it all
Palace remains a likeable hero for end times.”—PublishersWeekly.comPraise for The Last
PolicemanWinner of the 2013 Edgar® Award Winner for Best Paperback OriginalOne of Slate’s
Best Books of 2012 "[The] weird, beautiful, unapologetically apocalyptic Last Policeman trilogy
is one of my favorite mystery series."—John Green, author of The Fault in Our Stars and Paper
Towns“Winters’s apocalyptic detective story contains an earth-shattering element of science
fiction that lifts it beyond a typical procedural.”—New York Times Book Review“An appealing



hybrid of the best of science fiction and crime fiction.”—The Washington Post“In his acclaimed
Last Policeman trilogy, Winters showed off his mastery of edgy, sardonic wit — there’s nothing
like an asteroid speeding toward Earth to bring out the black humor in people.”—NewsdayAbout
the AuthorBen H. Winters is an Edgar Award winner and a New York Times best-selling author.
He lives in Los Angeles, California.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1.“It’s
just that he promised,” says Martha Milano, pale eyes flashing, cheeks flushed with anxiety.
Grieving, bewildered, desperate. “We both did. We promised each other like a million times.”
“Right,” I say. “Of course.” I pluck a tissue from the box on her kitchen table and Martha takes
it, smiles weakly, blows her nose. “I’m sorry,” she says, and honks again, and then she gathers
herself, just a little, sits up straight and takes a breath. “But so Henry, you’re a policeman.” “I
was.” “Right. You were. But, I mean, is there . . .” She can’t finish, but she doesn’t need to. I
understand the question and it floats there in the air between us and slowly revolves: Is there
anything you can do? And of course I’m dying to help her, but frankly I’m not sure whether there
is anything that I can do, and it’s hard, it’s impossible, really, to know what to say. For the last
hour I’ve just been sitting here and listening, taking down the information in my slim blue exam-
taker’s notebook. Martha’s missing husband is Brett Cavatone; age thirty-three; last seen at a
restaurant called Rocky’s Rock ’n’ Bowl, on Old Loudon Road, out by the Steeplegate Mall. It’s
her father’s place, Martha explained, a family-friendly pizza-joint-slash-bowling-alley, still open
despite everything, though with a drastically reduced menu. Brett has worked there, her
father’s right-hand man, for two years. Yesterday morning, about 8:45, he left to do some errands
and never came back. I read over these scant notes one more time in the worried silence of
Martha’s neat and sunlit kitchen. Officially her name is Martha Cavatone, but to me she will
always be Martha Milano, the fifteen-year-old kid who watched my sister Nico and me after
school, five days a week, until my mom got home, gave her ten bucks in an envelope, and asked
after her folks. It’s unmooring to see her as an adult, let alone one overturned by the emotional
catastrophe of having been abandoned by her husband. How much stranger it must be for her to
be turning to me, of all people, whom she last laid eyes on when I was twelve. She blows her
nose again, and I give her a small gentle smile. Martha Milano with the overstuffed purple
JanSport backpack, the Pearl Jam T shirt. Cherry-pink bubblegum and cinnamon lip gloss.
She wears no makeup now. Her hair is an unruly brown pile; her eyes are red rimmed from
crying; she’s gnawing vigorously on the nail of her thumb. “Disgusting, right?” she says,
catching me looking. “But I’ve been smoking like crazy since April, and Brett never says
anything even though I know it grosses him out. I have this stupid feeling, like, if I stop now, it’ll
bring him home. I’m sorry, Henry, did you—” She stands abruptly. “Do you want tea or
something?” “No, thank you.” “Water?” “No. It’s okay, Martha. Sit down.” She falls back
into the chair, stares at the ceiling. What I want of course is coffee, but thanks to whatever
byzantine chain of infrastructural disintegration is determining the relative availability of
various perishable items, coffee cannot be found. I close my notebook and look Martha in the
eye. “It’s tough,” I say slowly, “it really is. There are just a lot of reasons why a missing-persons



investigation is especially challenging in the current environment.” “Yeah. No.” She blinks her
eyes, closed and then open again. “I mean, of course. I know.” Dozens of reasons, really.
Hundreds. There is no way to put out a description on the wires, to issue an APB or post to the
FBI Kidnappings and Missing Persons List. Witnesses who might know the location of a missing
individual have very little interest or incentive to divulge that information, if they haven’t gone
missing themselves. There is no way to access federal or local databases. As of last Friday, in
fact, southern New Hampshire appears to have no electricity whatsoever. Plus of course I’m not
a policeman anymore, and even if I was, the CPD as a matter of policy is no longer pursuing
such cases. All of which makes finding one particular individual a long shot, is what I tell Martha.
Especially—and here I pause, load my voice with as much care and sensitivity as I can—
especially since many such people left on purpose. “Yeah,” she says flatly. “Of course.”
Martha knows all of this. Everybody knows. The world is on the move. Plenty still leaving in
droves on their Bucket List adventures, going off to snorkel or skydive or make love to strangers
in public parks. And now, more recently, whole new forms of abrupt departure, new species of
madness as we approach the end. Religious sects wandering New England in robes, competing
for converts: the Doomsday Mormons, the Satellites of God. The mercy cruisers, traveling the
deserted highways in buses with converted engines running on wood gas or coal, seeking
opportunities for Samaritanship. And of course the preppers, down in their basements, hoarding
what they can, building piles for the aftermath, as if any amount of preparation will suffice. I
stand up, close my notebook. Change the subject. “How is your block?” “It’s fine,” says Martha.
“I guess.” “There’s an active residents association?” “Yes.” She nods blankly, not interested
in the line of questioning, not ready to contemplate how things will be for her alone. “And let
me ask, hypothetically, if there were a firearm in the home . . .” “There is,” she begins. “Brett left
his—” I hold up one hand, cut her off. “Hypothetically. Would you know how to use it?” “Yes,”
she says. “I can shoot. Yes.” I nod. Fine. All I needed to hear. Private ownership or sale
of firearms is technically forbidden, although the brief wave of house-to-house searches ended
months ago. Obviously I’m not going to bike over to School Street and report that Martha
Cavatone has her husband’s service piece under the bed—get her sent away for the duration—
but neither do I need to hear any details. Martha murmurs “excuse me” and gets up, jerks
open the pantry door and reaches for a tottering pile of cigarette cartons. But then she stops
herself, slams the door, and spins around to press her fingers into her eyes. It’s almost comical,
it’s such a teenage set of gestures: the impetuous grab for comfort, the immediate and
disgusted self-abnegation. I remember standing in our front hallway, at seven or eight years old,
just after Martha went home in the evenings, trying to catch one last sniff of cinnamon and
bubblegum. “Okay, so, Martha, what I can do is go by the restaurant,” I say—I hear myself
saying—“and ask a few questions.” And as soon as the words are out she’s across the room,
hugging me around the neck, grinning into my chest, like it’s a done deal, like I’ve already
brought her husband home and he’s out there on the stoop, ready to come in. “Oh, thank you,”
she says. “Thank you, Henry.” “Listen, wait—wait, Martha.” I gently pry her arms from around



my neck, step back and plant her in front of me, summon the stern hardheaded spirit of my
grandfather, level Martha with his severe stare. “I will do what I can to find your husband, okay?”
“Okay,” she says, breathless. “You promise?” “Yes.” I nod. “I can’t promise that I will find him,
and I definitely can’t promise that I will bring him home. But I’ll do what I can.” “Of course,” she
says, “I understand,” and she’s beaming, hugging me again, my notes of caution sliding unheard
off her cheeks. I can’t help it, I’m smiling, too, Martha Milano is hugging me and I’m smiling. “I’ll
pay you, of course,” she says. “No, you won’t.” “No, I know, not with money money, but we
can figure out something . . .” “Martha, no. I won’t take anything from you. Let’s have a
look around, okay?”     “Okay,” she says, wiping the last of the tears from her eyes.Read more
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YEAR LATERAUTHOR’S NOTEACKNOWLEDGEMENTSABOUT THE AUTHOR AND
FORTHCOMING TITLESTHE DEVIL’S BRIGADE(FORMERLY THE SLUSH PILE BRIGADE)A
NICK LASSITER-SKYLER NOVEL BOOK 1In this first thriller in the Nick Lassiter-Skyler
International Espionage Series, Mr. Everyman Nick Lassiter becomes an unwitting intelligence
operative and encounters for the first time the beautiful female assassin Skyler, who plays a
prominent role in Books 2 and 3 of the series. As he celebrates his thirtieth birthday with friends,
Lassiter is also a man in crisis: he has lost his girlfriend and his job, is wanted by the police, and
has discovered that his unpublished thriller, Blind Thrust, has been stolen and turned into a
blockbuster movie called Subterranean Storm. Even worse, the movie is based on a soon-to-be
bestselling novel by Australian thriller writer Cameron Beckett, one of the world’s biggest brand-
name authors. Rather than seek revenge through a financial settlement or public humiliation,
Lassiter sets out for New York to obtain mea culpas from Beckett and his renowned literary
agent, whom he is certain colluded with the Aussie in stealing his debut novel.Once in New York,
Lassiter, and his three fish-out-of-water friends who insist on accompanying him, instantly run
afoul of the law and other powerful forces intent on thwarting them and their mission. As they
encounter one thorny obstacle after another, the scope of their inquiries expands and they are
soon in way over their heads, battling toe-to-toe not only against the mega-bestselling author
and his agent, but a formidable army of antagonists, including the NYPD, Beckett’s Big Five
publishing house security squad, and the Russian mob. Collectively, these adversaries present
Lassiter with the greatest—and deadliest—challenge of his life.Unexpectedly aided by his CIA
father, Director of the Russian Counterintelligence Desk, and his former girlfriend turned CIA-
informant, Lassiter and his comrades take to calling themselves the Devil’s Brigade in tribute to
the legendary U.S.-Canadian First Special Service Force, an elite commando outfit that fought in
Italy in World War Two. Outmatched and outgunned, they are foiled at every turn but still they are
determined to win. But will justice be attained? Can they prove that Beckett and his crooked
literary agent have stolen Lassiter’s blockbuster novel and are undeservedly reaping the
success? More importantly, can they solve one of the most important counterintelligence cases
in CIA history and in the process honor the original Devil’s Brigade?Praise for Samuel



Marquis#1 Denver Post Bestselling AuthorForeword Reviews’ Book of the Year Winner
(HM)Beverly Hills Books Awards Winner & Award-Winning FinalistNext Generation Indie Book
Awards Winner& Award-Winning FinalistUSA Best Book Awards Award-Winning
FinalistColorado Book Awards Award-Winning Finalist“The Coalition has a lot of good action
and suspense, an unusual female assassin, and the potential to be another The Day After
Tomorrow [the runaway bestseller by Allan Folsom].”—James Patterson, #1 New York Times
Bestselling Author“Altar of Resistance is a gripping and densely packed thriller dramatizing the
Allied Italian campaign...reminiscent of Herman Wouk’s The Winds of War.”—Kirkus
Reviews“Marquis is a student of history, always creative, [and] never boring...A good
comparison might be Tom Clancy.”—Military.com“In his novels Blind Thrust and Cluster of Lies,
Samuel Marquis vividly combines the excitement of the best modern techno-thrillers, an
education in geology, and a clarifying reminder that the choices each of us make have a
profound impact on our precious planet.”—Ambassador Marc Grossman, Former U.S. Under
Secretary of State“Blind Thrust kept me up until 1 a.m. two nights in a row. I could not put it
down. An intriguing mystery that intertwined geology, fracking, and places in Colorado that I
know well. Great fun.”—Governor Roy R. Romer, 39th Governor of Colorado“The Coalition starts
with a bang, revs up its engines, and never stops until the explosive ending…Perfect for fans of
James Patterson, David Baldacci, and Vince Flynn.”—Foreword Reviews“[A] combination of The
Great Escape, Public Enemies, a genuine old-time Western, and a John Le Carré novel.”—
BlueInk Review (for Bodyguard of Deception, Book 1 of WWII Series)“The Coalition by Samuel
Marquis is a riveting novel by an uncommonly gifted writer. This is the stuff from which
blockbuster movies are made! Very highly recommended.”—Midwest Book Review - The
Mystery/Suspense Shelf“Readers looking for an unapologetic historical action book should tear
through this volume.”—Kirkus Reviews (for Bodyguard of Deception)“Cluster of Lies has a twisty
plot that grabs hold from the beginning and never let’s go. A true page turner! I’m already looking
forward to the next Joe Higheagle adventure.”—Robert Bailey, Author of The Professor and
Between Black and White“With Blind Thrust, Cluster of Lies, and his other works, Samuel
Marquis has written true breakout novels that compare favorably with—and even exceed—
recent thrillers on the New York Times Bestseller List.”—Pat LoBrutto, Former Editor for Stephen
King and Eric Van Lustbader (Bourne Series)“Samuel Marquis picks up his World War II trilogy
with Altar of Resistance, a well-researched and explosive ride through war-torn Rome with
Nazis, booming battles, and intense cat-and-mouse chases…Grounded in historical fact but
spiced up with thrilling imagination with the fate of the world in balance.”—Foreword
Reviews“The science of earthquakes is truly fascinating, and Marquis has captured this science
and packaged it into a really fine thriller ‘against the clock’ style for almost anyone to pick up and
enjoy, and readers will no doubt want more from Higheagle and his intrepid grandfather once
they have devoured this installment.”—SP Review (for Blind Thrust)“Reminiscent of The Day of
the Jackal…with a high level of authentic detail. Skyler is a convincing sniper, and also a nicely
conflicted one.”—Donald Maass, Author of Writing 21st Century Fiction (for The Coalition)“In



Cluster of Lies, Samuel Marquis touches all the bases. He starts with a murder and the action
doesn’t let up until the very last page in this compelling environmental thriller that is often
uncomfortably realistic.”—Charles Salzberg, Author of The Henry Swann Detective Series“The
Devil’s Brigade (formerly The Slush Pile Brigade), by Samuel Marquis, is a hilarious and exciting
read filled with one crazy turn after another…The author slams on the accelerator early in the
story and doesn’t let up, forcing the reader to flip the pages frantically. And once it’s over, it’s still
hard to catch one’s breath.”—SP Review - 4.5-Star ReviewBy Samuel MarquisNICK LASSITER-
SKYLER INTERNATIONALESPIONAGE SERIESTHE DEVIL’S BRIGADETHE COALITIONTHE
FOURTH PULARCHEKWORLD WAR TWO SERIESBODYGUARD OF DECEPTIONALTAR OF
RESISTANCESPIES OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN (JANUARY 2018)JOE HIGHEAGLE
ENVIRONMENTAL SLEUTH SERIESBLIND THRUSTCLUSTER OF LIESTHE DEVIL’S
BRIGADEA NICK LASSITER-SKYLER NOVEL BOOK 1SAMUEL MARQUISMOUNT SOPRIS
PUBLISHINGKindle EditionCopyright © 2017 by Samuel MarquisThis book is a work of fiction.
Names, characters, places, government entities, intelligence agencies, religious and political
organizations, corporations, and incidents are products of the author’s imagination, or are used
fictitiously, and are not to be construed as real. Any resemblance to actual events, locales,
businesses, companies, organizations, or persons, living or dead, is entirely
coincidental.MOUNT SOPRIS PUBLISHINGAll rights reserved. In accordance with the U.S.
Copyright Act of 1976, the scanning, uploading, and electronic sharing of any part of this book
without the permission of the publisher constitutes unlawful piracy and theft of the author’s
intellectual property. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever
without written permission from the author, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in
critical articles and reviews. Thank you for your support of author rights. For information
email:samuelmarquisbooks@gmail.com.Third Mount Sopris Publishing Premium Printing: April
2017 (Previously published as The Slush Pile Brigade: 2015-2016)Cover Design:Formatting: Rik
Hall –To Order Samuel Marquis Books and Contact Samuel:Visit Samuel Marquis’s website, join
his mailing list, learn about his forthcoming suspense novels and book events, and order his
books at . Please send all fan mail (including criticism)
to:samuelmarquisbooks@gmail.com.Thank you for your support!ATTENTION:
ORGANIZATIONS AND CORPORATIONSMount Sopris Publishing books may be purchased
for educational, business, or sales promotional use. For information, please email the Special
Markets Department at samuelmarquisbooks@gmail.com.DedicationThis suspense novel, my
first, is dedicated to five remarkable individuals without whom I would never have written this
book.First and foremost, The Devil’s Brigade is dedicated to my father, Austin Marquis (June
1924-April 2015), who served in the Pacific Theater in World War II and was a great
dad.Second, this book is dedicated to Thatcher “Claggebart” Claussen (November 1961-
September 2008), my longtime irreverent friend and partner in mischief.And finally, the novel is
dedicated to Indie authors Barry Eisler, Hugh Howey, and J.A. Konrath, who inspired me, in the
words of Eric Clapton, to “keep on keeping on.”There’s a little Austie, Claggebart, Eisler, Howey,



and Konrath in all of us. They are all true Devil’s Brigadiers.The Devil’s BrigadeA Nick Lassiter-
Skyler Novel Book 1Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs even though
checkered by failure, than to rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy nor suffer much
because they live in the gray twilight that knows neither victory nor defeat.—Theodore
RooseveltIt’s not whether you get knocked down, it’s whether you get up.—Vince
LombardiPROLOGUEOFFICE OF DE BENEDICTIS LITERARY ASSOCIATESDONALD
TRUMP, JR. BUILDING1450 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORKNEW YORK’S VERY OWN SHINING
STAR—über literary agent Anton Fitzgerald De Benedictis—looked into the eyes of his numero
uno client, the planet’s second bestselling author of all time who hailed from the Australian bush
country, and couldn’t believe what the hell he was hearing. They were sitting in the agent’s
sumptuously appointed office on the thirtieth floor overlooking Sixth Avenue, a sanctum
sanctorum where together he and his client had made literary history. Yet, it was as if he was
talking to a complete stranger instead of the forty-eight-year-old cash cow that he had plucked
from obscurity two decades earlier and pushed to the top through his creative genius. Seriously,
he thought, shit like this was only supposed to happen in the movies.He leaned his elbow onto
his sprawling cherrywood desk, gazing fiercely at Cameron Barnaby Beckett IV, who was busy
primping his jet-black, pomaded hair. The fifty-two-time New York Times bestselling author was
not only his most important client but a close friend; yet, right now the Aussie bastard was vexing
him in the extreme.“What do you mean you have writer’s block?”“Strordnary, I know, but it’s like
I’m stuck in quicksand. I don’t know what the hell to do for my next novel. I’ve been at the
keyboard for weeks and haven’t typed a single bloody word. I can’t even muster a rough outline. I
tell you I’m at a loss, stuck in a quagmire.”“You’re one of the world’s biggest literary brands—
second only to James Patterson—and you don’t know what the hell to write? Tell me this isn’t
happening.”“I’m afraid it is, mate, and I don’t know what to do about it. I’ve tried everything.”“I
don’t see how this is possible. You’ve never had any trouble like this before.”“I know but it’s quite
real, I assure you.”Benedictis mumbled something under his breath and frowned darkly.“Why are
you looking at me like that, Anton?”“Like what?”“Like you want to cut my nuts off and feed them
to a pack of feral dogs. It’s not like I’ve done anything wrong. You’re my agent and I’m trying to
explain to you what I’m going through. This is a very difficult time for me.”“I’m just being realistic,
Cam. You’re a professional novelist so you need to be writing as opposed to…not writing. Get it?
That’s all I’m saying.”“Oh crikey, you sound like my damned father, Sir Cameron.” He wrinkled his
nose with a prodigal son’s disdain. “I must say it’s very disconcerting, Anton.”“I think you’re
blowing things out of proportion. All I’m doing is trying to come up with a solution to your
problem.”“Problem? Is it a problem? I mean…do I really have a problem?”“Are you hitting the
booze and hookers again, Cam? Is that what this is really about?”“No, my drinking…it’s…it’s
under control.”“Bullshit, you’re drinking like a fish. What about hookers?”“I’ve cut way back. I’m
down to one or two per month now.”He gave him a skeptical look.“Okay, six or seven times a
month, but I swear that’s it!”“Does your wife know?”“Dear Lord no—and I must keep it that way! I
don’t know what I’d do if I lost Nicole!”“What about the blow? Are you still snorting like a



bloodhound?”“No, now that I really have given up. I haven’t had any since last summer in
Perth.”“You wouldn’t lie to me, would you, Cam?”“No, I tell you liquid libation, sporting women,
and cocaine are not the problem. I just have a bad case of writer’s block and I’m terrified it’s
going to turn into a long-term problem.”“Look, first off you don’t have a writing problem. We just
need to Google it or get you a book…The Idiot’s Guide to Writer’s Block or some such thing.”“I’ve
sat in front of a computer screen for the past two weeks and I haven’t written a single bloody line.
Not one. I don’t know what to do—I think I need a break.”Benedictis felt a flutter in his chest. Did
he just hear the taboo words he hoped never to hear? “A break? Did you just say you needed a
break?”“Yes, I need some time away to recharge my batteries and become sane again. This
hectic pace is positively killing me.”He gave a time-out signal. “Okay, Cam, just hold on a second.
I’m in the best position to know what you need and don’t need, okay? I’m your literary agent,
remember? Now, the last thing you want to do right now is make a rash decision and get this
crazy idea in your head that you need a break to cure this minor little setback of yours. A break
will only make things worse. Trust me on this. What you really need is a fresh new idea—
something inspiring, something to allow you to grow and test new boundaries, something to light
a fire inside you and help you rekindle your passion. Then you’ll be fine, I promise you.”“I don’t
think so, Anton. I think I need a break. A long one.”Benedictis knew at this point he should say
something consoling, but he couldn’t bring himself to do such a stupid ass thing. For Beckett to
take time off to recuperate or reconnect with his inner self or some other new agey crap was
absolutely, positively not an option; he had to get that out of his client’s mind right away. The guy
was Chase-Manhattan Bank for crying out loud and you didn’t close down Chase-Manhattan
Bank for goddamned repairs or renovation!There had to be a way to fix this.He glanced around
his resplendently furnished office, as if a cure for Cameron Barnaby Beckett IV’s writer’s block
could be found in the antique cherrywood furnishings, finished oak wainscoting, gilded window
trim, intricate ceiling of raised plasterwork, or the priceless Jackson Pollack hanging on the wall
along with multiple Warhol’s. Or the equally valuable, antique, .38-caliber machine-gun pistol
and bullet-proof vest hanging beside the paintings, both of which had belonged to the
Depression-era gangster “Baby Face” Nelson. The memorabilia—once brandished proudly by
John Dillinger’s fellow Public Enemy #1 and cherubic-faced partner in crime—had been gifts
fifteen years earlier from Cameron Beckett, thanking Benedictis in commemoration of their tenth
New York Times bestselling novel together.He wracked his brains for a solution. As he
pondered, the sunlight trickling in from the huge window overlooking bustling Sixth Avenue
glinted off his Cartier watch like one of the precious jewels on prominent display at the American
Museum. The light held there for a moment then reflected through his glass of water sitting next
to the slush pile of query letters, synopses, and manuscripts stacked on his desk, a teetering
mountain of submissions. He stared at the vast pile, pensively stroking his chin. Having risen to
the top during what some considered the second “Golden Age” of book publishing in the 1980s
and 1990s, he was old school and still printed out everything to read in hard copy; paperwork of
one form or another covered virtually every square inch of his desk.He suddenly lit on an idea.



“Just for kicks, why don’t we take a look at a few of these?”Beckett’s blood-red, puffy-lipped
mouth opened in protest. “What, from the slush pile?”“It couldn’t hurt to take a look.” Feeling a
little tingle of hope—and a hint of danger—he plucked up the stapled query letter and synopsis
lying on top that some poor schmuck had probably spent the better part of a month writing and
rewriting and gushing to her friends about and praying over—yes fucking praying over!—until
she thought she was poised to receive her lucky break and enter that venerated temple of
temples, the holy sanctuary of the traditionally-published author that brought about instant
credibility, not to mention nirvana.“I don’t know about this,” said Beckett. “Is this…
ethical?”“Ethical, smethical…we’re just taking a look.” He glanced at the query. “Okay this one’s
about a transvestite vampire serial killer from Queens who—”“Bogan, Anton, bogan. Plus I don’t
do vampires and you bloody well know that.”“Okay, okay, that wasn’t a good choice. Let’s grab
another.” He rifled through the pile, grabbing twenty or thirty submissions and erecting a second,
smaller pile. “All right, here we go. Here’s a legal thriller set in New Orleans. It’s about a rich
runaway debutante and her opulent antebellum family. Of course, they’re concealing a steamy
southern secret and—”“I don’t like the South or legal thrillers. I’m not Turow, Richard North
Patterson, or Grisham, Anton.”“I know, I know—you’re much better. All right, just bear with me.
Let’s look at some of these.” He took a moment to flip through several more query letters and
synopses. “Okay, I’ve got thrillers on South American drug cartels, cyber criminals, Islamic
terrorists, amnesiac CIA hit men, Chinese and Russian business cabals, an NSA spying
scandal, more vampires and serial killers, and—”“No, no, no!”“Come on, just play along for a
minute. There’s got to be something in this pile of crap. How about this?”He pulled from the slush
pile a submission that was fatter than the others. It contained a query letter, synopsis, and, this
time, a full manuscript. Somehow his assistant Natalie Perkins must have included the full novel
with the query and synopsis, which meant that he, or one of his myriad subordinates, had
requested it because it was promising enough for a full-length look.“Okay, this one’s called Blind
Thrust.”“What’s it about?”“Oh yeah, now I remember this baby—the environmental thriller. It’s
about an illegal toxic waste operation that results in major earthquakes killing thousands of
people. It was set in Colorado. I almost forgot about this. I took a look at it when it first came in a
couple of months ago. It was promising but, unfortunately, I had to turn it down. Unpublished
greenhorn, too much risk—you know the drill.”“Yes, but it sounds interesting.”“I thought so too.
Like I said, it was close—just not close enough.”“Tell me more about it.”“Well, from what I recall,
the hero is a Native American geologist and the villain is a corporate big shot that operates this
secret, illegal waste operation. He pumps toxic fluid into the ground knowing he could generate
small earthquakes. But he fails to control the tremors and they become much worse, killing
thousands of people. Then, once all hell has broken loose with the earthquakes, people start
getting killed left and right by the bad guys in the cover-up, and the Indian hero saves the day
and solves the case. Overall, the characters were well-drawn and the story was authentic. The
author—this Nick Lassiter fellow—is a real-life geologist, so all of the technical details are
Clancy-like accurate.”Beckett’s eyes brightened, as if a little light had gone off in his mind. He



leaned forward in his chair alertly. “You know, I’ve always been fascinated with
earthquakes.”“Twenty-two years we’ve known each other and only now do you tell me this? Do
you have any more secrets I should know about?”“When I left the God-forsaken Outback three
decades ago to attend Oxford, I actually considered majoring in geology,” confessed the
Australian.Good thing you didn’t or today my net worth wouldn’t be fifty million dollars. “Did you
now? Well, you truly are full of surprises today, Cameron my friend.”“Just be a good mate and
read me the synopsis.”He flipped through the submission until he found it. “All right here we go. It
says:The central dramatic question of Blind Thrust is will a young, rising scientist risk his life and
career to vanquish his own powerful client whom he greatly admires and is professionally bound
to protect? The large-stakes conflict takes place in Colorado’s Front Range and pits two equally
matched individuals: Cheyenne environmental geologist Joe Higheagle and billionaire “green”
energy entrepreneur Charles Prometheus Quantrill.The action begins as horrific earthquakes
are devastating the Front Range between Denver and Colorado Springs in an area long believed
to be seismically quiescent. They are being generated by ruptures along cryptic, mysterious,
deeply buried thrust faults (or blind thrusts) that, unlike most faults, do not break the surface
during large-scale seismic events. Somehow, the cause of the unusual earthquakes must be
unraveled and the cataclysms stopped before they result in more carnage and devastation. But
are they the result of regular crustal adjustments, hydro-fracking, conventional subsurface
sequestering, or clandestine operations?In his quest for the truth, the dogged everyman-sleuth
Joe Higheagle determines that the earthquakes are, in fact, being carefully and systematically
controlled through a secretive, highly profitable hazardous waste deep well injection program
using abandoned oil wells by his own client, Charles Prometheus Quantrill. Except controlling
nature is not humanly possible and the earthquakes catastrophically worsen. It, therefore, falls
upon the Native American Higheagle to stop his client and save Colorado from total
destruction…”When he stopped reading, Benedictis looked up. Was it his imagination or had his
pulse quickened as he was reading the opening paragraphs of the synopsis. It was a bit
melodramatic, to be sure, but the idea of human beings trying to control earthquakes was
certainly an intriguing concept. More importantly, it was fresh and unique. In his three decades in
the business, he had never heard of such a story being done before, which was exceedingly
rare. He recalled how the high concept had intrigued him right off the bat when he had perused
the submitted materials last month. And the writing had been strong. Just not strong enough to
be confidently placed with a publisher in his view given that it was written by a neophyte. But in
the more financially secure hands of an established bestselling author, it was pure—“I bloody
well love it!” he heard Beckett blurt, startling him in his seat. “Give me that damned thing!”The
bestselling author extended both of his ham-like hands in a sudden movement, his stubby
fingers clasping the query, synopsis, and novel in a flash and pulling them into his lap like a
mother clinging desperately to her infant child.“Earthquakes, earthquakes…I’ve always wanted
to unlock the mysteries of the universe in one of my novels! Finally! Oh my God, is this exciting
or what?”For the next few minutes, Benedictis watched with a warring amalgam of excitement



and deep uneasiness as his client flipped through the pages of the synopsis and manuscript,
nodding and smiling in agreement every so often and finally pulling out his monogrammed gold
pen and underlining passages of particular interest before nodding vigorously some more.
Watching Beckett’s visibly growing enthusiasm for the material made the agent more and more
uncomfortable as the anxious seconds ticked off. He had only meant to spark some ideas, to
liberate his bestselling client from his writer’s block, to breathe some fire and passion back into
him. But now it appeared as if he had opened Pandora’s Box. Beckett seemed intent on adopting
the project as his own and was apparently not going to let go until it belonged to him.“Good on
you, mate—I absolutely love it!” he announced five minutes later. “I’m taking this with me! You are
brilliant, absolutely brilliant, Anton!”He wanted to protest—in fact he had the sick feeling that if he
didn’t say something he was signing a Faustian pact that would come back to haunt them both—
but no words came out. Nothing. Nada. He told himself that Beckett needed this; that, hell, he
himself needed this! And besides, it wouldn’t be the first time he had stolen from the slush pile.
With the rare exception, the no-name schmucks in the heaps on his desk stood virtually no
chance of publication in their lifetimes, so there was never any real damage. Unless, of course,
they were bamboozled into self-pubbing with Goddamn Ebook Library, as he and his tony New
York literary colleagues disparagingly referred to the rapacious behemoth that was killing their
once-profitable industry. Who cared about some idiot way out in Oklahoma or Colorado or
wherever the hell this pathetic little shit hailed from who had cobbled together a few complete
sentences with actual punctuation. Fuck him—he was a nobody! If he knew what was good for
him, he would consider himself lucky to be the source of inspiration for a genuine bestselling
novelist—and leave it at that. New York was too big a town, and the literary marketplace here in
the city too grandiose a stage, for the likes of some redneck, tale-spinning wannabe from west of
the Mississippi, who knew a thing or two about seismological perturbations but little else.“This is
it—this is exactly what I need! You’re right the guy that wrote this is a real geologist! What’s his
name again?”“Nick Lassiter.”“Well, here’s to Nick Lassiter! The details are fantastic! This is
perfection!”Benedictis took an invisible breath, keeping his eyes fixed on his client of twenty-two
years, a man who had made him more money than he could count. He knew this was his last
chance to speak out, but as he took in the glow of inspiration on Beckett’s face, actual words of
protest escaped him. The smiling Aussie from Narrambla—the birthplace of Andrew “Banjo”
Paterson, the legendary poet who had written “Waltzing Matilda” and “The Man from Snowy
River”—looked just like his daughter Rebecca had as a little girl opening presents on Christmas
morning. How in the hell could he say “No!” to that! He felt like an anvil was pressing down on his
chest, compressing his lungs. Yet, he couldn’t bring himself to utter a peep, let alone an
objection. Who was he to deny his most important client and the second bestselling author of all
time a little shot in the arm, a tiny pick-me-up to ensure his continued success?“Why are you
talking to yourself, Anton? You’re scaring me.”Oh shit, did I do it again? He was always talking to
himself, and sometimes people thought he was crazy. But Jesus H. Christ there’s so much shit
up there! “I guess I’m just happy for you, Cam,” he said affably, but inside he felt his stomach all



twisted in knots.“Don’t worry. I’m not going to steal this Nick Lassiter’s novel. I’m just going to
borrow a few ideas. Of course, I’ll have to create all new characters and change the story line,
but this is a wonderful conceptual starting point.”“I’m just glad I could help, Cameron. That’s what
you pay me for: to be your advocate and look out for your interests.”“You are a true genius, mate.
This time you truly have outdone yourself. How can I repay you?”“You can start by writing
another Number One Bestseller.”“Then let the literary journey begin. I won’t let you down, Anton,
I promise. This is going to be my best effort yet!”“Then I can’t wait. Here’s to Nick Lassiter.”“To
Nick Lassiter! Oi oi oi!” cried the Australian, and they pretended to clink champagne glasses.But
inside Benedictis was in agony. He heard a little voice and it told him that he, like the legendary
Delta bluesman Robert Johnson, had indeed signed a pact with the goddamned devil.THREE
YEARS LATERSATURDAYJUNE 1CHAPTER 1BUCKHORN EXCHANGE RESTAURANT1000
OSAGE STREET, DENVER, COLORADOTHE BUCKHORN EXCHANGE was Nick Lassiter’s
favorite restaurant in the Mile High City, a place where he dined only on special occasions—like
tonight on his thirtieth birthday. He liked Denver’s oldest drinking and dining establishment
because it was the antithesis of postmodern political correctness. He liked it for the smoky,
pungent aroma of broiled buffalo, elk, and rattlesnake wafting out of the kitchen. He liked it for its
archaic museum-of-natural-history feel with the profusion of bear, moose, bighorn sheep, bison,
and other wild animal heads displayed on the walls to go along with sepia-toned daguerreotypes
and colorful oil paintings of the Old West. He liked it for the neat rows of glass cases that
displayed an eclectic assemblage of antique rifles and pistols and the rusty wares of trappers
and miners. The original proprietor, German immigrant Henry Zietz, had converted the two-story
brick commercial building into a restaurant in the late 1800s, and the historic establishment had
lost little of its rustic Western charm over the last century and a quarter. Which was another way
of saying that it was cheesy as hell—but in that good old-fashioned heartland kind of way, like
listening to John Cougar Mellencamp.Stepping onto the creaky oak floorboards of the restaurant
at 6:08 p.m., Lassiter informed the maître’d that he had a reservation. After scanning her list,
she, in turn, informed him that his dinner guests had already been seated and led him to his
table. There he found his three best friends—and frequent partners in mischief—already well-
lubricated with a round of Fat Tires.“Here he is—the man who’s late for his own birthday party!”
roared Frederick Najarian Welch, nicknamed ‘Squelch,’ a pony-tailed Professor of Anarchy
Studies at the University of Colorado in Boulder. “Happy Birthday, Nicky! Have a brew…we
already ordered you one! Sit down and imbibe, laddie!”Squelch slapped him on the back and
shoved a Fat Tire into his palm and then he and his two bibulous companions stood up from
their chairs and raised their bottles, ignoring all the people at the neighboring tables gawking at
them.“One runs out of superlatives—here’s to you, Nicholas!” cheered Morrison Frautschi
Claussen, known as ‘Claggebart,’ the rebellious, independently wealthy scion of one of Denver’s
oldest and most venerated gold-baron families. “Here’s to your thirtieth!”Lassiter smiled
bashfully.“Hear, hear!” cheered Timothy Caleb Bermingham, nicknamed ‘Bermolito,’ IT-nerd
extraordinaire who literally never let his Apple iPad Air 3 tablet leave his sight and who proudly



wore glasses with black frames so thick they would make both Patrick Carney and Buddy Holly
proud.They tipped back their beers, each of them swilling back a third of the amber fluid in their
bottles as the nearby diners continued to stare at them in stupefaction. Then, amid much back-
slapping and joking, mostly on the part of Squelch and Claggebart, they all sat down.“You guys
are genuinely crazy,” said Lassiter, feeling a little embarrassed to be the center of attention, but
also enjoying it. “But that’s why I love you.”“And we love you right back, Nicky baby. That’s why
we’re here to cheer you up,” said Bermolito. “I heard about you losing your job. I’m really
sorry.”“Come on, man, we’re not here to talk about that,” protested Squelch. “This is a night of
celebration—we’re going to light this town up!”“I’ll drink to that. The Queen City of the Plains will
undoubtedly never be the same after tonight,” echoed Claggebart, looking impishly dapper in his
blue blazer and maroon ascot. “All references to employment, or former employment, are
henceforth off limits during tonight’s bacchanalian adventures.”“That’s only because you don’t
have a job,” said Bermolito.“Why should I? I’m a man of independent means.”“And I’m both
unemployed and lacking in independent means so I’m really fucked,” said Lassiter with a wry
grin. “But there’s no reason for you guys to worry about me. I’ll get back on my feet in no time.
Hopefully, this will be my first and last lay off.”“Well, at least you’ve still got Alexandra,” said
Bermolito.Lassiter felt an instant sting, but tried not to let it show on his face. Squelch and
Claggebart shot Bermolito a frosty glance.“What? What did I say?”“Nicky broke up with
Alexandra,” said Squelch. “She moved all her things out this morning—the little wretch.”“Come
on, Squelch, you don’t need to talk about her like that. It takes two people to make a relationship
work and I’m just as much to blame as her. And don’t sweat it, Berm. I know you didn’t know.”“I’m
sorry, Nick. But man, what a bummer—first you lose your job and then your girlfriend. I mean,
how much lower can you go?”“Great Scott, some help you are, Berm?” snorted Claggebart.
“We’re supposed to be celebrating his thirtieth birthday and you have to say that? This is a toast
not a roast, you lummox.”“Don’t worry about me boys, I’m fine. I’m just happy to be here with you
lunatics. Now why don’t we order some dinner before someone says something that really does
piss me off?”“Attaboy Nicky, we’re going to have a great night,” said Squelch. “We’ve got it all
planned. First dinner and copious imbibery here at the Buckhorn then it’s off for a kick-ass movie
at the Tivoli and a night of total debauchery at the Diamond Cabaret. The latter is guaranteed to
take your mind off what’s-her-name.” He held up his hands and grinned mischievously. “You see,
I’ve already forgotten!”Lassiter couldn’t help but smile; Squelch always knew how to cheer a guy
up when he was down. “I don’t know what I’d do without you crazy S-O-B’s,” he said as the
waitress came to take their orders.They went for another round of Fat Tires, appetizers of jerked
venison and rattlesnake marinated in red chile and lime, and a mix of entrees to be shared:
broiled elk medallions, smoked buffalo sausage cooked with a green chile polenta and spicy
wild game mustard sauce, roasted duck enchiladas in a tomatillo-chipotle pepper sauce with
black beans and rice, and buffalo meatloaf and garlic mashed potatoes smothered in brown
onion gravy. When the waitress shuffled off, they talked and drank and laughed even harder than
before. When dinner arrived, they pitched into the cornucopia and drank and prattled on goofily



some more, having themselves a fine time. Gradually, Lassiter felt his recent disappointments
vanish as the four friends, who had been best buddies since kindergarten, recounted their many
escapades growing up in Denver. They had all attended St. Peter’s Catholic School and East
High before Squelch and Lassiter had gone on to Kenyon College together in Ohio. After an hour
of feasting and ribaldry, they paid the bill and started out the door for the movie.That was when
he saw his ex-girlfriend, Alexandra Barrett, walking into the restaurant with Jason Cornwall.His
jaw dropped.“Alexandra, what are you doing here?”As soon as the words left his mouth, he felt
like an idiot. It was obvious what the fuck she was doing here. But how the hell did she know that
goddamned dick Jason Cornwall? She hadn’t grown up in Denver, as he and Cornwall had, and
he had never introduced them to one another.Her face crimsoned.“Oh, Nick. I didn’t expect to
see you here.”“Neither did I, Lassiter, or we would have gone somewhere else,” sniffed Cornwall,
stepping forward with his chest pumped out like a game rooster.Lassiter glared at his hulking
nemesis. Was the guy the reincarnation of Tom Buchanan from The Great Gatsby or what? They
had once been friends, but Cornwall had moved out of the city by sixth grade and went on to
attend the elite private school Kent-Denver south of Denver. From that point on, they had gone
viciously toe to toe against one another in soccer, basketball, and lacrosse and, over the course
of their competition, had become mortal enemies.“So let me get this straight, Alexandra,” said
Squelch, pressing up close to Cornwall, whom he also detested. “You moved out of Nicky’s
apartment only this morning and already you’re going to hop in the sack with this preppy,
pompous ass after he buys you a dinner of elk medallions? What Gollum wasn’t
available?”“That’s not funny, Fred.”“Oh, you don’t think so. How about this? Didn’t you get the
medical memo on Jason Cornwall? It reads like this: He’s got crabs—really nasty crabs—from
sleeping around with unsavory women and you’re sure to get them if you get anywhere near the
son of a bitch.”“We don’t have to take this—especially not from a Professor-of-Absolutely-
Nothing at a second-rate college like CU!” snarled Cornwall, and he shoved Squelch hard in the
chest.But Pup Squelch was unfazed by the assault and merely gave a defiant grin. “Yes, but at
least people refer to me respectfully as Dr. Welch,” he retorted with aplomb. “Everyone still calls
you Mr. Preppy Kent-Denver Dickwad—and you’re thirty freaking years old!”Cornwall took a step
forward, both fists balled up. Lassiter looked at Squelch: his fists had tightened, too, and his face
had scrunched up with that dangerous, D-pole search-and-destroy-mission look that Lassiter
knew only too well from their high school and Kenyon lacrosse games together.“Whoa there, big
fella—I think that’s enough,” he quickly interjected, stepping between them and pulling Squelch
away before he and Cornwall came to blows. “I’m sorry about this, Alexandra. I wish you the
best.” He was not going to acknowledge Cornwall. “Let’s go, guys.”“Badly done, Alexandra—
badly done indeed,” snorted Claggebart, echoing Sir Darcy in Pride and Prejudice and shaking
his head with disapproval as they headed out the door.But Cornwall wasn’t going to let it end
there. “You’re not good enough for her, Lassiter!” he snarled back at him angrily just before the
door closed behind them. “That’s why she dumped you! You’re not good enough for her, you
unemployed loser!”As the door shut, Lassiter wanted to storm back inside and rip his head off,



but instead he bit his lip, shoved his hands in his pockets, and headed for his car. He wished he
could just crawl in a hole and die.Bermolito was right: How much lower could he go?CHAPTER
2TIVOLI MOVIE THEATER900 AURARIA PARKWAYTHEY DROVE TO THE TIVOLI for the 8
o’clock movie in two separate cars. Squelch had obtained special tickets to an advanced
screening of an upcoming release called Subterranean Storm. They bought popcorn and sodas,
took their seats, endured twenty minutes of nerve-rattling previews with Lassiter thinking the
whole time about how good Alexandra had looked in her white silk blouse, cardigan sweater,
and snug-fitting jeans, and then finally, mercifully, the movie started and he slowly put his
troubled thoughts behind him.And then, fifteen minutes into the film, he began to have a strange
feeling of déjà vu.And twenty minutes after that, he felt as if his world had been turned upside
down yet again. At first, he thought he might be imagining things, like some sort of conspiracy
theorist. But then he realized that what he saw on the screen could not possibly be a
coincidence.He tapped Squelch on the shoulder.“They stole my book!” he said in a loud
whisper.“What are you talking about?”“This movie—they stole it from my goddamned novel Blind
Thrust!”“What do you mean they stole it?”“I mean the screenplay writer, producer, somebody co-
opted my fucking book! This movie we’re watching is my goddamned novel Blind Thrust! You
know the book I’ve been trying to get published for the past three years. Subterranean Storm is
different, but there’s no doubt it was lifted from my unpublished work. It’s a clear case of
copyright infringement. There are too many similarities for it to be a coincidence!”“Are you
sure?”“Yes, I’m sure! These bastards, whoever they are, took my original idea and forged it into
this fucking movie we’re watching!”“Would you shut up!” a voice snapped in the row behind him.
“We’re trying to watch the goddamned flick!”“You don’t have to be rude, asshole!” hissed the hot-
headed Squelch, jumping up from his seat and turning around. “We’ve got a situation here.”“Oh
you do, do you? I’m getting all teary-eyed. Can I call you a fricking shrink?”“Hey, Muttonchops,
do you want me to—?”“Just calm down you two. We’ll be quiet,” interjected Lassiter, and he
reached out and gently pulled Squelch back down into his seat by his prodigious pony tail. A few
seconds later, once everyone seemed to have recovered their composure, he leaned in close to
his three friends and whispered. “We’ll talk afterwards.”For the next hour and a half, he remained
unnervingly gripped to his seat watching the film. The story line had been altered slightly, the
characters were different, and the dialogue was not his; yet, in more than half of the scenes, he
had a feeling of having been here before. It was like re-watching a movie you had seen ten years
earlier. You couldn’t remember all the scenes or how they unfolded, but when you watched the
film you knew you had seen it before. This was not a simple coincidence. The skeletal
framework, the original inspiration for Subterranean Storm, could have only come from one place
—and that was his unpublished novel Blind Thrust.When the closing credits rolled, they stepped
into the lobby. Lassiter felt a mixture of outrage mingled with curiosity. How the fuck had
someone pulled off such a brazen act of thievery? A crime had been committed—and now,
shockingly, he had to figure out not only who was responsible but how and why the person had
done it. Despite his anger, he found the idea of solving the nascent crime and getting his



comeuppance on whoever had done this to him powerfully seductive. Or was he just kidding
himself? Did he even have a legitimate shot at figuring out whodunit and getting some sense of
justice?“All right, Nicky,” said Squelch. “Explain to us what the hell is going on here.”“I told you.
That movie we just watched is based on my novel Blind Thrust. They stole my idea and
repackaged it as their own.”“Wait a second, boy-o,” said Claggebart. “Who are ‘they’?”“I should
think that would be obvious,” said Bermolito. “They are the people who managed to get their
hands on a copy of Blind Thrust via email or hard copy. Or that snatched it electronically out of
the Ethernet.”“Snatched out of the Ethernet? Is that really possible?”“Happens all the time, but
it’s less likely than the former. Who did you submit the novel to via email, Nick?”He pondered.
“Let’s see. There were probably a half dozen literary agents and the same number of large and
small publishers.”“Is that it?”“Yeah, I think so.”“What about hard copies?”“Just you guys and my
mom and dad. Oh, and ten or so people from my writers’ group.”“Holy Wallace E. Stegner, that’s
a viper’s nest right there,” said Squelch.“No, there’s no way anyone from my writers’ group did it.
Those people are incredibly helpful and dedicated. It’s like a support group.”“Gentlemen,”
declared Claggebart. “I feel it my duty to inform you, as the one and only bona fide Sherlock
Holmes in this motley crew, that the principal culprit must either be the screenwriter of
Subterranean Storm, or the original writer of the novel if it was an adapted screenplay.”“He’s
right,” said Bermolito, who was already conducting a Web search on his ever present Apple iPad
Air 3 tablet. “It says here that the film Subterranean Storm is based on the novel by bestselling
Australian suspense novelist Cameron Barnaby Beckett. The release date for the novel and the
early screening of the movie that we just saw were both today, the first of June. Bingo, there’s
who stole your idea: Cameron Beckett. The movie is based on his just-released book, not the
other way around, so it has to be him. The question is who aided and abetted him. The guy didn’t
do this in a vacuum. There had to be others.”“You’re talking about Cameron Beckett—the world’s
second bestselling novelist of all time?” muttered Squelch in disbelief. “Have you all lost your
minds? Why would he steal anything? He has an army of researchers and team of agents,
publishers, publicists, and bean-counters on call twenty-four-seven whose express purpose is to
get him whatever the hell he wants. He doesn’t need to steal from some unpublished hack—no
offense intended, Nicky.”“None taken, I think?”“Did you submit your novel to Beckett’s literary
agent, Nick?” asked Bermolito.He felt all his senses on high alert. “As a matter of fact I did. His
agent is Anton De Benedictis, the head of Benedictis Literary Associates. He’s, like, the biggest
agent in New York.”“That’s where Natalie worked, right?” said Squelch.He hesitated a moment
before answering, drawing a mental image of the one great love of his life, his former girlfriend
Natalie Perkins. She had gone to Kenyon with him and Squelch, and he had broken up with her
three and a half years ago. He often wondered what she was up to, if she was happy, whether
she still thought of him as much as he thought about her. He smiled with fond reminiscence as
he thought back to their time together. He remembered her smell, that little devilish gleam in her
eye, the way she used to—“Nicky, are you all right, dude?”“Sorry, I was just thinking.”“About
what, man? For a second there I thought we had lost you to the zombie apocalypse.”“We were



talking about Natalie, right? The thing is she’s working again for Benedictis. But she’s an agent
now instead of just an assistant like she was three years ago. She left to work as an editor at a
publishing house in London. This was maybe six months after we broke up and I had moved
back to Colorado. But then, she returned to Benedictis’s agency in New York a few months ago.
She’s now a full literary agent with her own client list. But you’re right. She was the one who
originally helped me get my foot in the door with my submission. She got Blind Thrust to
Benedictis, but he ended up rejecting it. I sent him a query and synopsis and he liked the
materials enough to request the full novel. She told me he read it, or at least most of it, but in the
end he didn’t go for it. He would never have looked at it at all if not for Natalie’s
recommendation.”“You should have married that girl. She was a keeper,” said Squelch.Lassiter
felt a prickle of irritation; seldom a day went by that he didn’t think of Natalie Perkins and he
didn’t want to be reminded, yet again, of what he had lost when he had more pressing problems
to deal with at the moment.“That’s all well and good,” he said, “but that’s not what we’re talking
about right now. Look guys, I’m sorry to have dumped this on you when you’ve gone to so much
trouble for my birthday. But I’ve got to go home and figure this out. I’ve got to find out who the hell
did this to me. It could be Beckett and Benedictis, but the truth is we don’t know.”“Nicholas, my
dear fellow, you shall go nowhere without me,” declared Claggebart with braggadocio. “Revenge
is a dish best served cold and I am going to be with you every step of the way, starting right now.
Of course, due to my extensive experience in crime-solving, I’ll be playing the role of Sherlock
Holmes, while you shall serve as my doggedly loyal companion and dear friend Mr.
Watson.”“Looks like Clagge’s Narcissus Complex is kicking in again,” put in Squelch. “But this
time, even I have to admit he’s on to something. You are not alone in this, Nicky. The four of us
have always been a team and I just want to say, on behalf of everyone, that we’ve got your back,
man. We’re going to figure this thing out together. Besides, in addition to young Sherlock here,
you’re going to need a Professor of Anarchy Studies to unravel this conundrum. I mean this is
right up my fucking alley!”“It is? I don’t even know what an Anarchy Studies professor
teaches?”“All kinds of stuff, man. I’m not some frumpy, bespectacled wimp with tenure who
teaches one course per year. I teach two kick-ass courses every semester—and my students
love me. Of course, I do end up sleeping with half of the women in my classes, but hey I’m a
single, thirty-year-old, heterosexual college professor. What am I supposed to do? Restrain
myself?”“Now there’s a novel idea. So what do you teach exactly?”“For starters, From Nietzsche
to Johnny Rotten: The Western History of Anarchism. That’s my freshman class for non-majors.
Then there’s Collectivism, Anti-Capitalism, and Anarchist Nirvana. Doesn’t the title alone send
tingles up your spine? No? Okay how about this, my senior seminar. It’s called Autonomy, Class
Warfare, and the Environmental Liberation Front Movement? Now that’s a winner.” They all just
looked at him. “Come on, man, don’t tell me you guys haven’t even heard of any of those
classes? Jesus, how did you all graduate from college?”“I have no idea,” replied Lassiter,
grinning. “But I do know that you and Clagge are as dangerous as Hunter S. Thompson on
Chivas and shrooms with a handful of M-80s and a loaded twelve gauge outside the Woody



Creek Tavern. I always thought I was way out there, but compared to you guys, I realize that I am
almost completely normal.”“I concur wholeheartedly,” said Bermolito. “Listen, Nick, in addition to
these two totally irresponsible maniacs, you’re going to need a computer guru, which I’ve been
successfully pretending to be for some years now.” He smiled with geeky awkwardness as he
pushed up his thick-framed, Khalib Gatez-brand glasses, which had broken in two places and
were being held together by black electrician’s tape. “Seriously, we should start by taking a look
at your emails to this Benedictis fellow. I think that’s the best place to start.”“Well, well, well, if it
isn’t Nick Lassiter and his Three Stooges,” interjected a new voice.He turned to see Jason
Cornwall with Alexandra on his arm, looking embarrassed to see them for the second time of the
night. The sight of Cornwall and his ex together again sent an instant thunderbolt of anger
through his whole body.“What’s the matter, Lassiter, couldn’t you and your loser friends get
dates? Why you could always troll East Colfax for some skanky bimbos with—”The words never
had a chance to finish coming out of his flapping mouth as Lassiter erupted with violent fury. He
knew, in the microsecond before his fist landed hard on Cornwall’s nose, that he should just walk
away, but animal impulse overtook him—or did he secretly allow it to overtake him?—and
suddenly his bigger and stronger opponent, the cheap-shot asshole who had cross-checked
him into the lacrosse turf, shoved him from behind onto the basketball court, and kicked him in
the shins a dozen times during soccer games from sixth grade through high school, was a
human punching bag with Lassiter striking blow after devastating blow. Then the situation turned
even more irrevocable as he head-butted Cornwall in the face, knocked him off his feet to the
sidewalk, and fell on top of him like a pouncing lion. Within a matter of seconds, he had him
pinned to the pavement and was beating the holy crap out of him.“Have you gone crazy, Nick!
Stop it!” he heard Alexandra scream.But he couldn’t stop, or maybe he didn’t want to stop, as his
fists struck satisfying blow after blow after blow. For the first time in his life, he felt like a lethal
killing machine. It scared him, but it also made him feel deliciously alive. Like some sort of Viking
warrior.And then, he felt arms clasping him, trying to yank him off. But he was in such a state of
fury that it took more than a minute for Squelch and the others to dislodge him. He stood there
restrained by three pairs of arms, fuming and puffing and red-faced, sweat pouring down his
face as the fallen Goliath at his feet moaned and greedily sucked in air. Cornwall had a purplish-
blue hue like a newborn infant deprived of oxygen. Blood gushed from his obviously broken nose
in a crimson torrent.“I’m going to get you for this, Lassiter!” he shrieked, blood spewing from his
flapping mouth. “You’ll be fucking toast when my lawyers get through with you!”“How could you,
Nick? How could you?” screamed Alexandra. “No wonder I dumped you! You’re a monster!”Am I
a monster? he wondered. And then he looked at his homies. Even Squelch, Claggebart, and
Bermolito appeared frightened of him. Which was the one thing, after all the crap that had
happened to him today, that truly crushed him.“I’m sorry,” was all he said, and he walked
unsteadily to his car.CHAPTER 3LASSITER’S LODO APARTMENT1320 SEVENTEENTH
STREETWHEN HE REACHED HIS LOFT, he grabbed a fresh Fat Tire, wrapped an ice bag
around his bloodied knuckles, cranked up Eddie Vedder’s Hard Sun, and stepped up to the



window looking out onto a sweeping view of Lower Downtown and, beyond, the towering Rocky
Mountains, silhouetted against a pregnant moon. The wind whistling along the railroad tracks
rose up and gently stirred the glass. He stood there looking out at the winking lights of the city in
silence, wondering how his life had been turned upside down so quickly.Was there a reason
God was somehow punishing him? Or was it a simple twist of fate? Or how about a case of plain
old bad luck? Did he somehow deserve this shitstorm his life had suddenly become? Was he
paying penance for some past wrong he had inflicted on a classmate or his pet turtle Alfred E.
Neuman that he had lost when he was nine? Or how about Natalie? As Squelch had said, she
had been a definite keeper—and yet he had completely screwed that one up. Was he getting his
just desserts for messing up the best thing that had ever happened to him?His mind went back
to the fight.“How could you, Nick? How could you?” he vividly relived Alexandra screaming at
him, her lips quivering with outrage. “No wonder I dumped you! You’re a monster!”The painful
truth was that she was right: he was a fucking monster. The way he had torn into Cornwall, like a
demon possessed, was not something that a normal human did; maybe when Neanderthals
were smashing Cro-Magnons in the head with spiked war clubs, but certainly not in the twenty-
first century where people reveled in fighting their enemies, real and imagined, anonymously
from afar via fiber-optic cable. Even he was stunned by the violent fury, the buried rage that had
exploded from deep inside him and found daylight through his fists. They were weapons he
didn’t even know he had, and it was almost as if they hadn’t belonged to him, but to someone
else, Mike Tyson or Rocky Marciano perhaps. At least for two primeval minutes that had seemed
a lot longer. He shouldn’t have lost his self-control like that; Cornwall would, no doubt, press
charges and the police would show up any minute to arrest him and haul his ass off to jail.He
was looking at assault and battery, probably two years minimum, even with good behavior. He
would come out ten times worse than when he went in; if he wasn’t a goddamned monster now,
he most definitely would be then.He was startled by the bleep of his intercom. Jesus, were the
cops here already? With resignation, he realized that he should probably just give himself up
peacefully.He went to the intercom and pressed the button. “I surrender, officers. I’m coming
down.”“Surrender? We’re not the cops, you dumb fuck! It’s us!” he heard Squelch roar. “Open up,
we’ve got Beckett’s new book!”He felt a tingle of renewed energy, a modicum of hope, knowing
that his buddies seemed to have his back and hadn’t completely disowned him after all. He hit
the button and, two minutes later, let them in. They were filled with frenetic energy as they
elbowed and jostled their way inside. Claggebart was carrying a bottle of Don Julio tequila, two
six packs of Boulder Beer, and a bag of commercial edible weed under his arm; Squelch was
reading out loud from Beckett’s book with a puissant gleam in his eye, like a minister at a pulpit;
and Bermolito was hammering away at his tablet, a feat which the cyber-savvy multitasker was
able to do whether stationary or on the move at any time day or night, as if the contraption was
an additional appendage on his body. They immediately took over the living room like an
occupying Napoleonic army, cracking open beer bottles and making themselves obscenely
comfortable on the threadbare couch and side chairs.“All right, here’s the situation, Nicky,”



barked Squelch like General Patton as he closed the hardcover copy of Subterranean Storm,
setting it down on the battered coffee table. “First off, Beckett’s guilty as fuck. I’ve just skimmed
the first hundred pages of this bad boy and it’s more or less the same as the movie script. So the
movie stuck closely to the book, which means that the script was optioned and sold based on
Beckett’s outline or an early draft. Second, Beckett’s in New York this weekend and all next week
to promote his book simultaneously with the early screening of the movie. So he’s doing a
shitload of publicity for the book as a movie tie-in, which means you’ve got a perfect public forum
to hit him and hit him hard. Third, I’ve already contacted my lawyer, Peter Sturgis, and he says
that the best approach is for you to—”“I’m not going to get a lawyer involved,” he cut Squelch
off.A stunned silence slashed through the room. Squelch and Claggebart stared at him as if he
was crazy as Bermolito typed away at his tablet.“Oh, don’t be un-American,” admonished
Claggebart. “Of course a barrister is required. This is about vengeance, extracting a pound of
flesh in the good old-fashioned American legal tradition, is it not?”“I’m not suing anyone. I just
want an apology.”The room again went anxiously silent.“My God, Aliens really have taken over
your mind,” said Squelch, his mouth still half-open with disbelief. “Did they make you have sex
with them too?”“I’m dead serious about this. I don’t want a dime of money. I just want Beckett to
look me in the eye, admit what he’s done, and say he’s sorry. That’s it.”Squelch and Claggebart
continued to look at him in disbelief. The only sound in the room was Bermolito typing away at
his Apple. His bony fingers fluttered across the keyboard like an army of tarantulas. Lassiter
wondered if he was conducting a simple Web search, running software, or programming actual
computer code as they sat there debating.Claggebart tugged at his ascot and gave an
exasperated sigh. “Well, that’s all fine and dandy, Nicholas, if you happen to live in a dream
world. But, unfortunately, the rest of us in this room live on a little planet called Earth and in a
country called Les États-Unis. It is our country’s proud heritage, not to mention God-given right,
to proudly bear arms when we’re mentally incompetent, make fun of our leaders on both sides of
the aisle, and sue the holy crap out of anyone that pisses us off. Now, goddamnit Nicholas,
where is your American spirit!”“I’m not suing him. But I am going to New York this week and
confront him.”“Confront? Oh, that’s rich. You’re just going to sashay on in to the Big Apple like
Joe Buck and…confront one of the world’s biggest-selling authors. Now, how in the name of St.
Jude, the patron saint of lost causes, do you propose to do that?”“He’s right, Nicky, you’ve got to
think this thing out.”“I have thought it out and I’m going to New York.”“You can stay with me at my
hotel,” said Bermolito, not even bothering to look up as he continued to hammer away at his
tablet. “I’m going to be in New York on business Monday through Wednesday. Then I’ve got to be
in North Carolina on Thursday and Friday. I’m upgrading the servers in our Manhattan and
Charlotte offices.”Lassiter smiled. “You see? It’s destiny.”Claggebart cringed. “The thing about
destiny, boy-o, is…well, I don’t actually believe in fucking—”“Neither do I,” interrupted Bermolito,
“but I do believe in statistics.”“Don’t be so cryptic, Mr. Geekmeister. What are you trying to tell
us?” demanded Squelch, who had gotten hot and taken off his shirt to expose his six-pack abs,
which he often did on a whim.“I just ran a query on the twenty most recent litigation cases



involving an unpublished no-name author suing a major brand-name author for literary theft. The
no-name lost in every case and four of the cases were thrown out. Not one resulted in a financial
settlement.”Claggebart devoured an edible in the shape of a gummy bear. “So you’re telling us
he should just give up?”“No, I’m saying that if a big-name author steals your idea and massages
it into something that can pass as being just different enough by slightly changing the plot,
creating new characters, and the like, it’s a virtual certainty that he’s going to get away with
it.”“That sucks!” rejoindered Squelch.“Undoubtedly, but it’s the way of the world. It doesn’t matter
if your case is strong or not. If the guy’s a bestseller, he’s going to get away with it. All you’re
going to get in return from taking legal action against him is a shitload of legal fees.”Claggebart
shook his head in disgust. “I still don’t see how that’s possible. Where are you getting this
from?”“Multiple sources, so let’s review. First off, Beckett covered his tracks. According to Nick,
he used some portions of Blind Thrust and discarded others. The characters’ names are all
different even though both novels have a seismologist and a scientific sleuth unraveling the
earthquake mystery. Most importantly, Beckett’s mechanism for the man-made earthquakes is
different. Instead of deep well injection of liquid hazardous waste, he uses a special subsurface
explosive detonation device used by major oil companies in geophysical exploration.“But the
most important thing, by far, is the new climate in these types of legal cases due to Tort reform.”
He nodded towards his tablet screen. “I just pulled this up. A new law was enacted last fall that
makes the plaintiffs and their attorneys responsible for all legal fees and third-party costs if you
lose a literary theft-plagiarism-copyright infringement case. The law was designed to discourage
the little guy from making claims against big-name creative artists—bestselling authors, agents,
screenwriters, producers, and directors—and to protect them from supposedly frivolous
lawsuits. The only problem is that a large number of these types of lawsuits aren’t frivolous at all.
People, even entire countries, steal ideas every day. Look at China and Korea—they haven’t had
an original idea in decades. They steal everything from us and sell it outright or repackage it as
their own.”Lassiter found himself nodding in agreement. “I’m not going to run the risk of paying
hundreds of thousands in legal fees. I just want the Aussie to admit what he’s done and
apologize.”“Come on, Nicky, you know Rupert Murdoch Junior’s not going to fucking do that,”
protested Squelch.“He’s right,” said Claggebart. “Beckett and his agent, this Benedictis fellow,
and whoever else is behind this will never admit a damned thing. What about your dad? Isn’t he
with the CIA? Maybe he could gather some dirt and threaten Beckett?”“My dad is not with the
CIA—or at least it’s never been confirmed.”“Never been confirmed? That’s a weird thing to say
about your father, Nick,” said Bermolito.“Didn’t you tell me he has an apartment in New York?”
asked Squelch. “Why don’t we stay there?”“It’s the size of a Mini-Cooper. And besides, getting
my dad involved in this mess is absolutely not an option.”“What about Natalie?” asked
Claggebart. “You don’t think she’s mixed up in this do you?”Lassiter felt his breath catch in his
throat. He had been wondering the same thing about his old girlfriend and one great love of his
life. Could she be involved? Had she ultimately been the one to railroad him?“I don’t know,” he
said. “As I said before, she left Benedictis’s agency right after my novel was turned down. She



left to work as an editor with Excalibur Media in London for two years, but returned to Benedictis
to work as a literary agent four months ago. I was surprised she came back. But he does pay
really well.”“So she’s in New York and can help you,” said Bermolito. “Assuming she wants to.”“I
know how close you two were, Nicholas, but I’d be careful on this one,” said Claggebart. “I have a
bad feeling she’s somehow involved. It’s just too much of a coincidence.”“A modern day Mata
Hari,” said Bermolito. “The intrigue grows.”Squelch was vigorously shaking his head. “No way
Natalie would do that. I swear, Nicky, you should have married that girl when you had the
chance.”The room went uncomfortably silent. Again, Lassiter tried not to think about what he had
lost.Eventually, Claggebart broke the silence. “You said she was the one who originally helped
you get your foot in the door with Benedictis?”“Yeah, like I said she got him to read my novel, but
at the time I didn’t want her to reveal to him that we knew each other.”“Why not?”“I didn’t mind
having a referral, but I didn’t want to use special contacts. I thought it might actually hurt my
chances, or get Natalie in trouble, since we had had a relationship.”“All I know is these bastards
think they’re above the law and something needs to be done about it,” said Squelch with a
determined expression on his face.“So fly to New York tomorrow and confront Beckett at his
book signing on Monday,” proposed Bermolito. He nodded towards his screen. “It says right here
that’s where he’ll be. If nothing else, you’ll know for sure if he did it or not. The eyes can’t lie, not
up close.”“Wait a second, what are you saying?”“I’m saying Beckett has a luncheon and book
signing scheduled at the Excelsior Hotel in Manhattan on Monday. That’s two days from now.
The Wednesday signing is sold out, but there are still tickets available for Monday at two
hundred dollars per plate. And like I said, you can bunk with me at my hotel.”“I must say a trip to
New York could be rather exhilarating this time of year before the savage heat begins,” said
Claggebart, thoughtfully scratching his chin. “Assuming, of course, that one has the proper
seasonal attire.”Lassiter shook his head. “You’re not going, Clagge. This is my bed and I’ll sleep
in it by myself, thank you very much.”“Like hell you will,” challenged Squelch. “If you go it alone,
you’ll probably botch the whole damned thing. I’m not about to let you go all the way to the Big
Apple and come away empty-handed. We have a stake in this too.”“Yeah, how’s that?”“You’re our
best friend and we’re not about to let some Australian billionaire asshole-author steal from our
homey and continue to be a hypocrite to his millions of unsuspecting, adoring fans. We’re going
to expose the son of a bitch for the fraud he truly is. Remember Lexington, Concord, and Bunker
Hill? Remember ‘Don’t fire until you can see the whites of their eyes’? Well, history is repeating
itself, only this time we’re the Minutemen, motherfuckers. This is war, my fellow patriots, and we
are going to rise up from behind the stone wall and shoot that bloated Aussie bastard’s head off!
Give me liberty or give me death, that’s what I fucking say!”“Magnificent hyperbole, Patrick
Henry, but I’m afraid this isn’t your fight. Besides, unlike poor, poor pitiful me you guys have
actual jobs and girlfriends.”“Did you just say the word job?” gasped Claggebart. “Good Lord,
please don’t utter such a monumentally depressing term in my presence ever again. I might be
inclined to faint.”“Schools out for summer for me. Libidinous coeds are nowhere to be found on
the CU campus this time of year. And I’m afraid this old powder hound and Professor of Anarchy



Studies needs to perform some pre-sabbatical research in Gotham. Call me crazy, but I’m going
to the fabled city and I’m going to score an I-Love-New-York t-shirt.”“You guys have got to be
kidding me.”“Do we look like we’re kidding, boy-o?” snorted Claggebart. “Why I even insist on
financing the bold enterprise.” He withdrew his American Express black card from his wallet and
handed it to Bermolito. “Will you be good enough to purchase four tickets for the Monday book
signing?”“It’s going to have to be three. I’ll be working that day, but I can rendezvous in the
evening.”Squelch was beaming. “We’re all in Nicky. There’s no turning—”His voice was
interrupted by the sound of screeching tires down below on the street. They all dashed to the
window to have a look.Three police cars skidded to a halt in front of his apartment, red and blue
lights flashing. The doors jerked open and six bullet-headed cops jumped from the cruisers.
From the rear seat of one of the cars stepped Jason Cornwall and Alexandra Barrett, who
pointed up to his apartment as she spoke to one of the policemen.“Holy Jack D. Ripper, they’re
coming in hot!” shrieked Squelch. “I knew that little prick Cornwall would report you. But I didn’t
think they would get here this fast!”Lassiter shook his head in dismay. “I shouldn’t have done it. I
totally lost it and now the game is up. Looks like I’m headed for a jail cell not New York City.”“Like
hell!” snorted Squelch, throwing his shirt back on. “Did our great nation give up after the elite
commando unit of the German Herman Goering Panzergrenadier Division destroyed Pearl
Harbor? Hell no! We’re going to N-Y-C—and that means all of us, goddamnit!”Another police
cruiser screeched to a halt out front, roof lights flashing, sending strobes of prismatic illumination
across the street. Two cops hopped out and started for the front entrance along with the other
group.“Well, whatever we decide, we’d better do it quickly!” cried Claggebart. “They’ve got guns,
batons, and pepper spray and they look like they know how to use them!”Lassiter was torn. If he
stayed here, he would be arrested. If he went to New York with these jokers, he would probably
make a total fool of himself and they would all get locked away in jail without accomplishing
anything.“Which is it to be, Nicky? You’ve got to make a choice!”“Staying here isn’t a choice any
more than a firing squad!” cried Bermolito, closing his tablet. “We’ll make our getaway using the
rear fire escape. It leads to Larimer!”Claggebart’s eyebrows flew up. “Great Scott, how do you
know that?”“I just uploaded and scanned the building schematics! We can get to the street level
in precisely 3.7 minutes!”Lassiter hesitated. “I don’t know about this, you guys…running away
from the cops? This could affect the rest of my life.”Claggebart wagged an admonishing finger.
“Now is not the time for wavering, Nicholas—now is the time for bold action. As the late great
Lord Nelson declared, ‘Five minutes make the difference between victory and defeat.’ We must
go now, boy-o!”“All right, all right!” He crossed himself as they bolted out the door. I shouldn’t be
doing this—may God help me. But if I stay here I’m screwed.They dashed down the hallway
towards the outdoor fire escape, the sound of their running footsteps echoing off the walls. A
young woman stepped out of her apartment with a load of laundry, only to be almost bowled
over.“Sorry, Janice, sorry!” cried Lassiter, grabbing her by the elbow to keep her from falling and
gently guiding her back inside her apartment.“Keep moving, keep moving!” cried Bermolito,
prodding him along. “We have to hit the street in 1.6 minutes or the police will cut us off!”They



charged down the hallway, feet pounding like the hoofbeats of cavalry.“I must say this is rather
exciting!” pronounced Claggebart. “I’ve always wanted to be a fugitive from justice!”“Be careful
what you wish for, that’s what my mom’s always told me!” said Lassiter as they popped open the
window and started scrambling down the metal stairs of the fire escape.“New York City here we
come!” cried Squelch in exultation a moment later as they touched down on the sidewalk with no
sign of the cops. “Wait ’til they get a load of us!”They dashed down Seventeenth. When they
reached Larimer, they bolted across the street towards the parking garage where their cars were
parked.But all Lassiter could think was: What in the hell have I gotten myself into?
MONDAYJUNE 3CHAPTER 4ARBORGAST ROOM, EXCELSIOR HOTEL120 CENTRAL PARK
SOUTH, NEW YORK CITYCAMERON BARNABY BECKETT IV—who was counting on one day
being Sir Cameron like his imperial father, the Lord of Perth—stood at the podium gazing at his
customary adoring crowd.He had just finished giving his rehearsed speech, and his worshipers
sat at their exquisitely arranged dining tables clapping in adulation as an army of harried waiters
darted to and fro serving espresso and deserts of tiramisu and chocolate mousse. The packed
crowd boasted first-class authors, literary agents, editors, posh New York elites, celebrities, and
devoted fans, but the vast majority of seats were occupied by a specific nondescript individual:
the unpublished hack who foolishly dreamed of “making it big” and climbing to the top of the
New York Times bestseller list, a freight-class dimwit just stupid enough to shell out two hundred
bucks to listen to the Australian ramble on for an hour about how to publish that singular literary
masterpiece, the blockbuster breakout novel that would land him or her on Oprah and secure a
rightful place as a “published Homo sapien sapien” for all eternity. “There’s a sucker born every
minute!” Phineas T. Barnum is reported to have once proclaimed, and as Beckett stared out at
his genuflecting audience, he knew it was just as true today as it was back in the great and
cynical New York showman’s times.“Now are there any questions?” he asked pleasantly,
keeping his eye on a nubile young woman with a Vassar-College-kind-of-look up front who
appeared particularly smitten. Who knows maybe he could get her to come up to his hotel room
after the book signing? At least then he wouldn’t have to pay another $4,000 for a hooker tonight
like he had last night!The young woman raised her hand eagerly.“Yes,” he said, smiling down at
her. I want to ravage you repeatedly, you bookish little vixen. Crikey, I hope you’re not a
lesbian.“Mr. Beckett, what would you say is the single most important thing for a first-time
novelist to do to write a great book that people will actually buy?”Come to my room and I’ll show
you. Have you ever done it Aussie style? That’s why they call me the Road Warrior, my dear.“Uh,
the most important thing is to get into high gear quickly and keep your tension level soaring
throughout your novel.”“Can you elaborate further?” asked another audience member, an older
balding man in a cardigan sweater who looked freakishly like Louis C.K.“You’ve got to hook your
reader right away. Grab his attention right from the opening page and don’t let go for the next
four hundred. My agent—the fabulous Anton de Benedictis who regrettably couldn’t be here
today—has hammered that concept into my brain for the last twenty-two years. Sometimes, I
regret to say, I forget his sage advice, and when I do, believe me, he gives me a good tongue-



lashing. Strordnary but true!”Everyone laughed. He smiled winsomely, taking in the juxtaposition
of the humdrum attire of the unpublished wannabes versus the lavish two-thousand-dollar
business suits clinging to the supple bodies of the first-class movers and shakers in the
audience, like silk sheets hung over priceless sculptures. Then he answered more questions,
trying his best not to look bored after more than two decades of doing these stupid little publicity
events. He delivered the usual jokes that made him appear humble and compassionate to the
neophytes trying to break in, but it was nothing more than an act. The only thing that mattered to
him was that he was one of the top-selling authors on the planet and everyone in the room not
only adored him, but wanted, literally, to be him. When the question session was finished, the
crowd showered him with hearty applause, amplifying his feelings of self-adulation but also self-
loathing. After all, he was a total fucking fraud and he knew it.It was then he noticed that a young
man in the back had stood up.“Excuse me, I just have one last question,” the man said politely,
looking a little nervous.Beckett had been just about to sit back down for the book-signing portion
of the event, but the young man was signaling to him and, unfortunately, he couldn’t just ignore
him. The fellow had a healthy, outdoorsy look about him and appeared to be coaxed by the two
gentlemen sitting next to him. They were whispering to him in urgent tones, as if they were
putting him up to it. Something about the three young men sent an alarm to Beckett’s brain—was
it their animated body language or the wild look about them?—but he forced himself to put aside
his misgivings and serve up his most generous book-signing-event smile.“Why I suppose there’s
time for one more question,” he said, thinking he was doing the kid a favor.“Yes, thank you,” said
the young man politely. “My name is Nick Lassiter and I was just wondering what gave you the
original idea for Subterranean Storm?”Though the tone was deferential, there was…something
about the question and the person asking it that made Beckett’s brain suddenly go all foggy.
Why the bloody hell is my mind not working and my body freezing up?“Uh, excuse me, what was
the question again?”His questioner’s face remained neutral, reading like a blank slate. But he
had the uncanny feeling the lad was up to something.“My question is what gave you the original
inspiration for Subterranean Storm? I’m a geologist and I was wondering how you got the original
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AUTHOR AND FORTHCOMING TITLESTHE DEVIL’S BRIGADE(FORMERLY THE SLUSH
PILE BRIGADE)A NICK LASSITER-SKYLER NOVEL BOOK 1In this first thriller in the Nick
Lassiter-Skyler International Espionage Series, Mr. Everyman Nick Lassiter becomes an
unwitting intelligence operative and encounters for the first time the beautiful female assassin
Skyler, who plays a prominent role in Books 2 and 3 of the series. As he celebrates his thirtieth
birthday with friends, Lassiter is also a man in crisis: he has lost his girlfriend and his job, is
wanted by the police, and has discovered that his unpublished thriller, Blind Thrust, has been
stolen and turned into a blockbuster movie called Subterranean Storm. Even worse, the movie is
based on a soon-to-be bestselling novel by Australian thriller writer Cameron Beckett, one of the
world’s biggest brand-name authors. Rather than seek revenge through a financial settlement or
public humiliation, Lassiter sets out for New York to obtain mea culpas from Beckett and his
renowned literary agent, whom he is certain colluded with the Aussie in stealing his debut
novel.Once in New York, Lassiter, and his three fish-out-of-water friends who insist on
accompanying him, instantly run afoul of the law and other powerful forces intent on thwarting
them and their mission. As they encounter one thorny obstacle after another, the scope of their
inquiries expands and they are soon in way over their heads, battling toe-to-toe not only against
the mega-bestselling author and his agent, but a formidable army of antagonists, including the
NYPD, Beckett’s Big Five publishing house security squad, and the Russian mob. Collectively,
these adversaries present Lassiter with the greatest—and deadliest—challenge of his
life.Unexpectedly aided by his CIA father, Director of the Russian Counterintelligence Desk, and
his former girlfriend turned CIA-informant, Lassiter and his comrades take to calling themselves
the Devil’s Brigade in tribute to the legendary U.S.-Canadian First Special Service Force, an elite
commando outfit that fought in Italy in World War Two. Outmatched and outgunned, they are
foiled at every turn but still they are determined to win. But will justice be attained? Can they
prove that Beckett and his crooked literary agent have stolen Lassiter’s blockbuster novel and
are undeservedly reaping the success? More importantly, can they solve one of the most
important counterintelligence cases in CIA history and in the process honor the original Devil’s
Brigade?THE DEVIL’S BRIGADE(FORMERLY THE SLUSH PILE BRIGADE)A NICK LASSITER-
SKYLER NOVEL BOOK 1In this first thriller in the Nick Lassiter-Skyler International Espionage
Series, Mr. Everyman Nick Lassiter becomes an unwitting intelligence operative and encounters
for the first time the beautiful female assassin Skyler, who plays a prominent role in Books 2 and



3 of the series. As he celebrates his thirtieth birthday with friends, Lassiter is also a man in crisis:
he has lost his girlfriend and his job, is wanted by the police, and has discovered that his
unpublished thriller, Blind Thrust, has been stolen and turned into a blockbuster movie called
Subterranean Storm. Even worse, the movie is based on a soon-to-be bestselling novel by
Australian thriller writer Cameron Beckett, one of the world’s biggest brand-name authors.
Rather than seek revenge through a financial settlement or public humiliation, Lassiter sets out
for New York to obtain mea culpas from Beckett and his renowned literary agent, whom he is
certain colluded with the Aussie in stealing his debut novel.Once in New York, Lassiter, and his
three fish-out-of-water friends who insist on accompanying him, instantly run afoul of the law and
other powerful forces intent on thwarting them and their mission. As they encounter one thorny
obstacle after another, the scope of their inquiries expands and they are soon in way over their
heads, battling toe-to-toe not only against the mega-bestselling author and his agent, but a
formidable army of antagonists, including the NYPD, Beckett’s Big Five publishing house
security squad, and the Russian mob. Collectively, these adversaries present Lassiter with the
greatest—and deadliest—challenge of his life.Unexpectedly aided by his CIA father, Director of
the Russian Counterintelligence Desk, and his former girlfriend turned CIA-informant, Lassiter
and his comrades take to calling themselves the Devil’s Brigade in tribute to the legendary U.S.-
Canadian First Special Service Force, an elite commando outfit that fought in Italy in World War
Two. Outmatched and outgunned, they are foiled at every turn but still they are determined to
win. But will justice be attained? Can they prove that Beckett and his crooked literary agent have
stolen Lassiter’s blockbuster novel and are undeservedly reaping the success? More
importantly, can they solve one of the most important counterintelligence cases in CIA history
and in the process honor the original Devil’s Brigade?Praise for Samuel Marquis#1 Denver Post
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Cluster of Lies, Samuel Marquis vividly combines the excitement of the best modern techno-
thrillers, an education in geology, and a clarifying reminder that the choices each of us make
have a profound impact on our precious planet.”—Ambassador Marc Grossman, Former U.S.
Under Secretary of State“Blind Thrust kept me up until 1 a.m. two nights in a row. I could not put
it down. An intriguing mystery that intertwined geology, fracking, and places in Colorado that I
know well. Great fun.”—Governor Roy R. Romer, 39th Governor of Colorado“The Coalition starts
with a bang, revs up its engines, and never stops until the explosive ending…Perfect for fans of
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read filled with one crazy turn after another…The author slams on the accelerator early in the
story and doesn’t let up, forcing the reader to flip the pages frantically. And once it’s over, it’s still
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Skyler Novel Book 1Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs even though
checkered by failure, than to rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy nor suffer much
because they live in the gray twilight that knows neither victory nor defeat.—Theodore
RooseveltIt’s not whether you get knocked down, it’s whether you get up.—Vince LombardiThe
Devil’s BrigadeA Nick Lassiter-Skyler Novel Book 1Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win
glorious triumphs even though checkered by failure, than to rank with those poor spirits who
neither enjoy nor suffer much because they live in the gray twilight that knows neither victory nor
defeat.—Theodore RooseveltIt’s not whether you get knocked down, it’s whether you get up.—
Vince LombardiPROLOGUEOFFICE OF DE BENEDICTIS LITERARY ASSOCIATESDONALD
TRUMP, JR. BUILDING1450 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORKNEW YORK’S VERY OWN SHINING
STAR—über literary agent Anton Fitzgerald De Benedictis—looked into the eyes of his numero
uno client, the planet’s second bestselling author of all time who hailed from the Australian bush
country, and couldn’t believe what the hell he was hearing. They were sitting in the agent’s
sumptuously appointed office on the thirtieth floor overlooking Sixth Avenue, a sanctum



sanctorum where together he and his client had made literary history. Yet, it was as if he was
talking to a complete stranger instead of the forty-eight-year-old cash cow that he had plucked
from obscurity two decades earlier and pushed to the top through his creative genius. Seriously,
he thought, shit like this was only supposed to happen in the movies.He leaned his elbow onto
his sprawling cherrywood desk, gazing fiercely at Cameron Barnaby Beckett IV, who was busy
primping his jet-black, pomaded hair. The fifty-two-time New York Times bestselling author was
not only his most important client but a close friend; yet, right now the Aussie bastard was vexing
him in the extreme.“What do you mean you have writer’s block?”“Strordnary, I know, but it’s like
I’m stuck in quicksand. I don’t know what the hell to do for my next novel. I’ve been at the
keyboard for weeks and haven’t typed a single bloody word. I can’t even muster a rough outline. I
tell you I’m at a loss, stuck in a quagmire.”“You’re one of the world’s biggest literary brands—
second only to James Patterson—and you don’t know what the hell to write? Tell me this isn’t
happening.”“I’m afraid it is, mate, and I don’t know what to do about it. I’ve tried everything.”“I
don’t see how this is possible. You’ve never had any trouble like this before.”“I know but it’s quite
real, I assure you.”Benedictis mumbled something under his breath and frowned darkly.“Why are
you looking at me like that, Anton?”“Like what?”“Like you want to cut my nuts off and feed them
to a pack of feral dogs. It’s not like I’ve done anything wrong. You’re my agent and I’m trying to
explain to you what I’m going through. This is a very difficult time for me.”“I’m just being realistic,
Cam. You’re a professional novelist so you need to be writing as opposed to…not writing. Get it?
That’s all I’m saying.”“Oh crikey, you sound like my damned father, Sir Cameron.” He wrinkled his
nose with a prodigal son’s disdain. “I must say it’s very disconcerting, Anton.”“I think you’re
blowing things out of proportion. All I’m doing is trying to come up with a solution to your
problem.”“Problem? Is it a problem? I mean…do I really have a problem?”“Are you hitting the
booze and hookers again, Cam? Is that what this is really about?”“No, my drinking…it’s…it’s
under control.”“Bullshit, you’re drinking like a fish. What about hookers?”“I’ve cut way back. I’m
down to one or two per month now.”He gave him a skeptical look.“Okay, six or seven times a
month, but I swear that’s it!”“Does your wife know?”“Dear Lord no—and I must keep it that way! I
don’t know what I’d do if I lost Nicole!”“What about the blow? Are you still snorting like a
bloodhound?”“No, now that I really have given up. I haven’t had any since last summer in
Perth.”“You wouldn’t lie to me, would you, Cam?”“No, I tell you liquid libation, sporting women,
and cocaine are not the problem. I just have a bad case of writer’s block and I’m terrified it’s
going to turn into a long-term problem.”“Look, first off you don’t have a writing problem. We just
need to Google it or get you a book…The Idiot’s Guide to Writer’s Block or some such thing.”“I’ve
sat in front of a computer screen for the past two weeks and I haven’t written a single bloody line.
Not one. I don’t know what to do—I think I need a break.”Benedictis felt a flutter in his chest. Did
he just hear the taboo words he hoped never to hear? “A break? Did you just say you needed a
break?”“Yes, I need some time away to recharge my batteries and become sane again. This
hectic pace is positively killing me.”He gave a time-out signal. “Okay, Cam, just hold on a second.
I’m in the best position to know what you need and don’t need, okay? I’m your literary agent,



remember? Now, the last thing you want to do right now is make a rash decision and get this
crazy idea in your head that you need a break to cure this minor little setback of yours. A break
will only make things worse. Trust me on this. What you really need is a fresh new idea—
something inspiring, something to allow you to grow and test new boundaries, something to light
a fire inside you and help you rekindle your passion. Then you’ll be fine, I promise you.”“I don’t
think so, Anton. I think I need a break. A long one.”Benedictis knew at this point he should say
something consoling, but he couldn’t bring himself to do such a stupid ass thing. For Beckett to
take time off to recuperate or reconnect with his inner self or some other new agey crap was
absolutely, positively not an option; he had to get that out of his client’s mind right away. The guy
was Chase-Manhattan Bank for crying out loud and you didn’t close down Chase-Manhattan
Bank for goddamned repairs or renovation!There had to be a way to fix this.He glanced around
his resplendently furnished office, as if a cure for Cameron Barnaby Beckett IV’s writer’s block
could be found in the antique cherrywood furnishings, finished oak wainscoting, gilded window
trim, intricate ceiling of raised plasterwork, or the priceless Jackson Pollack hanging on the wall
along with multiple Warhol’s. Or the equally valuable, antique, .38-caliber machine-gun pistol
and bullet-proof vest hanging beside the paintings, both of which had belonged to the
Depression-era gangster “Baby Face” Nelson. The memorabilia—once brandished proudly by
John Dillinger’s fellow Public Enemy #1 and cherubic-faced partner in crime—had been gifts
fifteen years earlier from Cameron Beckett, thanking Benedictis in commemoration of their tenth
New York Times bestselling novel together.He wracked his brains for a solution. As he
pondered, the sunlight trickling in from the huge window overlooking bustling Sixth Avenue
glinted off his Cartier watch like one of the precious jewels on prominent display at the American
Museum. The light held there for a moment then reflected through his glass of water sitting next
to the slush pile of query letters, synopses, and manuscripts stacked on his desk, a teetering
mountain of submissions. He stared at the vast pile, pensively stroking his chin. Having risen to
the top during what some considered the second “Golden Age” of book publishing in the 1980s
and 1990s, he was old school and still printed out everything to read in hard copy; paperwork of
one form or another covered virtually every square inch of his desk.He suddenly lit on an idea.
“Just for kicks, why don’t we take a look at a few of these?”Beckett’s blood-red, puffy-lipped
mouth opened in protest. “What, from the slush pile?”“It couldn’t hurt to take a look.” Feeling a
little tingle of hope—and a hint of danger—he plucked up the stapled query letter and synopsis
lying on top that some poor schmuck had probably spent the better part of a month writing and
rewriting and gushing to her friends about and praying over—yes fucking praying over!—until
she thought she was poised to receive her lucky break and enter that venerated temple of
temples, the holy sanctuary of the traditionally-published author that brought about instant
credibility, not to mention nirvana.“I don’t know about this,” said Beckett. “Is this…
ethical?”“Ethical, smethical…we’re just taking a look.” He glanced at the query. “Okay this one’s
about a transvestite vampire serial killer from Queens who—”“Bogan, Anton, bogan. Plus I don’t
do vampires and you bloody well know that.”“Okay, okay, that wasn’t a good choice. Let’s grab



another.” He rifled through the pile, grabbing twenty or thirty submissions and erecting a second,
smaller pile. “All right, here we go. Here’s a legal thriller set in New Orleans. It’s about a rich
runaway debutante and her opulent antebellum family. Of course, they’re concealing a steamy
southern secret and—”“I don’t like the South or legal thrillers. I’m not Turow, Richard North
Patterson, or Grisham, Anton.”“I know, I know—you’re much better. All right, just bear with me.
Let’s look at some of these.” He took a moment to flip through several more query letters and
synopses. “Okay, I’ve got thrillers on South American drug cartels, cyber criminals, Islamic
terrorists, amnesiac CIA hit men, Chinese and Russian business cabals, an NSA spying
scandal, more vampires and serial killers, and—”“No, no, no!”“Come on, just play along for a
minute. There’s got to be something in this pile of crap. How about this?”He pulled from the slush
pile a submission that was fatter than the others. It contained a query letter, synopsis, and, this
time, a full manuscript. Somehow his assistant Natalie Perkins must have included the full novel
with the query and synopsis, which meant that he, or one of his myriad subordinates, had
requested it because it was promising enough for a full-length look.“Okay, this one’s called Blind
Thrust.”“What’s it about?”“Oh yeah, now I remember this baby—the environmental thriller. It’s
about an illegal toxic waste operation that results in major earthquakes killing thousands of
people. It was set in Colorado. I almost forgot about this. I took a look at it when it first came in a
couple of months ago. It was promising but, unfortunately, I had to turn it down. Unpublished
greenhorn, too much risk—you know the drill.”“Yes, but it sounds interesting.”“I thought so too.
Like I said, it was close—just not close enough.”“Tell me more about it.”“Well, from what I recall,
the hero is a Native American geologist and the villain is a corporate big shot that operates this
secret, illegal waste operation. He pumps toxic fluid into the ground knowing he could generate
small earthquakes. But he fails to control the tremors and they become much worse, killing
thousands of people. Then, once all hell has broken loose with the earthquakes, people start
getting killed left and right by the bad guys in the cover-up, and the Indian hero saves the day
and solves the case. Overall, the characters were well-drawn and the story was authentic. The
author—this Nick Lassiter fellow—is a real-life geologist, so all of the technical details are
Clancy-like accurate.”Beckett’s eyes brightened, as if a little light had gone off in his mind. He
leaned forward in his chair alertly. “You know, I’ve always been fascinated with
earthquakes.”“Twenty-two years we’ve known each other and only now do you tell me this? Do
you have any more secrets I should know about?”“When I left the God-forsaken Outback three
decades ago to attend Oxford, I actually considered majoring in geology,” confessed the
Australian.Good thing you didn’t or today my net worth wouldn’t be fifty million dollars. “Did you
now? Well, you truly are full of surprises today, Cameron my friend.”“Just be a good mate and
read me the synopsis.”He flipped through the submission until he found it. “All right here we go. It
says:The central dramatic question of Blind Thrust is will a young, rising scientist risk his life and
career to vanquish his own powerful client whom he greatly admires and is professionally bound
to protect? The large-stakes conflict takes place in Colorado’s Front Range and pits two equally
matched individuals: Cheyenne environmental geologist Joe Higheagle and billionaire “green”



energy entrepreneur Charles Prometheus Quantrill.The action begins as horrific earthquakes
are devastating the Front Range between Denver and Colorado Springs in an area long believed
to be seismically quiescent. They are being generated by ruptures along cryptic, mysterious,
deeply buried thrust faults (or blind thrusts) that, unlike most faults, do not break the surface
during large-scale seismic events. Somehow, the cause of the unusual earthquakes must be
unraveled and the cataclysms stopped before they result in more carnage and devastation. But
are they the result of regular crustal adjustments, hydro-fracking, conventional subsurface
sequestering, or clandestine operations?In his quest for the truth, the dogged everyman-sleuth
Joe Higheagle determines that the earthquakes are, in fact, being carefully and systematically
controlled through a secretive, highly profitable hazardous waste deep well injection program
using abandoned oil wells by his own client, Charles Prometheus Quantrill. Except controlling
nature is not humanly possible and the earthquakes catastrophically worsen. It, therefore, falls
upon the Native American Higheagle to stop his client and save Colorado from total
destruction…”When he stopped reading, Benedictis looked up. Was it his imagination or had his
pulse quickened as he was reading the opening paragraphs of the synopsis. It was a bit
melodramatic, to be sure, but the idea of human beings trying to control earthquakes was
certainly an intriguing concept. More importantly, it was fresh and unique. In his three decades in
the business, he had never heard of such a story being done before, which was exceedingly
rare. He recalled how the high concept had intrigued him right off the bat when he had perused
the submitted materials last month. And the writing had been strong. Just not strong enough to
be confidently placed with a publisher in his view given that it was written by a neophyte. But in
the more financially secure hands of an established bestselling author, it was pure—“I bloody
well love it!” he heard Beckett blurt, startling him in his seat. “Give me that damned thing!”The
bestselling author extended both of his ham-like hands in a sudden movement, his stubby
fingers clasping the query, synopsis, and novel in a flash and pulling them into his lap like a
mother clinging desperately to her infant child.“Earthquakes, earthquakes…I’ve always wanted
to unlock the mysteries of the universe in one of my novels! Finally! Oh my God, is this exciting
or what?”For the next few minutes, Benedictis watched with a warring amalgam of excitement
and deep uneasiness as his client flipped through the pages of the synopsis and manuscript,
nodding and smiling in agreement every so often and finally pulling out his monogrammed gold
pen and underlining passages of particular interest before nodding vigorously some more.
Watching Beckett’s visibly growing enthusiasm for the material made the agent more and more
uncomfortable as the anxious seconds ticked off. He had only meant to spark some ideas, to
liberate his bestselling client from his writer’s block, to breathe some fire and passion back into
him. But now it appeared as if he had opened Pandora’s Box. Beckett seemed intent on adopting
the project as his own and was apparently not going to let go until it belonged to him.“Good on
you, mate—I absolutely love it!” he announced five minutes later. “I’m taking this with me! You are
brilliant, absolutely brilliant, Anton!”He wanted to protest—in fact he had the sick feeling that if he
didn’t say something he was signing a Faustian pact that would come back to haunt them both—



but no words came out. Nothing. Nada. He told himself that Beckett needed this; that, hell, he
himself needed this! And besides, it wouldn’t be the first time he had stolen from the slush pile.
With the rare exception, the no-name schmucks in the heaps on his desk stood virtually no
chance of publication in their lifetimes, so there was never any real damage. Unless, of course,
they were bamboozled into self-pubbing with Goddamn Ebook Library, as he and his tony New
York literary colleagues disparagingly referred to the rapacious behemoth that was killing their
once-profitable industry. Who cared about some idiot way out in Oklahoma or Colorado or
wherever the hell this pathetic little shit hailed from who had cobbled together a few complete
sentences with actual punctuation. Fuck him—he was a nobody! If he knew what was good for
him, he would consider himself lucky to be the source of inspiration for a genuine bestselling
novelist—and leave it at that. New York was too big a town, and the literary marketplace here in
the city too grandiose a stage, for the likes of some redneck, tale-spinning wannabe from west of
the Mississippi, who knew a thing or two about seismological perturbations but little else.“This is
it—this is exactly what I need! You’re right the guy that wrote this is a real geologist! What’s his
name again?”“Nick Lassiter.”“Well, here’s to Nick Lassiter! The details are fantastic! This is
perfection!”Benedictis took an invisible breath, keeping his eyes fixed on his client of twenty-two
years, a man who had made him more money than he could count. He knew this was his last
chance to speak out, but as he took in the glow of inspiration on Beckett’s face, actual words of
protest escaped him. The smiling Aussie from Narrambla—the birthplace of Andrew “Banjo”
Paterson, the legendary poet who had written “Waltzing Matilda” and “The Man from Snowy
River”—looked just like his daughter Rebecca had as a little girl opening presents on Christmas
morning. How in the hell could he say “No!” to that! He felt like an anvil was pressing down on his
chest, compressing his lungs. Yet, he couldn’t bring himself to utter a peep, let alone an
objection. Who was he to deny his most important client and the second bestselling author of all
time a little shot in the arm, a tiny pick-me-up to ensure his continued success?“Why are you
talking to yourself, Anton? You’re scaring me.”Oh shit, did I do it again? He was always talking to
himself, and sometimes people thought he was crazy. But Jesus H. Christ there’s so much shit
up there! “I guess I’m just happy for you, Cam,” he said affably, but inside he felt his stomach all
twisted in knots.“Don’t worry. I’m not going to steal this Nick Lassiter’s novel. I’m just going to
borrow a few ideas. Of course, I’ll have to create all new characters and change the story line,
but this is a wonderful conceptual starting point.”“I’m just glad I could help, Cameron. That’s what
you pay me for: to be your advocate and look out for your interests.”“You are a true genius, mate.
This time you truly have outdone yourself. How can I repay you?”“You can start by writing
another Number One Bestseller.”“Then let the literary journey begin. I won’t let you down, Anton,
I promise. This is going to be my best effort yet!”“Then I can’t wait. Here’s to Nick Lassiter.”“To
Nick Lassiter! Oi oi oi!” cried the Australian, and they pretended to clink champagne glasses.But
inside Benedictis was in agony. He heard a little voice and it told him that he, like the legendary
Delta bluesman Robert Johnson, had indeed signed a pact with the goddamned
devil.PROLOGUEOFFICE OF DE BENEDICTIS LITERARY ASSOCIATESDONALD TRUMP,



JR. BUILDING1450 SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORKNEW YORK’S VERY OWN SHINING STAR—
über literary agent Anton Fitzgerald De Benedictis—looked into the eyes of his numero uno
client, the planet’s second bestselling author of all time who hailed from the Australian bush
country, and couldn’t believe what the hell he was hearing. They were sitting in the agent’s
sumptuously appointed office on the thirtieth floor overlooking Sixth Avenue, a sanctum
sanctorum where together he and his client had made literary history. Yet, it was as if he was
talking to a complete stranger instead of the forty-eight-year-old cash cow that he had plucked
from obscurity two decades earlier and pushed to the top through his creative genius. Seriously,
he thought, shit like this was only supposed to happen in the movies.He leaned his elbow onto
his sprawling cherrywood desk, gazing fiercely at Cameron Barnaby Beckett IV, who was busy
primping his jet-black, pomaded hair. The fifty-two-time New York Times bestselling author was
not only his most important client but a close friend; yet, right now the Aussie bastard was vexing
him in the extreme.“What do you mean you have writer’s block?”“Strordnary, I know, but it’s like
I’m stuck in quicksand. I don’t know what the hell to do for my next novel. I’ve been at the
keyboard for weeks and haven’t typed a single bloody word. I can’t even muster a rough outline. I
tell you I’m at a loss, stuck in a quagmire.”“You’re one of the world’s biggest literary brands—
second only to James Patterson—and you don’t know what the hell to write? Tell me this isn’t
happening.”“I’m afraid it is, mate, and I don’t know what to do about it. I’ve tried everything.”“I
don’t see how this is possible. You’ve never had any trouble like this before.”“I know but it’s quite
real, I assure you.”Benedictis mumbled something under his breath and frowned darkly.“Why are
you looking at me like that, Anton?”“Like what?”“Like you want to cut my nuts off and feed them
to a pack of feral dogs. It’s not like I’ve done anything wrong. You’re my agent and I’m trying to
explain to you what I’m going through. This is a very difficult time for me.”“I’m just being realistic,
Cam. You’re a professional novelist so you need to be writing as opposed to…not writing. Get it?
That’s all I’m saying.”“Oh crikey, you sound like my damned father, Sir Cameron.” He wrinkled his
nose with a prodigal son’s disdain. “I must say it’s very disconcerting, Anton.”“I think you’re
blowing things out of proportion. All I’m doing is trying to come up with a solution to your
problem.”“Problem? Is it a problem? I mean…do I really have a problem?”“Are you hitting the
booze and hookers again, Cam? Is that what this is really about?”“No, my drinking…it’s…it’s
under control.”“Bullshit, you’re drinking like a fish. What about hookers?”“I’ve cut way back. I’m
down to one or two per month now.”He gave him a skeptical look.“Okay, six or seven times a
month, but I swear that’s it!”“Does your wife know?”“Dear Lord no—and I must keep it that way! I
don’t know what I’d do if I lost Nicole!”“What about the blow? Are you still snorting like a
bloodhound?”“No, now that I really have given up. I haven’t had any since last summer in
Perth.”“You wouldn’t lie to me, would you, Cam?”“No, I tell you liquid libation, sporting women,
and cocaine are not the problem. I just have a bad case of writer’s block and I’m terrified it’s
going to turn into a long-term problem.”“Look, first off you don’t have a writing problem. We just
need to Google it or get you a book…The Idiot’s Guide to Writer’s Block or some such thing.”“I’ve
sat in front of a computer screen for the past two weeks and I haven’t written a single bloody line.



Not one. I don’t know what to do—I think I need a break.”Benedictis felt a flutter in his chest. Did
he just hear the taboo words he hoped never to hear? “A break? Did you just say you needed a
break?”“Yes, I need some time away to recharge my batteries and become sane again. This
hectic pace is positively killing me.”He gave a time-out signal. “Okay, Cam, just hold on a second.
I’m in the best position to know what you need and don’t need, okay? I’m your literary agent,
remember? Now, the last thing you want to do right now is make a rash decision and get this
crazy idea in your head that you need a break to cure this minor little setback of yours. A break
will only make things worse. Trust me on this. What you really need is a fresh new idea—
something inspiring, something to allow you to grow and test new boundaries, something to light
a fire inside you and help you rekindle your passion. Then you’ll be fine, I promise you.”“I don’t
think so, Anton. I think I need a break. A long one.”Benedictis knew at this point he should say
something consoling, but he couldn’t bring himself to do such a stupid ass thing. For Beckett to
take time off to recuperate or reconnect with his inner self or some other new agey crap was
absolutely, positively not an option; he had to get that out of his client’s mind right away. The guy
was Chase-Manhattan Bank for crying out loud and you didn’t close down Chase-Manhattan
Bank for goddamned repairs or renovation!There had to be a way to fix this.He glanced around
his resplendently furnished office, as if a cure for Cameron Barnaby Beckett IV’s writer’s block
could be found in the antique cherrywood furnishings, finished oak wainscoting, gilded window
trim, intricate ceiling of raised plasterwork, or the priceless Jackson Pollack hanging on the wall
along with multiple Warhol’s. Or the equally valuable, antique, .38-caliber machine-gun pistol
and bullet-proof vest hanging beside the paintings, both of which had belonged to the
Depression-era gangster “Baby Face” Nelson. The memorabilia—once brandished proudly by
John Dillinger’s fellow Public Enemy #1 and cherubic-faced partner in crime—had been gifts
fifteen years earlier from Cameron Beckett, thanking Benedictis in commemoration of their tenth
New York Times bestselling novel together.He wracked his brains for a solution. As he
pondered, the sunlight trickling in from the huge window overlooking bustling Sixth Avenue
glinted off his Cartier watch like one of the precious jewels on prominent display at the American
Museum. The light held there for a moment then reflected through his glass of water sitting next
to the slush pile of query letters, synopses, and manuscripts stacked on his desk, a teetering
mountain of submissions. He stared at the vast pile, pensively stroking his chin. Having risen to
the top during what some considered the second “Golden Age” of book publishing in the 1980s
and 1990s, he was old school and still printed out everything to read in hard copy; paperwork of
one form or another covered virtually every square inch of his desk.He suddenly lit on an idea.
“Just for kicks, why don’t we take a look at a few of these?”Beckett’s blood-red, puffy-lipped
mouth opened in protest. “What, from the slush pile?”“It couldn’t hurt to take a look.” Feeling a
little tingle of hope—and a hint of danger—he plucked up the stapled query letter and synopsis
lying on top that some poor schmuck had probably spent the better part of a month writing and
rewriting and gushing to her friends about and praying over—yes fucking praying over!—until
she thought she was poised to receive her lucky break and enter that venerated temple of



temples, the holy sanctuary of the traditionally-published author that brought about instant
credibility, not to mention nirvana.“I don’t know about this,” said Beckett. “Is this…
ethical?”“Ethical, smethical…we’re just taking a look.” He glanced at the query. “Okay this one’s
about a transvestite vampire serial killer from Queens who—”“Bogan, Anton, bogan. Plus I don’t
do vampires and you bloody well know that.”“Okay, okay, that wasn’t a good choice. Let’s grab
another.” He rifled through the pile, grabbing twenty or thirty submissions and erecting a second,
smaller pile. “All right, here we go. Here’s a legal thriller set in New Orleans. It’s about a rich
runaway debutante and her opulent antebellum family. Of course, they’re concealing a steamy
southern secret and—”“I don’t like the South or legal thrillers. I’m not Turow, Richard North
Patterson, or Grisham, Anton.”“I know, I know—you’re much better. All right, just bear with me.
Let’s look at some of these.” He took a moment to flip through several more query letters and
synopses. “Okay, I’ve got thrillers on South American drug cartels, cyber criminals, Islamic
terrorists, amnesiac CIA hit men, Chinese and Russian business cabals, an NSA spying
scandal, more vampires and serial killers, and—”“No, no, no!”“Come on, just play along for a
minute. There’s got to be something in this pile of crap. How about this?”He pulled from the slush
pile a submission that was fatter than the others. It contained a query letter, synopsis, and, this
time, a full manuscript. Somehow his assistant Natalie Perkins must have included the full novel
with the query and synopsis, which meant that he, or one of his myriad subordinates, had
requested it because it was promising enough for a full-length look.“Okay, this one’s called Blind
Thrust.”“What’s it about?”“Oh yeah, now I remember this baby—the environmental thriller. It’s
about an illegal toxic waste operation that results in major earthquakes killing thousands of
people. It was set in Colorado. I almost forgot about this. I took a look at it when it first came in a
couple of months ago. It was promising but, unfortunately, I had to turn it down. Unpublished
greenhorn, too much risk—you know the drill.”“Yes, but it sounds interesting.”“I thought so too.
Like I said, it was close—just not close enough.”“Tell me more about it.”“Well, from what I recall,
the hero is a Native American geologist and the villain is a corporate big shot that operates this
secret, illegal waste operation. He pumps toxic fluid into the ground knowing he could generate
small earthquakes. But he fails to control the tremors and they become much worse, killing
thousands of people. Then, once all hell has broken loose with the earthquakes, people start
getting killed left and right by the bad guys in the cover-up, and the Indian hero saves the day
and solves the case. Overall, the characters were well-drawn and the story was authentic. The
author—this Nick Lassiter fellow—is a real-life geologist, so all of the technical details are
Clancy-like accurate.”Beckett’s eyes brightened, as if a little light had gone off in his mind. He
leaned forward in his chair alertly. “You know, I’ve always been fascinated with
earthquakes.”“Twenty-two years we’ve known each other and only now do you tell me this? Do
you have any more secrets I should know about?”“When I left the God-forsaken Outback three
decades ago to attend Oxford, I actually considered majoring in geology,” confessed the
Australian.Good thing you didn’t or today my net worth wouldn’t be fifty million dollars. “Did you
now? Well, you truly are full of surprises today, Cameron my friend.”“Just be a good mate and



read me the synopsis.”He flipped through the submission until he found it. “All right here we go. It
says:The central dramatic question of Blind Thrust is will a young, rising scientist risk his life and
career to vanquish his own powerful client whom he greatly admires and is professionally bound
to protect? The large-stakes conflict takes place in Colorado’s Front Range and pits two equally
matched individuals: Cheyenne environmental geologist Joe Higheagle and billionaire “green”
energy entrepreneur Charles Prometheus Quantrill.The action begins as horrific earthquakes
are devastating the Front Range between Denver and Colorado Springs in an area long believed
to be seismically quiescent. They are being generated by ruptures along cryptic, mysterious,
deeply buried thrust faults (or blind thrusts) that, unlike most faults, do not break the surface
during large-scale seismic events. Somehow, the cause of the unusual earthquakes must be
unraveled and the cataclysms stopped before they result in more carnage and devastation. But
are they the result of regular crustal adjustments, hydro-fracking, conventional subsurface
sequestering, or clandestine operations?In his quest for the truth, the dogged everyman-sleuth
Joe Higheagle determines that the earthquakes are, in fact, being carefully and systematically
controlled through a secretive, highly profitable hazardous waste deep well injection program
using abandoned oil wells by his own client, Charles Prometheus Quantrill. Except controlling
nature is not humanly possible and the earthquakes catastrophically worsen. It, therefore, falls
upon the Native American Higheagle to stop his client and save Colorado from total
destruction…”When he stopped reading, Benedictis looked up. Was it his imagination or had his
pulse quickened as he was reading the opening paragraphs of the synopsis. It was a bit
melodramatic, to be sure, but the idea of human beings trying to control earthquakes was
certainly an intriguing concept. More importantly, it was fresh and unique. In his three decades in
the business, he had never heard of such a story being done before, which was exceedingly
rare. He recalled how the high concept had intrigued him right off the bat when he had perused
the submitted materials last month. And the writing had been strong. Just not strong enough to
be confidently placed with a publisher in his view given that it was written by a neophyte. But in
the more financially secure hands of an established bestselling author, it was pure—“I bloody
well love it!” he heard Beckett blurt, startling him in his seat. “Give me that damned thing!”The
bestselling author extended both of his ham-like hands in a sudden movement, his stubby
fingers clasping the query, synopsis, and novel in a flash and pulling them into his lap like a
mother clinging desperately to her infant child.“Earthquakes, earthquakes…I’ve always wanted
to unlock the mysteries of the universe in one of my novels! Finally! Oh my God, is this exciting
or what?”For the next few minutes, Benedictis watched with a warring amalgam of excitement
and deep uneasiness as his client flipped through the pages of the synopsis and manuscript,
nodding and smiling in agreement every so often and finally pulling out his monogrammed gold
pen and underlining passages of particular interest before nodding vigorously some more.
Watching Beckett’s visibly growing enthusiasm for the material made the agent more and more
uncomfortable as the anxious seconds ticked off. He had only meant to spark some ideas, to
liberate his bestselling client from his writer’s block, to breathe some fire and passion back into



him. But now it appeared as if he had opened Pandora’s Box. Beckett seemed intent on adopting
the project as his own and was apparently not going to let go until it belonged to him.“Good on
you, mate—I absolutely love it!” he announced five minutes later. “I’m taking this with me! You are
brilliant, absolutely brilliant, Anton!”He wanted to protest—in fact he had the sick feeling that if he
didn’t say something he was signing a Faustian pact that would come back to haunt them both—
but no words came out. Nothing. Nada. He told himself that Beckett needed this; that, hell, he
himself needed this! And besides, it wouldn’t be the first time he had stolen from the slush pile.
With the rare exception, the no-name schmucks in the heaps on his desk stood virtually no
chance of publication in their lifetimes, so there was never any real damage. Unless, of course,
they were bamboozled into self-pubbing with Goddamn Ebook Library, as he and his tony New
York literary colleagues disparagingly referred to the rapacious behemoth that was killing their
once-profitable industry. Who cared about some idiot way out in Oklahoma or Colorado or
wherever the hell this pathetic little shit hailed from who had cobbled together a few complete
sentences with actual punctuation. Fuck him—he was a nobody! If he knew what was good for
him, he would consider himself lucky to be the source of inspiration for a genuine bestselling
novelist—and leave it at that. New York was too big a town, and the literary marketplace here in
the city too grandiose a stage, for the likes of some redneck, tale-spinning wannabe from west of
the Mississippi, who knew a thing or two about seismological perturbations but little else.“This is
it—this is exactly what I need! You’re right the guy that wrote this is a real geologist! What’s his
name again?”“Nick Lassiter.”“Well, here’s to Nick Lassiter! The details are fantastic! This is
perfection!”Benedictis took an invisible breath, keeping his eyes fixed on his client of twenty-two
years, a man who had made him more money than he could count. He knew this was his last
chance to speak out, but as he took in the glow of inspiration on Beckett’s face, actual words of
protest escaped him. The smiling Aussie from Narrambla—the birthplace of Andrew “Banjo”
Paterson, the legendary poet who had written “Waltzing Matilda” and “The Man from Snowy
River”—looked just like his daughter Rebecca had as a little girl opening presents on Christmas
morning. How in the hell could he say “No!” to that! He felt like an anvil was pressing down on his
chest, compressing his lungs. Yet, he couldn’t bring himself to utter a peep, let alone an
objection. Who was he to deny his most important client and the second bestselling author of all
time a little shot in the arm, a tiny pick-me-up to ensure his continued success?“Why are you
talking to yourself, Anton? You’re scaring me.”Oh shit, did I do it again? He was always talking to
himself, and sometimes people thought he was crazy. But Jesus H. Christ there’s so much shit
up there! “I guess I’m just happy for you, Cam,” he said affably, but inside he felt his stomach all
twisted in knots.“Don’t worry. I’m not going to steal this Nick Lassiter’s novel. I’m just going to
borrow a few ideas. Of course, I’ll have to create all new characters and change the story line,
but this is a wonderful conceptual starting point.”“I’m just glad I could help, Cameron. That’s what
you pay me for: to be your advocate and look out for your interests.”“You are a true genius, mate.
This time you truly have outdone yourself. How can I repay you?”“You can start by writing
another Number One Bestseller.”“Then let the literary journey begin. I won’t let you down, Anton,



I promise. This is going to be my best effort yet!”“Then I can’t wait. Here’s to Nick Lassiter.”“To
Nick Lassiter! Oi oi oi!” cried the Australian, and they pretended to clink champagne glasses.But
inside Benedictis was in agony. He heard a little voice and it told him that he, like the legendary
Delta bluesman Robert Johnson, had indeed signed a pact with the goddamned devil.THREE
YEARS LATERSATURDAYJUNE 1THREE YEARS LATERSATURDAYJUNE 1CHAPTER
1BUCKHORN EXCHANGE RESTAURANT1000 OSAGE STREET, DENVER, COLORADOTHE
BUCKHORN EXCHANGE was Nick Lassiter’s favorite restaurant in the Mile High City, a place
where he dined only on special occasions—like tonight on his thirtieth birthday. He liked
Denver’s oldest drinking and dining establishment because it was the antithesis of postmodern
political correctness. He liked it for the smoky, pungent aroma of broiled buffalo, elk, and
rattlesnake wafting out of the kitchen. He liked it for its archaic museum-of-natural-history feel
with the profusion of bear, moose, bighorn sheep, bison, and other wild animal heads displayed
on the walls to go along with sepia-toned daguerreotypes and colorful oil paintings of the Old
West. He liked it for the neat rows of glass cases that displayed an eclectic assemblage of
antique rifles and pistols and the rusty wares of trappers and miners. The original proprietor,
German immigrant Henry Zietz, had converted the two-story brick commercial building into a
restaurant in the late 1800s, and the historic establishment had lost little of its rustic Western
charm over the last century and a quarter. Which was another way of saying that it was cheesy
as hell—but in that good old-fashioned heartland kind of way, like listening to John Cougar
Mellencamp.Stepping onto the creaky oak floorboards of the restaurant at 6:08 p.m., Lassiter
informed the maître’d that he had a reservation. After scanning her list, she, in turn, informed him
that his dinner guests had already been seated and led him to his table. There he found his three
best friends—and frequent partners in mischief—already well-lubricated with a round of Fat
Tires.“Here he is—the man who’s late for his own birthday party!” roared Frederick Najarian
Welch, nicknamed ‘Squelch,’ a pony-tailed Professor of Anarchy Studies at the University of
Colorado in Boulder. “Happy Birthday, Nicky! Have a brew…we already ordered you one! Sit
down and imbibe, laddie!”Squelch slapped him on the back and shoved a Fat Tire into his palm
and then he and his two bibulous companions stood up from their chairs and raised their bottles,
ignoring all the people at the neighboring tables gawking at them.“One runs out of superlatives—
here’s to you, Nicholas!” cheered Morrison Frautschi Claussen, known as ‘Claggebart,’ the
rebellious, independently wealthy scion of one of Denver’s oldest and most venerated gold-
baron families. “Here’s to your thirtieth!”Lassiter smiled bashfully.“Hear, hear!” cheered Timothy
Caleb Bermingham, nicknamed ‘Bermolito,’ IT-nerd extraordinaire who literally never let his
Apple iPad Air 3 tablet leave his sight and who proudly wore glasses with black frames so thick
they would make both Patrick Carney and Buddy Holly proud.They tipped back their beers, each
of them swilling back a third of the amber fluid in their bottles as the nearby diners continued to
stare at them in stupefaction. Then, amid much back-slapping and joking, mostly on the part of
Squelch and Claggebart, they all sat down.“You guys are genuinely crazy,” said Lassiter, feeling
a little embarrassed to be the center of attention, but also enjoying it. “But that’s why I love



you.”“And we love you right back, Nicky baby. That’s why we’re here to cheer you up,” said
Bermolito. “I heard about you losing your job. I’m really sorry.”“Come on, man, we’re not here to
talk about that,” protested Squelch. “This is a night of celebration—we’re going to light this town
up!”“I’ll drink to that. The Queen City of the Plains will undoubtedly never be the same after
tonight,” echoed Claggebart, looking impishly dapper in his blue blazer and maroon ascot. “All
references to employment, or former employment, are henceforth off limits during tonight’s
bacchanalian adventures.”“That’s only because you don’t have a job,” said Bermolito.“Why
should I? I’m a man of independent means.”“And I’m both unemployed and lacking in
independent means so I’m really fucked,” said Lassiter with a wry grin. “But there’s no reason for
you guys to worry about me. I’ll get back on my feet in no time. Hopefully, this will be my first and
last lay off.”“Well, at least you’ve still got Alexandra,” said Bermolito.Lassiter felt an instant sting,
but tried not to let it show on his face. Squelch and Claggebart shot Bermolito a frosty
glance.“What? What did I say?”“Nicky broke up with Alexandra,” said Squelch. “She moved all
her things out this morning—the little wretch.”“Come on, Squelch, you don’t need to talk about
her like that. It takes two people to make a relationship work and I’m just as much to blame as
her. And don’t sweat it, Berm. I know you didn’t know.”“I’m sorry, Nick. But man, what a bummer—
first you lose your job and then your girlfriend. I mean, how much lower can you go?”“Great
Scott, some help you are, Berm?” snorted Claggebart. “We’re supposed to be celebrating his
thirtieth birthday and you have to say that? This is a toast not a roast, you lummox.”“Don’t worry
about me boys, I’m fine. I’m just happy to be here with you lunatics. Now why don’t we order
some dinner before someone says something that really does piss me off?”“Attaboy Nicky, we’re
going to have a great night,” said Squelch. “We’ve got it all planned. First dinner and copious
imbibery here at the Buckhorn then it’s off for a kick-ass movie at the Tivoli and a night of total
debauchery at the Diamond Cabaret. The latter is guaranteed to take your mind off what’s-her-
name.” He held up his hands and grinned mischievously. “You see, I’ve already
forgotten!”Lassiter couldn’t help but smile; Squelch always knew how to cheer a guy up when he
was down. “I don’t know what I’d do without you crazy S-O-B’s,” he said as the waitress came to
take their orders.They went for another round of Fat Tires, appetizers of jerked venison and
rattlesnake marinated in red chile and lime, and a mix of entrees to be shared: broiled elk
medallions, smoked buffalo sausage cooked with a green chile polenta and spicy wild game
mustard sauce, roasted duck enchiladas in a tomatillo-chipotle pepper sauce with black beans
and rice, and buffalo meatloaf and garlic mashed potatoes smothered in brown onion gravy.
When the waitress shuffled off, they talked and drank and laughed even harder than before.
When dinner arrived, they pitched into the cornucopia and drank and prattled on goofily some
more, having themselves a fine time. Gradually, Lassiter felt his recent disappointments vanish
as the four friends, who had been best buddies since kindergarten, recounted their many
escapades growing up in Denver. They had all attended St. Peter’s Catholic School and East
High before Squelch and Lassiter had gone on to Kenyon College together in Ohio. After an hour
of feasting and ribaldry, they paid the bill and started out the door for the movie.That was when



he saw his ex-girlfriend, Alexandra Barrett, walking into the restaurant with Jason Cornwall.His
jaw dropped.“Alexandra, what are you doing here?”As soon as the words left his mouth, he felt
like an idiot. It was obvious what the fuck she was doing here. But how the hell did she know that
goddamned dick Jason Cornwall? She hadn’t grown up in Denver, as he and Cornwall had, and
he had never introduced them to one another.Her face crimsoned.“Oh, Nick. I didn’t expect to
see you here.”“Neither did I, Lassiter, or we would have gone somewhere else,” sniffed Cornwall,
stepping forward with his chest pumped out like a game rooster.Lassiter glared at his hulking
nemesis. Was the guy the reincarnation of Tom Buchanan from The Great Gatsby or what? They
had once been friends, but Cornwall had moved out of the city by sixth grade and went on to
attend the elite private school Kent-Denver south of Denver. From that point on, they had gone
viciously toe to toe against one another in soccer, basketball, and lacrosse and, over the course
of their competition, had become mortal enemies.“So let me get this straight, Alexandra,” said
Squelch, pressing up close to Cornwall, whom he also detested. “You moved out of Nicky’s
apartment only this morning and already you’re going to hop in the sack with this preppy,
pompous ass after he buys you a dinner of elk medallions? What Gollum wasn’t
available?”“That’s not funny, Fred.”“Oh, you don’t think so. How about this? Didn’t you get the
medical memo on Jason Cornwall? It reads like this: He’s got crabs—really nasty crabs—from
sleeping around with unsavory women and you’re sure to get them if you get anywhere near the
son of a bitch.”“We don’t have to take this—especially not from a Professor-of-Absolutely-
Nothing at a second-rate college like CU!” snarled Cornwall, and he shoved Squelch hard in the
chest.But Pup Squelch was unfazed by the assault and merely gave a defiant grin. “Yes, but at
least people refer to me respectfully as Dr. Welch,” he retorted with aplomb. “Everyone still calls
you Mr. Preppy Kent-Denver Dickwad—and you’re thirty freaking years old!”Cornwall took a step
forward, both fists balled up. Lassiter looked at Squelch: his fists had tightened, too, and his face
had scrunched up with that dangerous, D-pole search-and-destroy-mission look that Lassiter
knew only too well from their high school and Kenyon lacrosse games together.“Whoa there, big
fella—I think that’s enough,” he quickly interjected, stepping between them and pulling Squelch
away before he and Cornwall came to blows. “I’m sorry about this, Alexandra. I wish you the
best.” He was not going to acknowledge Cornwall. “Let’s go, guys.”“Badly done, Alexandra—
badly done indeed,” snorted Claggebart, echoing Sir Darcy in Pride and Prejudice and shaking
his head with disapproval as they headed out the door.But Cornwall wasn’t going to let it end
there. “You’re not good enough for her, Lassiter!” he snarled back at him angrily just before the
door closed behind them. “That’s why she dumped you! You’re not good enough for her, you
unemployed loser!”As the door shut, Lassiter wanted to storm back inside and rip his head off,
but instead he bit his lip, shoved his hands in his pockets, and headed for his car. He wished he
could just crawl in a hole and die.Bermolito was right: How much lower could he go?CHAPTER
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Denver’s oldest drinking and dining establishment because it was the antithesis of postmodern
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with the profusion of bear, moose, bighorn sheep, bison, and other wild animal heads displayed
on the walls to go along with sepia-toned daguerreotypes and colorful oil paintings of the Old
West. He liked it for the neat rows of glass cases that displayed an eclectic assemblage of
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German immigrant Henry Zietz, had converted the two-story brick commercial building into a
restaurant in the late 1800s, and the historic establishment had lost little of its rustic Western
charm over the last century and a quarter. Which was another way of saying that it was cheesy
as hell—but in that good old-fashioned heartland kind of way, like listening to John Cougar
Mellencamp.Stepping onto the creaky oak floorboards of the restaurant at 6:08 p.m., Lassiter
informed the maître’d that he had a reservation. After scanning her list, she, in turn, informed him
that his dinner guests had already been seated and led him to his table. There he found his three
best friends—and frequent partners in mischief—already well-lubricated with a round of Fat
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Caleb Bermingham, nicknamed ‘Bermolito,’ IT-nerd extraordinaire who literally never let his
Apple iPad Air 3 tablet leave his sight and who proudly wore glasses with black frames so thick
they would make both Patrick Carney and Buddy Holly proud.They tipped back their beers, each
of them swilling back a third of the amber fluid in their bottles as the nearby diners continued to
stare at them in stupefaction. Then, amid much back-slapping and joking, mostly on the part of
Squelch and Claggebart, they all sat down.“You guys are genuinely crazy,” said Lassiter, feeling
a little embarrassed to be the center of attention, but also enjoying it. “But that’s why I love
you.”“And we love you right back, Nicky baby. That’s why we’re here to cheer you up,” said
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talk about that,” protested Squelch. “This is a night of celebration—we’re going to light this town
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independent means so I’m really fucked,” said Lassiter with a wry grin. “But there’s no reason for
you guys to worry about me. I’ll get back on my feet in no time. Hopefully, this will be my first and
last lay off.”“Well, at least you’ve still got Alexandra,” said Bermolito.Lassiter felt an instant sting,
but tried not to let it show on his face. Squelch and Claggebart shot Bermolito a frosty
glance.“What? What did I say?”“Nicky broke up with Alexandra,” said Squelch. “She moved all
her things out this morning—the little wretch.”“Come on, Squelch, you don’t need to talk about
her like that. It takes two people to make a relationship work and I’m just as much to blame as
her. And don’t sweat it, Berm. I know you didn’t know.”“I’m sorry, Nick. But man, what a bummer—
first you lose your job and then your girlfriend. I mean, how much lower can you go?”“Great
Scott, some help you are, Berm?” snorted Claggebart. “We’re supposed to be celebrating his
thirtieth birthday and you have to say that? This is a toast not a roast, you lummox.”“Don’t worry
about me boys, I’m fine. I’m just happy to be here with you lunatics. Now why don’t we order
some dinner before someone says something that really does piss me off?”“Attaboy Nicky, we’re
going to have a great night,” said Squelch. “We’ve got it all planned. First dinner and copious
imbibery here at the Buckhorn then it’s off for a kick-ass movie at the Tivoli and a night of total
debauchery at the Diamond Cabaret. The latter is guaranteed to take your mind off what’s-her-
name.” He held up his hands and grinned mischievously. “You see, I’ve already
forgotten!”Lassiter couldn’t help but smile; Squelch always knew how to cheer a guy up when he
was down. “I don’t know what I’d do without you crazy S-O-B’s,” he said as the waitress came to
take their orders.They went for another round of Fat Tires, appetizers of jerked venison and
rattlesnake marinated in red chile and lime, and a mix of entrees to be shared: broiled elk
medallions, smoked buffalo sausage cooked with a green chile polenta and spicy wild game
mustard sauce, roasted duck enchiladas in a tomatillo-chipotle pepper sauce with black beans
and rice, and buffalo meatloaf and garlic mashed potatoes smothered in brown onion gravy.
When the waitress shuffled off, they talked and drank and laughed even harder than before.
When dinner arrived, they pitched into the cornucopia and drank and prattled on goofily some
more, having themselves a fine time. Gradually, Lassiter felt his recent disappointments vanish
as the four friends, who had been best buddies since kindergarten, recounted their many
escapades growing up in Denver. They had all attended St. Peter’s Catholic School and East
High before Squelch and Lassiter had gone on to Kenyon College together in Ohio. After an hour
of feasting and ribaldry, they paid the bill and started out the door for the movie.That was when
he saw his ex-girlfriend, Alexandra Barrett, walking into the restaurant with Jason Cornwall.His
jaw dropped.“Alexandra, what are you doing here?”As soon as the words left his mouth, he felt
like an idiot. It was obvious what the fuck she was doing here. But how the hell did she know that
goddamned dick Jason Cornwall? She hadn’t grown up in Denver, as he and Cornwall had, and
he had never introduced them to one another.Her face crimsoned.“Oh, Nick. I didn’t expect to
see you here.”“Neither did I, Lassiter, or we would have gone somewhere else,” sniffed Cornwall,
stepping forward with his chest pumped out like a game rooster.Lassiter glared at his hulking
nemesis. Was the guy the reincarnation of Tom Buchanan from The Great Gatsby or what? They



had once been friends, but Cornwall had moved out of the city by sixth grade and went on to
attend the elite private school Kent-Denver south of Denver. From that point on, they had gone
viciously toe to toe against one another in soccer, basketball, and lacrosse and, over the course
of their competition, had become mortal enemies.“So let me get this straight, Alexandra,” said
Squelch, pressing up close to Cornwall, whom he also detested. “You moved out of Nicky’s
apartment only this morning and already you’re going to hop in the sack with this preppy,
pompous ass after he buys you a dinner of elk medallions? What Gollum wasn’t
available?”“That’s not funny, Fred.”“Oh, you don’t think so. How about this? Didn’t you get the
medical memo on Jason Cornwall? It reads like this: He’s got crabs—really nasty crabs—from
sleeping around with unsavory women and you’re sure to get them if you get anywhere near the
son of a bitch.”“We don’t have to take this—especially not from a Professor-of-Absolutely-
Nothing at a second-rate college like CU!” snarled Cornwall, and he shoved Squelch hard in the
chest.But Pup Squelch was unfazed by the assault and merely gave a defiant grin. “Yes, but at
least people refer to me respectfully as Dr. Welch,” he retorted with aplomb. “Everyone still calls
you Mr. Preppy Kent-Denver Dickwad—and you’re thirty freaking years old!”Cornwall took a step
forward, both fists balled up. Lassiter looked at Squelch: his fists had tightened, too, and his face
had scrunched up with that dangerous, D-pole search-and-destroy-mission look that Lassiter
knew only too well from their high school and Kenyon lacrosse games together.“Whoa there, big
fella—I think that’s enough,” he quickly interjected, stepping between them and pulling Squelch
away before he and Cornwall came to blows. “I’m sorry about this, Alexandra. I wish you the
best.” He was not going to acknowledge Cornwall. “Let’s go, guys.”“Badly done, Alexandra—
badly done indeed,” snorted Claggebart, echoing Sir Darcy in Pride and Prejudice and shaking
his head with disapproval as they headed out the door.But Cornwall wasn’t going to let it end
there. “You’re not good enough for her, Lassiter!” he snarled back at him angrily just before the
door closed behind them. “That’s why she dumped you! You’re not good enough for her, you
unemployed loser!”As the door shut, Lassiter wanted to storm back inside and rip his head off,
but instead he bit his lip, shoved his hands in his pockets, and headed for his car. He wished he
could just crawl in a hole and die.Bermolito was right: How much lower could he go?CHAPTER
2TIVOLI MOVIE THEATER900 AURARIA PARKWAYTHEY DROVE TO THE TIVOLI for the 8
o’clock movie in two separate cars. Squelch had obtained special tickets to an advanced
screening of an upcoming release called Subterranean Storm. They bought popcorn and sodas,
took their seats, endured twenty minutes of nerve-rattling previews with Lassiter thinking the
whole time about how good Alexandra had looked in her white silk blouse, cardigan sweater,
and snug-fitting jeans, and then finally, mercifully, the movie started and he slowly put his
troubled thoughts behind him.And then, fifteen minutes into the film, he began to have a strange
feeling of déjà vu.And twenty minutes after that, he felt as if his world had been turned upside
down yet again. At first, he thought he might be imagining things, like some sort of conspiracy
theorist. But then he realized that what he saw on the screen could not possibly be a
coincidence.He tapped Squelch on the shoulder.“They stole my book!” he said in a loud



whisper.“What are you talking about?”“This movie—they stole it from my goddamned novel Blind
Thrust!”“What do you mean they stole it?”“I mean the screenplay writer, producer, somebody co-
opted my fucking book! This movie we’re watching is my goddamned novel Blind Thrust! You
know the book I’ve been trying to get published for the past three years. Subterranean Storm is
different, but there’s no doubt it was lifted from my unpublished work. It’s a clear case of
copyright infringement. There are too many similarities for it to be a coincidence!”“Are you
sure?”“Yes, I’m sure! These bastards, whoever they are, took my original idea and forged it into
this fucking movie we’re watching!”“Would you shut up!” a voice snapped in the row behind him.
“We’re trying to watch the goddamned flick!”“You don’t have to be rude, asshole!” hissed the hot-
headed Squelch, jumping up from his seat and turning around. “We’ve got a situation here.”“Oh
you do, do you? I’m getting all teary-eyed. Can I call you a fricking shrink?”“Hey, Muttonchops,
do you want me to—?”“Just calm down you two. We’ll be quiet,” interjected Lassiter, and he
reached out and gently pulled Squelch back down into his seat by his prodigious pony tail. A few
seconds later, once everyone seemed to have recovered their composure, he leaned in close to
his three friends and whispered. “We’ll talk afterwards.”For the next hour and a half, he remained
unnervingly gripped to his seat watching the film. The story line had been altered slightly, the
characters were different, and the dialogue was not his; yet, in more than half of the scenes, he
had a feeling of having been here before. It was like re-watching a movie you had seen ten years
earlier. You couldn’t remember all the scenes or how they unfolded, but when you watched the
film you knew you had seen it before. This was not a simple coincidence. The skeletal
framework, the original inspiration for Subterranean Storm, could have only come from one place
—and that was his unpublished novel Blind Thrust.When the closing credits rolled, they stepped
into the lobby. Lassiter felt a mixture of outrage mingled with curiosity. How the fuck had
someone pulled off such a brazen act of thievery? A crime had been committed—and now,
shockingly, he had to figure out not only who was responsible but how and why the person had
done it. Despite his anger, he found the idea of solving the nascent crime and getting his
comeuppance on whoever had done this to him powerfully seductive. Or was he just kidding
himself? Did he even have a legitimate shot at figuring out whodunit and getting some sense of
justice?“All right, Nicky,” said Squelch. “Explain to us what the hell is going on here.”“I told you.
That movie we just watched is based on my novel Blind Thrust. They stole my idea and
repackaged it as their own.”“Wait a second, boy-o,” said Claggebart. “Who are ‘they’?”“I should
think that would be obvious,” said Bermolito. “They are the people who managed to get their
hands on a copy of Blind Thrust via email or hard copy. Or that snatched it electronically out of
the Ethernet.”“Snatched out of the Ethernet? Is that really possible?”“Happens all the time, but
it’s less likely than the former. Who did you submit the novel to via email, Nick?”He pondered.
“Let’s see. There were probably a half dozen literary agents and the same number of large and
small publishers.”“Is that it?”“Yeah, I think so.”“What about hard copies?”“Just you guys and my
mom and dad. Oh, and ten or so people from my writers’ group.”“Holy Wallace E. Stegner, that’s
a viper’s nest right there,” said Squelch.“No, there’s no way anyone from my writers’ group did it.



Those people are incredibly helpful and dedicated. It’s like a support group.”“Gentlemen,”
declared Claggebart. “I feel it my duty to inform you, as the one and only bona fide Sherlock
Holmes in this motley crew, that the principal culprit must either be the screenwriter of
Subterranean Storm, or the original writer of the novel if it was an adapted screenplay.”“He’s
right,” said Bermolito, who was already conducting a Web search on his ever present Apple iPad
Air 3 tablet. “It says here that the film Subterranean Storm is based on the novel by bestselling
Australian suspense novelist Cameron Barnaby Beckett. The release date for the novel and the
early screening of the movie that we just saw were both today, the first of June. Bingo, there’s
who stole your idea: Cameron Beckett. The movie is based on his just-released book, not the
other way around, so it has to be him. The question is who aided and abetted him. The guy didn’t
do this in a vacuum. There had to be others.”“You’re talking about Cameron Beckett—the world’s
second bestselling novelist of all time?” muttered Squelch in disbelief. “Have you all lost your
minds? Why would he steal anything? He has an army of researchers and team of agents,
publishers, publicists, and bean-counters on call twenty-four-seven whose express purpose is to
get him whatever the hell he wants. He doesn’t need to steal from some unpublished hack—no
offense intended, Nicky.”“None taken, I think?”“Did you submit your novel to Beckett’s literary
agent, Nick?” asked Bermolito.He felt all his senses on high alert. “As a matter of fact I did. His
agent is Anton De Benedictis, the head of Benedictis Literary Associates. He’s, like, the biggest
agent in New York.”“That’s where Natalie worked, right?” said Squelch.He hesitated a moment
before answering, drawing a mental image of the one great love of his life, his former girlfriend
Natalie Perkins. She had gone to Kenyon with him and Squelch, and he had broken up with her
three and a half years ago. He often wondered what she was up to, if she was happy, whether
she still thought of him as much as he thought about her. He smiled with fond reminiscence as
he thought back to their time together. He remembered her smell, that little devilish gleam in her
eye, the way she used to—“Nicky, are you all right, dude?”“Sorry, I was just thinking.”“About
what, man? For a second there I thought we had lost you to the zombie apocalypse.”“We were
talking about Natalie, right? The thing is she’s working again for Benedictis. But she’s an agent
now instead of just an assistant like she was three years ago. She left to work as an editor at a
publishing house in London. This was maybe six months after we broke up and I had moved
back to Colorado. But then, she returned to Benedictis’s agency in New York a few months ago.
She’s now a full literary agent with her own client list. But you’re right. She was the one who
originally helped me get my foot in the door with my submission. She got Blind Thrust to
Benedictis, but he ended up rejecting it. I sent him a query and synopsis and he liked the
materials enough to request the full novel. She told me he read it, or at least most of it, but in the
end he didn’t go for it. He would never have looked at it at all if not for Natalie’s
recommendation.”“You should have married that girl. She was a keeper,” said Squelch.Lassiter
felt a prickle of irritation; seldom a day went by that he didn’t think of Natalie Perkins and he
didn’t want to be reminded, yet again, of what he had lost when he had more pressing problems
to deal with at the moment.“That’s all well and good,” he said, “but that’s not what we’re talking



about right now. Look guys, I’m sorry to have dumped this on you when you’ve gone to so much
trouble for my birthday. But I’ve got to go home and figure this out. I’ve got to find out who the hell
did this to me. It could be Beckett and Benedictis, but the truth is we don’t know.”“Nicholas, my
dear fellow, you shall go nowhere without me,” declared Claggebart with braggadocio. “Revenge
is a dish best served cold and I am going to be with you every step of the way, starting right now.
Of course, due to my extensive experience in crime-solving, I’ll be playing the role of Sherlock
Holmes, while you shall serve as my doggedly loyal companion and dear friend Mr.
Watson.”“Looks like Clagge’s Narcissus Complex is kicking in again,” put in Squelch. “But this
time, even I have to admit he’s on to something. You are not alone in this, Nicky. The four of us
have always been a team and I just want to say, on behalf of everyone, that we’ve got your back,
man. We’re going to figure this thing out together. Besides, in addition to young Sherlock here,
you’re going to need a Professor of Anarchy Studies to unravel this conundrum. I mean this is
right up my fucking alley!”“It is? I don’t even know what an Anarchy Studies professor
teaches?”“All kinds of stuff, man. I’m not some frumpy, bespectacled wimp with tenure who
teaches one course per year. I teach two kick-ass courses every semester—and my students
love me. Of course, I do end up sleeping with half of the women in my classes, but hey I’m a
single, thirty-year-old, heterosexual college professor. What am I supposed to do? Restrain
myself?”“Now there’s a novel idea. So what do you teach exactly?”“For starters, From Nietzsche
to Johnny Rotten: The Western History of Anarchism. That’s my freshman class for non-majors.
Then there’s Collectivism, Anti-Capitalism, and Anarchist Nirvana. Doesn’t the title alone send
tingles up your spine? No? Okay how about this, my senior seminar. It’s called Autonomy, Class
Warfare, and the Environmental Liberation Front Movement? Now that’s a winner.” They all just
looked at him. “Come on, man, don’t tell me you guys haven’t even heard of any of those
classes? Jesus, how did you all graduate from college?”“I have no idea,” replied Lassiter,
grinning. “But I do know that you and Clagge are as dangerous as Hunter S. Thompson on
Chivas and shrooms with a handful of M-80s and a loaded twelve gauge outside the Woody
Creek Tavern. I always thought I was way out there, but compared to you guys, I realize that I am
almost completely normal.”“I concur wholeheartedly,” said Bermolito. “Listen, Nick, in addition to
these two totally irresponsible maniacs, you’re going to need a computer guru, which I’ve been
successfully pretending to be for some years now.” He smiled with geeky awkwardness as he
pushed up his thick-framed, Khalib Gatez-brand glasses, which had broken in two places and
were being held together by black electrician’s tape. “Seriously, we should start by taking a look
at your emails to this Benedictis fellow. I think that’s the best place to start.”“Well, well, well, if it
isn’t Nick Lassiter and his Three Stooges,” interjected a new voice.He turned to see Jason
Cornwall with Alexandra on his arm, looking embarrassed to see them for the second time of the
night. The sight of Cornwall and his ex together again sent an instant thunderbolt of anger
through his whole body.“What’s the matter, Lassiter, couldn’t you and your loser friends get
dates? Why you could always troll East Colfax for some skanky bimbos with—”The words never
had a chance to finish coming out of his flapping mouth as Lassiter erupted with violent fury. He



knew, in the microsecond before his fist landed hard on Cornwall’s nose, that he should just walk
away, but animal impulse overtook him—or did he secretly allow it to overtake him?—and
suddenly his bigger and stronger opponent, the cheap-shot asshole who had cross-checked
him into the lacrosse turf, shoved him from behind onto the basketball court, and kicked him in
the shins a dozen times during soccer games from sixth grade through high school, was a
human punching bag with Lassiter striking blow after devastating blow. Then the situation turned
even more irrevocable as he head-butted Cornwall in the face, knocked him off his feet to the
sidewalk, and fell on top of him like a pouncing lion. Within a matter of seconds, he had him
pinned to the pavement and was beating the holy crap out of him.“Have you gone crazy, Nick!
Stop it!” he heard Alexandra scream.But he couldn’t stop, or maybe he didn’t want to stop, as his
fists struck satisfying blow after blow after blow. For the first time in his life, he felt like a lethal
killing machine. It scared him, but it also made him feel deliciously alive. Like some sort of Viking
warrior.And then, he felt arms clasping him, trying to yank him off. But he was in such a state of
fury that it took more than a minute for Squelch and the others to dislodge him. He stood there
restrained by three pairs of arms, fuming and puffing and red-faced, sweat pouring down his
face as the fallen Goliath at his feet moaned and greedily sucked in air. Cornwall had a purplish-
blue hue like a newborn infant deprived of oxygen. Blood gushed from his obviously broken nose
in a crimson torrent.“I’m going to get you for this, Lassiter!” he shrieked, blood spewing from his
flapping mouth. “You’ll be fucking toast when my lawyers get through with you!”“How could you,
Nick? How could you?” screamed Alexandra. “No wonder I dumped you! You’re a monster!”Am I
a monster? he wondered. And then he looked at his homies. Even Squelch, Claggebart, and
Bermolito appeared frightened of him. Which was the one thing, after all the crap that had
happened to him today, that truly crushed him.“I’m sorry,” was all he said, and he walked
unsteadily to his car.CHAPTER 2TIVOLI MOVIE THEATER900 AURARIA PARKWAYTHEY
DROVE TO THE TIVOLI for the 8 o’clock movie in two separate cars. Squelch had obtained
special tickets to an advanced screening of an upcoming release called Subterranean Storm.
They bought popcorn and sodas, took their seats, endured twenty minutes of nerve-rattling
previews with Lassiter thinking the whole time about how good Alexandra had looked in her
white silk blouse, cardigan sweater, and snug-fitting jeans, and then finally, mercifully, the movie
started and he slowly put his troubled thoughts behind him.And then, fifteen minutes into the
film, he began to have a strange feeling of déjà vu.And twenty minutes after that, he felt as if his
world had been turned upside down yet again. At first, he thought he might be imagining things,
like some sort of conspiracy theorist. But then he realized that what he saw on the screen could
not possibly be a coincidence.He tapped Squelch on the shoulder.“They stole my book!” he said
in a loud whisper.“What are you talking about?”“This movie—they stole it from my goddamned
novel Blind Thrust!”“What do you mean they stole it?”“I mean the screenplay writer, producer,
somebody co-opted my fucking book! This movie we’re watching is my goddamned novel Blind
Thrust! You know the book I’ve been trying to get published for the past three years.
Subterranean Storm is different, but there’s no doubt it was lifted from my unpublished work. It’s



a clear case of copyright infringement. There are too many similarities for it to be a
coincidence!”“Are you sure?”“Yes, I’m sure! These bastards, whoever they are, took my original
idea and forged it into this fucking movie we’re watching!”“Would you shut up!” a voice snapped
in the row behind him. “We’re trying to watch the goddamned flick!”“You don’t have to be rude,
asshole!” hissed the hot-headed Squelch, jumping up from his seat and turning around. “We’ve
got a situation here.”“Oh you do, do you? I’m getting all teary-eyed. Can I call you a fricking
shrink?”“Hey, Muttonchops, do you want me to—?”“Just calm down you two. We’ll be quiet,”
interjected Lassiter, and he reached out and gently pulled Squelch back down into his seat by
his prodigious pony tail. A few seconds later, once everyone seemed to have recovered their
composure, he leaned in close to his three friends and whispered. “We’ll talk afterwards.”For the
next hour and a half, he remained unnervingly gripped to his seat watching the film. The story
line had been altered slightly, the characters were different, and the dialogue was not his; yet, in
more than half of the scenes, he had a feeling of having been here before. It was like re-watching
a movie you had seen ten years earlier. You couldn’t remember all the scenes or how they
unfolded, but when you watched the film you knew you had seen it before. This was not a simple
coincidence. The skeletal framework, the original inspiration for Subterranean Storm, could have
only come from one place—and that was his unpublished novel Blind Thrust.When the closing
credits rolled, they stepped into the lobby. Lassiter felt a mixture of outrage mingled with
curiosity. How the fuck had someone pulled off such a brazen act of thievery? A crime had been
committed—and now, shockingly, he had to figure out not only who was responsible but how
and why the person had done it. Despite his anger, he found the idea of solving the nascent
crime and getting his comeuppance on whoever had done this to him powerfully seductive. Or
was he just kidding himself? Did he even have a legitimate shot at figuring out whodunit and
getting some sense of justice?“All right, Nicky,” said Squelch. “Explain to us what the hell is going
on here.”“I told you. That movie we just watched is based on my novel Blind Thrust. They stole
my idea and repackaged it as their own.”“Wait a second, boy-o,” said Claggebart. “Who are
‘they’?”“I should think that would be obvious,” said Bermolito. “They are the people who
managed to get their hands on a copy of Blind Thrust via email or hard copy. Or that snatched it
electronically out of the Ethernet.”“Snatched out of the Ethernet? Is that really
possible?”“Happens all the time, but it’s less likely than the former. Who did you submit the novel
to via email, Nick?”He pondered. “Let’s see. There were probably a half dozen literary agents
and the same number of large and small publishers.”“Is that it?”“Yeah, I think so.”“What about
hard copies?”“Just you guys and my mom and dad. Oh, and ten or so people from my writers’
group.”“Holy Wallace E. Stegner, that’s a viper’s nest right there,” said Squelch.“No, there’s no
way anyone from my writers’ group did it. Those people are incredibly helpful and dedicated. It’s
like a support group.”“Gentlemen,” declared Claggebart. “I feel it my duty to inform you, as the
one and only bona fide Sherlock Holmes in this motley crew, that the principal culprit must either
be the screenwriter of Subterranean Storm, or the original writer of the novel if it was an adapted
screenplay.”“He’s right,” said Bermolito, who was already conducting a Web search on his ever



present Apple iPad Air 3 tablet. “It says here that the film Subterranean Storm is based on the
novel by bestselling Australian suspense novelist Cameron Barnaby Beckett. The release date
for the novel and the early screening of the movie that we just saw were both today, the first of
June. Bingo, there’s who stole your idea: Cameron Beckett. The movie is based on his just-
released book, not the other way around, so it has to be him. The question is who aided and
abetted him. The guy didn’t do this in a vacuum. There had to be others.”“You’re talking about
Cameron Beckett—the world’s second bestselling novelist of all time?” muttered Squelch in
disbelief. “Have you all lost your minds? Why would he steal anything? He has an army of
researchers and team of agents, publishers, publicists, and bean-counters on call twenty-four-
seven whose express purpose is to get him whatever the hell he wants. He doesn’t need to steal
from some unpublished hack—no offense intended, Nicky.”“None taken, I think?”“Did you submit
your novel to Beckett’s literary agent, Nick?” asked Bermolito.He felt all his senses on high alert.
“As a matter of fact I did. His agent is Anton De Benedictis, the head of Benedictis Literary
Associates. He’s, like, the biggest agent in New York.”“That’s where Natalie worked, right?” said
Squelch.He hesitated a moment before answering, drawing a mental image of the one great love
of his life, his former girlfriend Natalie Perkins. She had gone to Kenyon with him and Squelch,
and he had broken up with her three and a half years ago. He often wondered what she was up
to, if she was happy, whether she still thought of him as much as he thought about her. He
smiled with fond reminiscence as he thought back to their time together. He remembered her
smell, that little devilish gleam in her eye, the way she used to—“Nicky, are you all right,
dude?”“Sorry, I was just thinking.”“About what, man? For a second there I thought we had lost
you to the zombie apocalypse.”“We were talking about Natalie, right? The thing is she’s working
again for Benedictis. But she’s an agent now instead of just an assistant like she was three years
ago. She left to work as an editor at a publishing house in London. This was maybe six months
after we broke up and I had moved back to Colorado. But then, she returned to Benedictis’s
agency in New York a few months ago. She’s now a full literary agent with her own client list. But
you’re right. She was the one who originally helped me get my foot in the door with my
submission. She got Blind Thrust to Benedictis, but he ended up rejecting it. I sent him a query
and synopsis and he liked the materials enough to request the full novel. She told me he read it,
or at least most of it, but in the end he didn’t go for it. He would never have looked at it at all if not
for Natalie’s recommendation.”“You should have married that girl. She was a keeper,” said
Squelch.Lassiter felt a prickle of irritation; seldom a day went by that he didn’t think of Natalie
Perkins and he didn’t want to be reminded, yet again, of what he had lost when he had more
pressing problems to deal with at the moment.“That’s all well and good,” he said, “but that’s not
what we’re talking about right now. Look guys, I’m sorry to have dumped this on you when you’ve
gone to so much trouble for my birthday. But I’ve got to go home and figure this out. I’ve got to
find out who the hell did this to me. It could be Beckett and Benedictis, but the truth is we don’t
know.”“Nicholas, my dear fellow, you shall go nowhere without me,” declared Claggebart with
braggadocio. “Revenge is a dish best served cold and I am going to be with you every step of



the way, starting right now. Of course, due to my extensive experience in crime-solving, I’ll be
playing the role of Sherlock Holmes, while you shall serve as my doggedly loyal companion and
dear friend Mr. Watson.”“Looks like Clagge’s Narcissus Complex is kicking in again,” put in
Squelch. “But this time, even I have to admit he’s on to something. You are not alone in this,
Nicky. The four of us have always been a team and I just want to say, on behalf of everyone, that
we’ve got your back, man. We’re going to figure this thing out together. Besides, in addition to
young Sherlock here, you’re going to need a Professor of Anarchy Studies to unravel this
conundrum. I mean this is right up my fucking alley!”“It is? I don’t even know what an Anarchy
Studies professor teaches?”“All kinds of stuff, man. I’m not some frumpy, bespectacled wimp
with tenure who teaches one course per year. I teach two kick-ass courses every semester—
and my students love me. Of course, I do end up sleeping with half of the women in my classes,
but hey I’m a single, thirty-year-old, heterosexual college professor. What am I supposed to do?
Restrain myself?”“Now there’s a novel idea. So what do you teach exactly?”“For starters, From
Nietzsche to Johnny Rotten: The Western History of Anarchism. That’s my freshman class for
non-majors. Then there’s Collectivism, Anti-Capitalism, and Anarchist Nirvana. Doesn’t the title
alone send tingles up your spine? No? Okay how about this, my senior seminar. It’s called
Autonomy, Class Warfare, and the Environmental Liberation Front Movement? Now that’s a
winner.” They all just looked at him. “Come on, man, don’t tell me you guys haven’t even heard of
any of those classes? Jesus, how did you all graduate from college?”“I have no idea,” replied
Lassiter, grinning. “But I do know that you and Clagge are as dangerous as Hunter S. Thompson
on Chivas and shrooms with a handful of M-80s and a loaded twelve gauge outside the Woody
Creek Tavern. I always thought I was way out there, but compared to you guys, I realize that I am
almost completely normal.”“I concur wholeheartedly,” said Bermolito. “Listen, Nick, in addition to
these two totally irresponsible maniacs, you’re going to need a computer guru, which I’ve been
successfully pretending to be for some years now.” He smiled with geeky awkwardness as he
pushed up his thick-framed, Khalib Gatez-brand glasses, which had broken in two places and
were being held together by black electrician’s tape. “Seriously, we should start by taking a look
at your emails to this Benedictis fellow. I think that’s the best place to start.”“Well, well, well, if it
isn’t Nick Lassiter and his Three Stooges,” interjected a new voice.He turned to see Jason
Cornwall with Alexandra on his arm, looking embarrassed to see them for the second time of the
night. The sight of Cornwall and his ex together again sent an instant thunderbolt of anger
through his whole body.“What’s the matter, Lassiter, couldn’t you and your loser friends get
dates? Why you could always troll East Colfax for some skanky bimbos with—”The words never
had a chance to finish coming out of his flapping mouth as Lassiter erupted with violent fury. He
knew, in the microsecond before his fist landed hard on Cornwall’s nose, that he should just walk
away, but animal impulse overtook him—or did he secretly allow it to overtake him?—and
suddenly his bigger and stronger opponent, the cheap-shot asshole who had cross-checked
him into the lacrosse turf, shoved him from behind onto the basketball court, and kicked him in
the shins a dozen times during soccer games from sixth grade through high school, was a



human punching bag with Lassiter striking blow after devastating blow. Then the situation turned
even more irrevocable as he head-butted Cornwall in the face, knocked him off his feet to the
sidewalk, and fell on top of him like a pouncing lion. Within a matter of seconds, he had him
pinned to the pavement and was beating the holy crap out of him.“Have you gone crazy, Nick!
Stop it!” he heard Alexandra scream.But he couldn’t stop, or maybe he didn’t want to stop, as his
fists struck satisfying blow after blow after blow. For the first time in his life, he felt like a lethal
killing machine. It scared him, but it also made him feel deliciously alive. Like some sort of Viking
warrior.And then, he felt arms clasping him, trying to yank him off. But he was in such a state of
fury that it took more than a minute for Squelch and the others to dislodge him. He stood there
restrained by three pairs of arms, fuming and puffing and red-faced, sweat pouring down his
face as the fallen Goliath at his feet moaned and greedily sucked in air. Cornwall had a purplish-
blue hue like a newborn infant deprived of oxygen. Blood gushed from his obviously broken nose
in a crimson torrent.“I’m going to get you for this, Lassiter!” he shrieked, blood spewing from his
flapping mouth. “You’ll be fucking toast when my lawyers get through with you!”“How could you,
Nick? How could you?” screamed Alexandra. “No wonder I dumped you! You’re a monster!”Am I
a monster? he wondered. And then he looked at his homies. Even Squelch, Claggebart, and
Bermolito appeared frightened of him. Which was the one thing, after all the crap that had
happened to him today, that truly crushed him.“I’m sorry,” was all he said, and he walked
unsteadily to his car.CHAPTER 3LASSITER’S LODO APARTMENT1320 SEVENTEENTH
STREETWHEN HE REACHED HIS LOFT, he grabbed a fresh Fat Tire, wrapped an ice bag
around his bloodied knuckles, cranked up Eddie Vedder’s Hard Sun, and stepped up to the
window looking out onto a sweeping view of Lower Downtown and, beyond, the towering Rocky
Mountains, silhouetted against a pregnant moon. The wind whistling along the railroad tracks
rose up and gently stirred the glass. He stood there looking out at the winking lights of the city in
silence, wondering how his life had been turned upside down so quickly.Was there a reason
God was somehow punishing him? Or was it a simple twist of fate? Or how about a case of plain
old bad luck? Did he somehow deserve this shitstorm his life had suddenly become? Was he
paying penance for some past wrong he had inflicted on a classmate or his pet turtle Alfred E.
Neuman that he had lost when he was nine? Or how about Natalie? As Squelch had said, she
had been a definite keeper—and yet he had completely screwed that one up. Was he getting his
just desserts for messing up the best thing that had ever happened to him?His mind went back
to the fight.“How could you, Nick? How could you?” he vividly relived Alexandra screaming at
him, her lips quivering with outrage. “No wonder I dumped you! You’re a monster!”The painful
truth was that she was right: he was a fucking monster. The way he had torn into Cornwall, like a
demon possessed, was not something that a normal human did; maybe when Neanderthals
were smashing Cro-Magnons in the head with spiked war clubs, but certainly not in the twenty-
first century where people reveled in fighting their enemies, real and imagined, anonymously
from afar via fiber-optic cable. Even he was stunned by the violent fury, the buried rage that had
exploded from deep inside him and found daylight through his fists. They were weapons he



didn’t even know he had, and it was almost as if they hadn’t belonged to him, but to someone
else, Mike Tyson or Rocky Marciano perhaps. At least for two primeval minutes that had seemed
a lot longer. He shouldn’t have lost his self-control like that; Cornwall would, no doubt, press
charges and the police would show up any minute to arrest him and haul his ass off to jail.He
was looking at assault and battery, probably two years minimum, even with good behavior. He
would come out ten times worse than when he went in; if he wasn’t a goddamned monster now,
he most definitely would be then.He was startled by the bleep of his intercom. Jesus, were the
cops here already? With resignation, he realized that he should probably just give himself up
peacefully.He went to the intercom and pressed the button. “I surrender, officers. I’m coming
down.”“Surrender? We’re not the cops, you dumb fuck! It’s us!” he heard Squelch roar. “Open up,
we’ve got Beckett’s new book!”He felt a tingle of renewed energy, a modicum of hope, knowing
that his buddies seemed to have his back and hadn’t completely disowned him after all. He hit
the button and, two minutes later, let them in. They were filled with frenetic energy as they
elbowed and jostled their way inside. Claggebart was carrying a bottle of Don Julio tequila, two
six packs of Boulder Beer, and a bag of commercial edible weed under his arm; Squelch was
reading out loud from Beckett’s book with a puissant gleam in his eye, like a minister at a pulpit;
and Bermolito was hammering away at his tablet, a feat which the cyber-savvy multitasker was
able to do whether stationary or on the move at any time day or night, as if the contraption was
an additional appendage on his body. They immediately took over the living room like an
occupying Napoleonic army, cracking open beer bottles and making themselves obscenely
comfortable on the threadbare couch and side chairs.“All right, here’s the situation, Nicky,”
barked Squelch like General Patton as he closed the hardcover copy of Subterranean Storm,
setting it down on the battered coffee table. “First off, Beckett’s guilty as fuck. I’ve just skimmed
the first hundred pages of this bad boy and it’s more or less the same as the movie script. So the
movie stuck closely to the book, which means that the script was optioned and sold based on
Beckett’s outline or an early draft. Second, Beckett’s in New York this weekend and all next week
to promote his book simultaneously with the early screening of the movie. So he’s doing a
shitload of publicity for the book as a movie tie-in, which means you’ve got a perfect public forum
to hit him and hit him hard. Third, I’ve already contacted my lawyer, Peter Sturgis, and he says
that the best approach is for you to—”“I’m not going to get a lawyer involved,” he cut Squelch
off.A stunned silence slashed through the room. Squelch and Claggebart stared at him as if he
was crazy as Bermolito typed away at his tablet.“Oh, don’t be un-American,” admonished
Claggebart. “Of course a barrister is required. This is about vengeance, extracting a pound of
flesh in the good old-fashioned American legal tradition, is it not?”“I’m not suing anyone. I just
want an apology.”The room again went anxiously silent.“My God, Aliens really have taken over
your mind,” said Squelch, his mouth still half-open with disbelief. “Did they make you have sex
with them too?”“I’m dead serious about this. I don’t want a dime of money. I just want Beckett to
look me in the eye, admit what he’s done, and say he’s sorry. That’s it.”Squelch and Claggebart
continued to look at him in disbelief. The only sound in the room was Bermolito typing away at



his Apple. His bony fingers fluttered across the keyboard like an army of tarantulas. Lassiter
wondered if he was conducting a simple Web search, running software, or programming actual
computer code as they sat there debating.Claggebart tugged at his ascot and gave an
exasperated sigh. “Well, that’s all fine and dandy, Nicholas, if you happen to live in a dream
world. But, unfortunately, the rest of us in this room live on a little planet called Earth and in a
country called Les États-Unis. It is our country’s proud heritage, not to mention God-given right,
to proudly bear arms when we’re mentally incompetent, make fun of our leaders on both sides of
the aisle, and sue the holy crap out of anyone that pisses us off. Now, goddamnit Nicholas,
where is your American spirit!”“I’m not suing him. But I am going to New York this week and
confront him.”“Confront? Oh, that’s rich. You’re just going to sashay on in to the Big Apple like
Joe Buck and…confront one of the world’s biggest-selling authors. Now, how in the name of St.
Jude, the patron saint of lost causes, do you propose to do that?”“He’s right, Nicky, you’ve got to
think this thing out.”“I have thought it out and I’m going to New York.”“You can stay with me at my
hotel,” said Bermolito, not even bothering to look up as he continued to hammer away at his
tablet. “I’m going to be in New York on business Monday through Wednesday. Then I’ve got to be
in North Carolina on Thursday and Friday. I’m upgrading the servers in our Manhattan and
Charlotte offices.”Lassiter smiled. “You see? It’s destiny.”Claggebart cringed. “The thing about
destiny, boy-o, is…well, I don’t actually believe in fucking—”“Neither do I,” interrupted Bermolito,
“but I do believe in statistics.”“Don’t be so cryptic, Mr. Geekmeister. What are you trying to tell
us?” demanded Squelch, who had gotten hot and taken off his shirt to expose his six-pack abs,
which he often did on a whim.“I just ran a query on the twenty most recent litigation cases
involving an unpublished no-name author suing a major brand-name author for literary theft. The
no-name lost in every case and four of the cases were thrown out. Not one resulted in a financial
settlement.”Claggebart devoured an edible in the shape of a gummy bear. “So you’re telling us
he should just give up?”“No, I’m saying that if a big-name author steals your idea and massages
it into something that can pass as being just different enough by slightly changing the plot,
creating new characters, and the like, it’s a virtual certainty that he’s going to get away with
it.”“That sucks!” rejoindered Squelch.“Undoubtedly, but it’s the way of the world. It doesn’t matter
if your case is strong or not. If the guy’s a bestseller, he’s going to get away with it. All you’re
going to get in return from taking legal action against him is a shitload of legal fees.”Claggebart
shook his head in disgust. “I still don’t see how that’s possible. Where are you getting this
from?”“Multiple sources, so let’s review. First off, Beckett covered his tracks. According to Nick,
he used some portions of Blind Thrust and discarded others. The characters’ names are all
different even though both novels have a seismologist and a scientific sleuth unraveling the
earthquake mystery. Most importantly, Beckett’s mechanism for the man-made earthquakes is
different. Instead of deep well injection of liquid hazardous waste, he uses a special subsurface
explosive detonation device used by major oil companies in geophysical exploration.“But the
most important thing, by far, is the new climate in these types of legal cases due to Tort reform.”
He nodded towards his tablet screen. “I just pulled this up. A new law was enacted last fall that



makes the plaintiffs and their attorneys responsible for all legal fees and third-party costs if you
lose a literary theft-plagiarism-copyright infringement case. The law was designed to discourage
the little guy from making claims against big-name creative artists—bestselling authors, agents,
screenwriters, producers, and directors—and to protect them from supposedly frivolous
lawsuits. The only problem is that a large number of these types of lawsuits aren’t frivolous at all.
People, even entire countries, steal ideas every day. Look at China and Korea—they haven’t had
an original idea in decades. They steal everything from us and sell it outright or repackage it as
their own.”Lassiter found himself nodding in agreement. “I’m not going to run the risk of paying
hundreds of thousands in legal fees. I just want the Aussie to admit what he’s done and
apologize.”“Come on, Nicky, you know Rupert Murdoch Junior’s not going to fucking do that,”
protested Squelch.“He’s right,” said Claggebart. “Beckett and his agent, this Benedictis fellow,
and whoever else is behind this will never admit a damned thing. What about your dad? Isn’t he
with the CIA? Maybe he could gather some dirt and threaten Beckett?”“My dad is not with the
CIA—or at least it’s never been confirmed.”“Never been confirmed? That’s a weird thing to say
about your father, Nick,” said Bermolito.“Didn’t you tell me he has an apartment in New York?”
asked Squelch. “Why don’t we stay there?”“It’s the size of a Mini-Cooper. And besides, getting
my dad involved in this mess is absolutely not an option.”“What about Natalie?” asked
Claggebart. “You don’t think she’s mixed up in this do you?”Lassiter felt his breath catch in his
throat. He had been wondering the same thing about his old girlfriend and one great love of his
life. Could she be involved? Had she ultimately been the one to railroad him?“I don’t know,” he
said. “As I said before, she left Benedictis’s agency right after my novel was turned down. She
left to work as an editor with Excalibur Media in London for two years, but returned to Benedictis
to work as a literary agent four months ago. I was surprised she came back. But he does pay
really well.”“So she’s in New York and can help you,” said Bermolito. “Assuming she wants to.”“I
know how close you two were, Nicholas, but I’d be careful on this one,” said Claggebart. “I have a
bad feeling she’s somehow involved. It’s just too much of a coincidence.”“A modern day Mata
Hari,” said Bermolito. “The intrigue grows.”Squelch was vigorously shaking his head. “No way
Natalie would do that. I swear, Nicky, you should have married that girl when you had the
chance.”The room went uncomfortably silent. Again, Lassiter tried not to think about what he had
lost.Eventually, Claggebart broke the silence. “You said she was the one who originally helped
you get your foot in the door with Benedictis?”“Yeah, like I said she got him to read my novel, but
at the time I didn’t want her to reveal to him that we knew each other.”“Why not?”“I didn’t mind
having a referral, but I didn’t want to use special contacts. I thought it might actually hurt my
chances, or get Natalie in trouble, since we had had a relationship.”“All I know is these bastards
think they’re above the law and something needs to be done about it,” said Squelch with a
determined expression on his face.“So fly to New York tomorrow and confront Beckett at his
book signing on Monday,” proposed Bermolito. He nodded towards his screen. “It says right here
that’s where he’ll be. If nothing else, you’ll know for sure if he did it or not. The eyes can’t lie, not
up close.”“Wait a second, what are you saying?”“I’m saying Beckett has a luncheon and book



signing scheduled at the Excelsior Hotel in Manhattan on Monday. That’s two days from now.
The Wednesday signing is sold out, but there are still tickets available for Monday at two
hundred dollars per plate. And like I said, you can bunk with me at my hotel.”“I must say a trip to
New York could be rather exhilarating this time of year before the savage heat begins,” said
Claggebart, thoughtfully scratching his chin. “Assuming, of course, that one has the proper
seasonal attire.”Lassiter shook his head. “You’re not going, Clagge. This is my bed and I’ll sleep
in it by myself, thank you very much.”“Like hell you will,” challenged Squelch. “If you go it alone,
you’ll probably botch the whole damned thing. I’m not about to let you go all the way to the Big
Apple and come away empty-handed. We have a stake in this too.”“Yeah, how’s that?”“You’re our
best friend and we’re not about to let some Australian billionaire asshole-author steal from our
homey and continue to be a hypocrite to his millions of unsuspecting, adoring fans. We’re going
to expose the son of a bitch for the fraud he truly is. Remember Lexington, Concord, and Bunker
Hill? Remember ‘Don’t fire until you can see the whites of their eyes’? Well, history is repeating
itself, only this time we’re the Minutemen, motherfuckers. This is war, my fellow patriots, and we
are going to rise up from behind the stone wall and shoot that bloated Aussie bastard’s head off!
Give me liberty or give me death, that’s what I fucking say!”“Magnificent hyperbole, Patrick
Henry, but I’m afraid this isn’t your fight. Besides, unlike poor, poor pitiful me you guys have
actual jobs and girlfriends.”“Did you just say the word job?” gasped Claggebart. “Good Lord,
please don’t utter such a monumentally depressing term in my presence ever again. I might be
inclined to faint.”“Schools out for summer for me. Libidinous coeds are nowhere to be found on
the CU campus this time of year. And I’m afraid this old powder hound and Professor of Anarchy
Studies needs to perform some pre-sabbatical research in Gotham. Call me crazy, but I’m going
to the fabled city and I’m going to score an I-Love-New-York t-shirt.”“You guys have got to be
kidding me.”“Do we look like we’re kidding, boy-o?” snorted Claggebart. “Why I even insist on
financing the bold enterprise.” He withdrew his American Express black card from his wallet and
handed it to Bermolito. “Will you be good enough to purchase four tickets for the Monday book
signing?”“It’s going to have to be three. I’ll be working that day, but I can rendezvous in the
evening.”Squelch was beaming. “We’re all in Nicky. There’s no turning—”His voice was
interrupted by the sound of screeching tires down below on the street. They all dashed to the
window to have a look.Three police cars skidded to a halt in front of his apartment, red and blue
lights flashing. The doors jerked open and six bullet-headed cops jumped from the cruisers.
From the rear seat of one of the cars stepped Jason Cornwall and Alexandra Barrett, who
pointed up to his apartment as she spoke to one of the policemen.“Holy Jack D. Ripper, they’re
coming in hot!” shrieked Squelch. “I knew that little prick Cornwall would report you. But I didn’t
think they would get here this fast!”Lassiter shook his head in dismay. “I shouldn’t have done it. I
totally lost it and now the game is up. Looks like I’m headed for a jail cell not New York City.”“Like
hell!” snorted Squelch, throwing his shirt back on. “Did our great nation give up after the elite
commando unit of the German Herman Goering Panzergrenadier Division destroyed Pearl
Harbor? Hell no! We’re going to N-Y-C—and that means all of us, goddamnit!”Another police



cruiser screeched to a halt out front, roof lights flashing, sending strobes of prismatic illumination
across the street. Two cops hopped out and started for the front entrance along with the other
group.“Well, whatever we decide, we’d better do it quickly!” cried Claggebart. “They’ve got guns,
batons, and pepper spray and they look like they know how to use them!”Lassiter was torn. If he
stayed here, he would be arrested. If he went to New York with these jokers, he would probably
make a total fool of himself and they would all get locked away in jail without accomplishing
anything.“Which is it to be, Nicky? You’ve got to make a choice!”“Staying here isn’t a choice any
more than a firing squad!” cried Bermolito, closing his tablet. “We’ll make our getaway using the
rear fire escape. It leads to Larimer!”Claggebart’s eyebrows flew up. “Great Scott, how do you
know that?”“I just uploaded and scanned the building schematics! We can get to the street level
in precisely 3.7 minutes!”Lassiter hesitated. “I don’t know about this, you guys…running away
from the cops? This could affect the rest of my life.”Claggebart wagged an admonishing finger.
“Now is not the time for wavering, Nicholas—now is the time for bold action. As the late great
Lord Nelson declared, ‘Five minutes make the difference between victory and defeat.’ We must
go now, boy-o!”“All right, all right!” He crossed himself as they bolted out the door. I shouldn’t be
doing this—may God help me. But if I stay here I’m screwed.They dashed down the hallway
towards the outdoor fire escape, the sound of their running footsteps echoing off the walls. A
young woman stepped out of her apartment with a load of laundry, only to be almost bowled
over.“Sorry, Janice, sorry!” cried Lassiter, grabbing her by the elbow to keep her from falling and
gently guiding her back inside her apartment.“Keep moving, keep moving!” cried Bermolito,
prodding him along. “We have to hit the street in 1.6 minutes or the police will cut us off!”They
charged down the hallway, feet pounding like the hoofbeats of cavalry.“I must say this is rather
exciting!” pronounced Claggebart. “I’ve always wanted to be a fugitive from justice!”“Be careful
what you wish for, that’s what my mom’s always told me!” said Lassiter as they popped open the
window and started scrambling down the metal stairs of the fire escape.“New York City here we
come!” cried Squelch in exultation a moment later as they touched down on the sidewalk with no
sign of the cops. “Wait ’til they get a load of us!”They dashed down Seventeenth. When they
reached Larimer, they bolted across the street towards the parking garage where their cars were
parked.But all Lassiter could think was: What in the hell have I gotten myself into?CHAPTER
3LASSITER’S LODO APARTMENT1320 SEVENTEENTH STREETWHEN HE REACHED HIS
LOFT, he grabbed a fresh Fat Tire, wrapped an ice bag around his bloodied knuckles, cranked
up Eddie Vedder’s Hard Sun, and stepped up to the window looking out onto a sweeping view of
Lower Downtown and, beyond, the towering Rocky Mountains, silhouetted against a pregnant
moon. The wind whistling along the railroad tracks rose up and gently stirred the glass. He stood
there looking out at the winking lights of the city in silence, wondering how his life had been
turned upside down so quickly.Was there a reason God was somehow punishing him? Or was it
a simple twist of fate? Or how about a case of plain old bad luck? Did he somehow deserve this
shitstorm his life had suddenly become? Was he paying penance for some past wrong he had
inflicted on a classmate or his pet turtle Alfred E. Neuman that he had lost when he was nine? Or



how about Natalie? As Squelch had said, she had been a definite keeper—and yet he had
completely screwed that one up. Was he getting his just desserts for messing up the best thing
that had ever happened to him?His mind went back to the fight.“How could you, Nick? How
could you?” he vividly relived Alexandra screaming at him, her lips quivering with outrage. “No
wonder I dumped you! You’re a monster!”The painful truth was that she was right: he was a
fucking monster. The way he had torn into Cornwall, like a demon possessed, was not
something that a normal human did; maybe when Neanderthals were smashing Cro-Magnons in
the head with spiked war clubs, but certainly not in the twenty-first century where people reveled
in fighting their enemies, real and imagined, anonymously from afar via fiber-optic cable. Even
he was stunned by the violent fury, the buried rage that had exploded from deep inside him and
found daylight through his fists. They were weapons he didn’t even know he had, and it was
almost as if they hadn’t belonged to him, but to someone else, Mike Tyson or Rocky Marciano
perhaps. At least for two primeval minutes that had seemed a lot longer. He shouldn’t have lost
his self-control like that; Cornwall would, no doubt, press charges and the police would show up
any minute to arrest him and haul his ass off to jail.He was looking at assault and battery,
probably two years minimum, even with good behavior. He would come out ten times worse than
when he went in; if he wasn’t a goddamned monster now, he most definitely would be then.He
was startled by the bleep of his intercom. Jesus, were the cops here already? With resignation,
he realized that he should probably just give himself up peacefully.He went to the intercom and
pressed the button. “I surrender, officers. I’m coming down.”“Surrender? We’re not the cops, you
dumb fuck! It’s us!” he heard Squelch roar. “Open up, we’ve got Beckett’s new book!”He felt a
tingle of renewed energy, a modicum of hope, knowing that his buddies seemed to have his
back and hadn’t completely disowned him after all. He hit the button and, two minutes later, let
them in. They were filled with frenetic energy as they elbowed and jostled their way inside.
Claggebart was carrying a bottle of Don Julio tequila, two six packs of Boulder Beer, and a bag
of commercial edible weed under his arm; Squelch was reading out loud from Beckett’s book
with a puissant gleam in his eye, like a minister at a pulpit; and Bermolito was hammering away
at his tablet, a feat which the cyber-savvy multitasker was able to do whether stationary or on
the move at any time day or night, as if the contraption was an additional appendage on his
body. They immediately took over the living room like an occupying Napoleonic army, cracking
open beer bottles and making themselves obscenely comfortable on the threadbare couch and
side chairs.“All right, here’s the situation, Nicky,” barked Squelch like General Patton as he
closed the hardcover copy of Subterranean Storm, setting it down on the battered coffee table.
“First off, Beckett’s guilty as fuck. I’ve just skimmed the first hundred pages of this bad boy and
it’s more or less the same as the movie script. So the movie stuck closely to the book, which
means that the script was optioned and sold based on Beckett’s outline or an early draft.
Second, Beckett’s in New York this weekend and all next week to promote his book
simultaneously with the early screening of the movie. So he’s doing a shitload of publicity for the
book as a movie tie-in, which means you’ve got a perfect public forum to hit him and hit him



hard. Third, I’ve already contacted my lawyer, Peter Sturgis, and he says that the best approach
is for you to—”“I’m not going to get a lawyer involved,” he cut Squelch off.A stunned silence
slashed through the room. Squelch and Claggebart stared at him as if he was crazy as Bermolito
typed away at his tablet.“Oh, don’t be un-American,” admonished Claggebart. “Of course a
barrister is required. This is about vengeance, extracting a pound of flesh in the good old-
fashioned American legal tradition, is it not?”“I’m not suing anyone. I just want an apology.”The
room again went anxiously silent.“My God, Aliens really have taken over your mind,” said
Squelch, his mouth still half-open with disbelief. “Did they make you have sex with them too?”“I’m
dead serious about this. I don’t want a dime of money. I just want Beckett to look me in the eye,
admit what he’s done, and say he’s sorry. That’s it.”Squelch and Claggebart continued to look at
him in disbelief. The only sound in the room was Bermolito typing away at his Apple. His bony
fingers fluttered across the keyboard like an army of tarantulas. Lassiter wondered if he was
conducting a simple Web search, running software, or programming actual computer code as
they sat there debating.Claggebart tugged at his ascot and gave an exasperated sigh. “Well,
that’s all fine and dandy, Nicholas, if you happen to live in a dream world. But, unfortunately, the
rest of us in this room live on a little planet called Earth and in a country called Les États-Unis. It
is our country’s proud heritage, not to mention God-given right, to proudly bear arms when we’re
mentally incompetent, make fun of our leaders on both sides of the aisle, and sue the holy crap
out of anyone that pisses us off. Now, goddamnit Nicholas, where is your American spirit!”“I’m
not suing him. But I am going to New York this week and confront him.”“Confront? Oh, that’s rich.
You’re just going to sashay on in to the Big Apple like Joe Buck and…confront one of the world’s
biggest-selling authors. Now, how in the name of St. Jude, the patron saint of lost causes, do you
propose to do that?”“He’s right, Nicky, you’ve got to think this thing out.”“I have thought it out and
I’m going to New York.”“You can stay with me at my hotel,” said Bermolito, not even bothering to
look up as he continued to hammer away at his tablet. “I’m going to be in New York on business
Monday through Wednesday. Then I’ve got to be in North Carolina on Thursday and Friday. I’m
upgrading the servers in our Manhattan and Charlotte offices.”Lassiter smiled. “You see? It’s
destiny.”Claggebart cringed. “The thing about destiny, boy-o, is…well, I don’t actually believe in
fucking—”“Neither do I,” interrupted Bermolito, “but I do believe in statistics.”“Don’t be so cryptic,
Mr. Geekmeister. What are you trying to tell us?” demanded Squelch, who had gotten hot and
taken off his shirt to expose his six-pack abs, which he often did on a whim.“I just ran a query on
the twenty most recent litigation cases involving an unpublished no-name author suing a major
brand-name author for literary theft. The no-name lost in every case and four of the cases were
thrown out. Not one resulted in a financial settlement.”Claggebart devoured an edible in the
shape of a gummy bear. “So you’re telling us he should just give up?”“No, I’m saying that if a big-
name author steals your idea and massages it into something that can pass as being just
different enough by slightly changing the plot, creating new characters, and the like, it’s a virtual
certainty that he’s going to get away with it.”“That sucks!” rejoindered Squelch.“Undoubtedly, but
it’s the way of the world. It doesn’t matter if your case is strong or not. If the guy’s a bestseller,



he’s going to get away with it. All you’re going to get in return from taking legal action against him
is a shitload of legal fees.”Claggebart shook his head in disgust. “I still don’t see how that’s
possible. Where are you getting this from?”“Multiple sources, so let’s review. First off, Beckett
covered his tracks. According to Nick, he used some portions of Blind Thrust and discarded
others. The characters’ names are all different even though both novels have a seismologist and
a scientific sleuth unraveling the earthquake mystery. Most importantly, Beckett’s mechanism for
the man-made earthquakes is different. Instead of deep well injection of liquid hazardous waste,
he uses a special subsurface explosive detonation device used by major oil companies in
geophysical exploration.“But the most important thing, by far, is the new climate in these types of
legal cases due to Tort reform.” He nodded towards his tablet screen. “I just pulled this up. A new
law was enacted last fall that makes the plaintiffs and their attorneys responsible for all legal fees
and third-party costs if you lose a literary theft-plagiarism-copyright infringement case. The law
was designed to discourage the little guy from making claims against big-name creative artists—
bestselling authors, agents, screenwriters, producers, and directors—and to protect them from
supposedly frivolous lawsuits. The only problem is that a large number of these types of lawsuits
aren’t frivolous at all. People, even entire countries, steal ideas every day. Look at China and
Korea—they haven’t had an original idea in decades. They steal everything from us and sell it
outright or repackage it as their own.”Lassiter found himself nodding in agreement. “I’m not going
to run the risk of paying hundreds of thousands in legal fees. I just want the Aussie to admit what
he’s done and apologize.”“Come on, Nicky, you know Rupert Murdoch Junior’s not going to
fucking do that,” protested Squelch.“He’s right,” said Claggebart. “Beckett and his agent, this
Benedictis fellow, and whoever else is behind this will never admit a damned thing. What about
your dad? Isn’t he with the CIA? Maybe he could gather some dirt and threaten Beckett?”“My
dad is not with the CIA—or at least it’s never been confirmed.”“Never been confirmed? That’s a
weird thing to say about your father, Nick,” said Bermolito.“Didn’t you tell me he has an
apartment in New York?” asked Squelch. “Why don’t we stay there?”“It’s the size of a Mini-
Cooper. And besides, getting my dad involved in this mess is absolutely not an option.”“What
about Natalie?” asked Claggebart. “You don’t think she’s mixed up in this do you?”Lassiter felt
his breath catch in his throat. He had been wondering the same thing about his old girlfriend and
one great love of his life. Could she be involved? Had she ultimately been the one to railroad
him?“I don’t know,” he said. “As I said before, she left Benedictis’s agency right after my novel
was turned down. She left to work as an editor with Excalibur Media in London for two years, but
returned to Benedictis to work as a literary agent four months ago. I was surprised she came
back. But he does pay really well.”“So she’s in New York and can help you,” said Bermolito.
“Assuming she wants to.”“I know how close you two were, Nicholas, but I’d be careful on this
one,” said Claggebart. “I have a bad feeling she’s somehow involved. It’s just too much of a
coincidence.”“A modern day Mata Hari,” said Bermolito. “The intrigue grows.”Squelch was
vigorously shaking his head. “No way Natalie would do that. I swear, Nicky, you should have
married that girl when you had the chance.”The room went uncomfortably silent. Again, Lassiter



tried not to think about what he had lost.Eventually, Claggebart broke the silence. “You said she
was the one who originally helped you get your foot in the door with Benedictis?”“Yeah, like I
said she got him to read my novel, but at the time I didn’t want her to reveal to him that we knew
each other.”“Why not?”“I didn’t mind having a referral, but I didn’t want to use special contacts. I
thought it might actually hurt my chances, or get Natalie in trouble, since we had had a
relationship.”“All I know is these bastards think they’re above the law and something needs to be
done about it,” said Squelch with a determined expression on his face.“So fly to New York
tomorrow and confront Beckett at his book signing on Monday,” proposed Bermolito. He nodded
towards his screen. “It says right here that’s where he’ll be. If nothing else, you’ll know for sure if
he did it or not. The eyes can’t lie, not up close.”“Wait a second, what are you saying?”“I’m saying
Beckett has a luncheon and book signing scheduled at the Excelsior Hotel in Manhattan on
Monday. That’s two days from now. The Wednesday signing is sold out, but there are still tickets
available for Monday at two hundred dollars per plate. And like I said, you can bunk with me at
my hotel.”“I must say a trip to New York could be rather exhilarating this time of year before the
savage heat begins,” said Claggebart, thoughtfully scratching his chin. “Assuming, of course,
that one has the proper seasonal attire.”Lassiter shook his head. “You’re not going, Clagge. This
is my bed and I’ll sleep in it by myself, thank you very much.”“Like hell you will,” challenged
Squelch. “If you go it alone, you’ll probably botch the whole damned thing. I’m not about to let
you go all the way to the Big Apple and come away empty-handed. We have a stake in this
too.”“Yeah, how’s that?”“You’re our best friend and we’re not about to let some Australian
billionaire asshole-author steal from our homey and continue to be a hypocrite to his millions of
unsuspecting, adoring fans. We’re going to expose the son of a bitch for the fraud he truly is.
Remember Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill? Remember ‘Don’t fire until you can see the
whites of their eyes’? Well, history is repeating itself, only this time we’re the Minutemen,
motherfuckers. This is war, my fellow patriots, and we are going to rise up from behind the stone
wall and shoot that bloated Aussie bastard’s head off! Give me liberty or give me death, that’s
what I fucking say!”“Magnificent hyperbole, Patrick Henry, but I’m afraid this isn’t your fight.
Besides, unlike poor, poor pitiful me you guys have actual jobs and girlfriends.”“Did you just say
the word job?” gasped Claggebart. “Good Lord, please don’t utter such a monumentally
depressing term in my presence ever again. I might be inclined to faint.”“Schools out for summer
for me. Libidinous coeds are nowhere to be found on the CU campus this time of year. And I’m
afraid this old powder hound and Professor of Anarchy Studies needs to perform some pre-
sabbatical research in Gotham. Call me crazy, but I’m going to the fabled city and I’m going to
score an I-Love-New-York t-shirt.”“You guys have got to be kidding me.”“Do we look like we’re
kidding, boy-o?” snorted Claggebart. “Why I even insist on financing the bold enterprise.” He
withdrew his American Express black card from his wallet and handed it to Bermolito. “Will you
be good enough to purchase four tickets for the Monday book signing?”“It’s going to have to be
three. I’ll be working that day, but I can rendezvous in the evening.”Squelch was beaming. “We’re
all in Nicky. There’s no turning—”His voice was interrupted by the sound of screeching tires



down below on the street. They all dashed to the window to have a look.Three police cars
skidded to a halt in front of his apartment, red and blue lights flashing. The doors jerked open
and six bullet-headed cops jumped from the cruisers. From the rear seat of one of the cars
stepped Jason Cornwall and Alexandra Barrett, who pointed up to his apartment as she spoke
to one of the policemen.“Holy Jack D. Ripper, they’re coming in hot!” shrieked Squelch. “I knew
that little prick Cornwall would report you. But I didn’t think they would get here this fast!”Lassiter
shook his head in dismay. “I shouldn’t have done it. I totally lost it and now the game is up. Looks
like I’m headed for a jail cell not New York City.”“Like hell!” snorted Squelch, throwing his shirt
back on. “Did our great nation give up after the elite commando unit of the German Herman
Goering Panzergrenadier Division destroyed Pearl Harbor? Hell no! We’re going to N-Y-C—and
that means all of us, goddamnit!”Another police cruiser screeched to a halt out front, roof lights
flashing, sending strobes of prismatic illumination across the street. Two cops hopped out and
started for the front entrance along with the other group.“Well, whatever we decide, we’d better
do it quickly!” cried Claggebart. “They’ve got guns, batons, and pepper spray and they look like
they know how to use them!”Lassiter was torn. If he stayed here, he would be arrested. If he went
to New York with these jokers, he would probably make a total fool of himself and they would all
get locked away in jail without accomplishing anything.“Which is it to be, Nicky? You’ve got to
make a choice!”“Staying here isn’t a choice any more than a firing squad!” cried Bermolito,
closing his tablet. “We’ll make our getaway using the rear fire escape. It leads to
Larimer!”Claggebart’s eyebrows flew up. “Great Scott, how do you know that?”“I just uploaded
and scanned the building schematics! We can get to the street level in precisely 3.7
minutes!”Lassiter hesitated. “I don’t know about this, you guys…running away from the cops?
This could affect the rest of my life.”Claggebart wagged an admonishing finger. “Now is not the
time for wavering, Nicholas—now is the time for bold action. As the late great Lord Nelson
declared, ‘Five minutes make the difference between victory and defeat.’ We must go now, boy-
o!”“All right, all right!” He crossed himself as they bolted out the door. I shouldn’t be doing this—
may God help me. But if I stay here I’m screwed.They dashed down the hallway towards the
outdoor fire escape, the sound of their running footsteps echoing off the walls. A young woman
stepped out of her apartment with a load of laundry, only to be almost bowled over.“Sorry,
Janice, sorry!” cried Lassiter, grabbing her by the elbow to keep her from falling and gently
guiding her back inside her apartment.“Keep moving, keep moving!” cried Bermolito, prodding
him along. “We have to hit the street in 1.6 minutes or the police will cut us off!”They charged
down the hallway, feet pounding like the hoofbeats of cavalry.“I must say this is rather exciting!”
pronounced Claggebart. “I’ve always wanted to be a fugitive from justice!”“Be careful what you
wish for, that’s what my mom’s always told me!” said Lassiter as they popped open the window
and started scrambling down the metal stairs of the fire escape.“New York City here we come!”
cried Squelch in exultation a moment later as they touched down on the sidewalk with no sign of
the cops. “Wait ’til they get a load of us!”They dashed down Seventeenth. When they reached
Larimer, they bolted across the street towards the parking garage where their cars were



parked.But all Lassiter could think was: What in the hell have I gotten myself into?
MONDAYJUNE 3CHAPTER 4ARBORGAST ROOM, EXCELSIOR HOTEL120 CENTRAL PARK
SOUTH, NEW YORK CITYCAMERON BARNABY BECKETT IV—who was counting on one day
being Sir Cameron like his imperial father, the Lord of Perth—stood at the podium gazing at his
customary adoring crowd.He had just finished giving his rehearsed speech, and his worshipers
sat at their exquisitely arranged dining tables clapping in adulation as an army of harried waiters
darted to and fro serving espresso and deserts of tiramisu and chocolate mousse. The packed
crowd boasted first-class authors, literary agents, editors, posh New York elites, celebrities, and
devoted fans, but the vast majority of seats were occupied by a specific nondescript individual:
the unpublished hack who foolishly dreamed of “making it big” and climbing to the top of the
New York Times bestseller list, a freight-class dimwit just stupid enough to shell out two hundred
bucks to listen to the Australian ramble on for an hour about how to publish that singular literary
masterpiece, the blockbuster breakout novel that would land him or her on Oprah and secure a
rightful place as a “published Homo sapien sapien” for all eternity. “There’s a sucker born every
minute!” Phineas T. Barnum is reported to have once proclaimed, and as Beckett stared out at
his genuflecting audience, he knew it was just as true today as it was back in the great and
cynical New York showman’s times.“Now are there any questions?” he asked pleasantly,
keeping his eye on a nubile young woman with a Vassar-College-kind-of-look up front who
appeared particularly smitten. Who knows maybe he could get her to come up to his hotel room
after the book signing? At least then he wouldn’t have to pay another $4,000 for a hooker tonight
like he had last night!The young woman raised her hand eagerly.“Yes,” he said, smiling down at
her. I want to ravage you repeatedly, you bookish little vixen. Crikey, I hope you’re not a
lesbian.“Mr. Beckett, what would you say is the single most important thing for a first-time
novelist to do to write a great book that people will actually buy?”Come to my room and I’ll show
you. Have you ever done it Aussie style? That’s why they call me the Road Warrior, my dear.“Uh,
the most important thing is to get into high gear quickly and keep your tension level soaring
throughout your novel.”“Can you elaborate further?” asked another audience member, an older
balding man in a cardigan sweater who looked freakishly like Louis C.K.“You’ve got to hook your
reader right away. Grab his attention right from the opening page and don’t let go for the next
four hundred. My agent—the fabulous Anton de Benedictis who regrettably couldn’t be here
today—has hammered that concept into my brain for the last twenty-two years. Sometimes, I
regret to say, I forget his sage advice, and when I do, believe me, he gives me a good tongue-
lashing. Strordnary but true!”Everyone laughed. He smiled winsomely, taking in the juxtaposition
of the humdrum attire of the unpublished wannabes versus the lavish two-thousand-dollar
business suits clinging to the supple bodies of the first-class movers and shakers in the
audience, like silk sheets hung over priceless sculptures. Then he answered more questions,
trying his best not to look bored after more than two decades of doing these stupid little publicity
events. He delivered the usual jokes that made him appear humble and compassionate to the
neophytes trying to break in, but it was nothing more than an act. The only thing that mattered to



him was that he was one of the top-selling authors on the planet and everyone in the room not
only adored him, but wanted, literally, to be him. When the question session was finished, the
crowd showered him with hearty applause, amplifying his feelings of self-adulation but also self-
loathing. After all, he was a total fucking fraud and he knew it.It was then he noticed that a young
man in the back had stood up.“Excuse me, I just have one last question,” the man said politely,
looking a little nervous.Beckett had been just about to sit back down for the book-signing portion
of the event, but the young man was signaling to him and, unfortunately, he couldn’t just ignore
him. The fellow had a healthy, outdoorsy look about him and appeared to be coaxed by the two
gentlemen sitting next to him. They were whispering to him in urgent tones, as if they were
putting him up to it. Something about the three young men sent an alarm to Beckett’s brain—was
it their animated body language or the wild look about them?—but he forced himself to put aside
his misgivings and serve up his most generous book-signing-event smile.“Why I suppose there’s
time for one more question,” he said, thinking he was doing the kid a favor.“Yes, thank you,” said
the young man politely. “My name is Nick Lassiter and I was just wondering what gave you the
original idea for Subterranean Storm?”Though the tone was deferential, there was…something
about the question and the person asking it that made Beckett’s brain suddenly go all foggy.
Why the bloody hell is my mind not working and my body freezing up?“Uh, excuse me, what was
the question again?”His questioner’s face remained neutral, reading like a blank slate. But he
had the uncanny feeling the lad was up to something.“My question is what gave you the original
inspiration for Subterranean Storm? I’m a geologist and I was wondering how you got the original
idea?”MONDAYJUNE 3CHAPTER 4ARBORGAST ROOM, EXCELSIOR HOTEL120 CENTRAL
PARK SOUTH, NEW YORK CITYCAMERON BARNABY BECKETT IV—who was counting on
one day being Sir Cameron like his imperial father, the Lord of Perth—stood at the podium
gazing at his customary adoring crowd.He had just finished giving his rehearsed speech, and
his worshipers sat at their exquisitely arranged dining tables clapping in adulation as an army of
harried waiters darted to and fro serving espresso and deserts of tiramisu and chocolate
mousse. The packed crowd boasted first-class authors, literary agents, editors, posh New York
elites, celebrities, and devoted fans, but the vast majority of seats were occupied by a specific
nondescript individual: the unpublished hack who foolishly dreamed of “making it big” and
climbing to the top of the New York Times bestseller list, a freight-class dimwit just stupid
enough to shell out two hundred bucks to listen to the Australian ramble on for an hour about
how to publish that singular literary masterpiece, the blockbuster breakout novel that would land
him or her on Oprah and secure a rightful place as a “published Homo sapien sapien” for all
eternity. “There’s a sucker born every minute!” Phineas T. Barnum is reported to have once
proclaimed, and as Beckett stared out at his genuflecting audience, he knew it was just as true
today as it was back in the great and cynical New York showman’s times.“Now are there any
questions?” he asked pleasantly, keeping his eye on a nubile young woman with a Vassar-
College-kind-of-look up front who appeared particularly smitten. Who knows maybe he could get
her to come up to his hotel room after the book signing? At least then he wouldn’t have to pay



another $4,000 for a hooker tonight like he had last night!The young woman raised her hand
eagerly.“Yes,” he said, smiling down at her. I want to ravage you repeatedly, you bookish little
vixen. Crikey, I hope you’re not a lesbian.“Mr. Beckett, what would you say is the single most
important thing for a first-time novelist to do to write a great book that people will actually
buy?”Come to my room and I’ll show you. Have you ever done it Aussie style? That’s why they
call me the Road Warrior, my dear.“Uh, the most important thing is to get into high gear quickly
and keep your tension level soaring throughout your novel.”“Can you elaborate further?” asked
another audience member, an older balding man in a cardigan sweater who looked freakishly
like Louis C.K.“You’ve got to hook your reader right away. Grab his attention right from the
opening page and don’t let go for the next four hundred. My agent—the fabulous Anton de
Benedictis who regrettably couldn’t be here today—has hammered that concept into my brain
for the last twenty-two years. Sometimes, I regret to say, I forget his sage advice, and when I do,
believe me, he gives me a good tongue-lashing. Strordnary but true!”Everyone laughed. He
smiled winsomely, taking in the juxtaposition of the humdrum attire of the unpublished wannabes
versus the lavish two-thousand-dollar business suits clinging to the supple bodies of the first-
class movers and shakers in the audience, like silk sheets hung over priceless sculptures. Then
he answered more questions, trying his best not to look bored after more than two decades of
doing these stupid little publicity events. He delivered the usual jokes that made him appear
humble and compassionate to the neophytes trying to break in, but it was nothing more than an
act. The only thing that mattered to him was that he was one of the top-selling authors on the
planet and everyone in the room not only adored him, but wanted, literally, to be him. When the
question session was finished, the crowd showered him with hearty applause, amplifying his
feelings of self-adulation but also self-loathing. After all, he was a total fucking fraud and he
knew it.It was then he noticed that a young man in the back had stood up.“Excuse me, I just
have one last question,” the man said politely, looking a little nervous.Beckett had been just
about to sit back down for the book-signing portion of the event, but the young man was
signaling to him and, unfortunately, he couldn’t just ignore him. The fellow had a healthy,
outdoorsy look about him and appeared to be coaxed by the two gentlemen sitting next to him.
They were whispering to him in urgent tones, as if they were putting him up to it. Something
about the three young men sent an alarm to Beckett’s brain—was it their animated body
language or the wild look about them?—but he forced himself to put aside his misgivings and
serve up his most generous book-signing-event smile.“Why I suppose there’s time for one more
question,” he said, thinking he was doing the kid a favor.“Yes, thank you,” said the young man
politely. “My name is Nick Lassiter and I was just wondering what gave you the original idea for
Subterranean Storm?”Though the tone was deferential, there was…something about the
question and the person asking it that made Beckett’s brain suddenly go all foggy. Why the
bloody hell is my mind not working and my body freezing up?“Uh, excuse me, what was the
question again?”His questioner’s face remained neutral, reading like a blank slate. But he had
the uncanny feeling the lad was up to something.“My question is what gave you the original



inspiration for Subterranean Storm? I’m a geologist and I was wondering how you got the original
idea?”
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Ebook Library Reader, “Fun and Exciting. A fast-paced story with fun and interesting characters.
Some might find the storyline farfetched, but it is a fun read.”

New Poetry Lover, “Fast-paced thriller with entertainingly quirky characters. Can a no-name
writer who has just lost his job and girlfriend stop the world’s second-best-selling author, a
crooked literary agent, and a Big Name publisher from stealing his slush-piled blockbuster novel
and undeservedly reaping the success? This is the central plot of The Slush Pile Brigade, a fast-
paced modern thriller that reminded me of the books of Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child,
Daniel Silva, and Lee Child but with quirkier characters. The author in question is Nick Lassiter,
who is the humble action hero in Marquis’s new Nick Lassiter international espionage series.
When Nick and his three fish-out-of-water cohorts go to New York to confront the people who
stole his book, they instantly run into unforeseen forces intent on thwarting them and their
mission.Without giving up the story, let’s just say they encounter a few issues along the way.
Eventually, as the scope of their inquiries expands, they are soon in way over their heads,
dealing with not only the author and his corrupt agent, but the NYPD, a Big time publishing
house intent on protecting its literary property, and the Russian mob. This dangerous soup of
characters and obstacles makes for a lot of action and conflict.But what ultimately makes The
Slush Pile Brigade a truly good read is not just the sustained level of suspense, but the novel’s
authenticity and quirky characters. The book is also set against the moral backdrop of the 1%
versus 99% (and first-class versus freight-class author) paradigm. The book also reminded me
of The Monkey Wrench Gang, Edward Abbey’s funny look at ecoterrorism in the 1980s. Like
Hayduke and his crazy characters in the Abbey book, Nick and his madcap friends are
memorable and in way over their heads; making for a story that is instantly and entirely
enjoyable.”

Ken Bork, “An exciting romp through an agent's "slush pile"!. Imagine that you worked hard on
creating a fine novel and sent it to a New York literary agent. Then imagine that he paged
through his "slush pile" of rejected manuscripts in order to find something to help his money-
making and best-selling author escape from writer's block. Then, coup de grace, it became a
bestseller and a Hollywood movie -- all with you remaining invisible. You might want a little
retribution, right? The amazing characters in "The Slush Pile Brigade" will conduct you on an
outrageous expedition that is entertaining, humorous, serious, complex, and gratifying. You will
be surprised to learn that Russian mobsters are in league with the agent and thieving author.
And that the maligned hero, Nick Lassiter, has help from a wild and quasi-wacko group of three
friends from Denver, and an ex-girlfriend who turns out to be in league with Nick's father, a high-
level CIA officer. The cliché about "it's a page turner" turns out to be directly applicable to this
book. Chapter endings resemble those old movies that had almost unbelievable situations one



week, but with the hero popping up in fine shape on the next Saturday. The complexity of the
narrative is unusual but believable (pretty much) and highly gratifying. The depth of
characterization of the good and bad people portrayed will enthrall readers. It would be untoward
for a reviewer to provide 'spoilers,' but you might want to have a seat belt handy.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Family Reunited. This is an excellent book about evil and crime at the
highest levels. The characters are interesting. The ending is full of action with a surprise twist.”

Ronni, “A must read. This is a very well written spy book. I can't wait to start the second book for
the excitement and suspenseful thrill of it!”

Sam B. Wagner, “Great action - plots within plots - a fascinating and fun read. Excellent
characters and surprises throughout including the ending. New York celebrity writers and
agents, the Russian mob, the CIA, NYC police, linked with a story line that keeps it all clearly
together and most entertaining. A simple apology can stop the avalanche but even that gets
buried by lawyers, publishers, and outside influences. Hope to see Nick and friends again. A
great read and well worth the time.”

Peter Williams, “A definite "Not To Be Missed" book. A gripping story with just the right amount of
humour to enhance it and make it even more of an interesting read. It has a superb story line
with believable fully rounded characters and I can not wait to read book two. Well done Samuel,
another superb addition to your list of not to be missed books.”

The book by Laurell K. Hamilton has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 172 people have provided feedback.
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